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ABSTRACT

The centerpiece of this thesis is a new processing paradigm for exploiting instruction level parallelism. This paradigm, called the multiscalar paradigm, splits the program into many smaller tasks, and exploits fine-grain parallelism by executing multiple, possibly (control and/or data) dependent tasks in parallel using multiple processing elements. Splitting the instruction stream at statically determined boundaries allows the compiler to pass substantial information about the tasks to the hardware. The processing paradigm can be viewed as extensions of the superscalar and multiprocessing paradigms, and shares a number of properties of the sequential processing model and the dataflow processing model.

The multiscalar paradigm is easily realizable, and we describe an implementation of the multiscalar paradigm, called the multiscalar processor. The central idea here is to connect multiple sequential processors, in a decoupled and decentralized manner, to achieve overall multiple issue. The multiscalar processor supports speculative execution, allows arbitrary dynamic code motion (facilitated by an efficient hardware memory disambiguation mechanism), exploits communication localities, and does all of these with hardware that is fairly straightforward to build. Other desirable aspects of the implementation include decentralization of the critical resources, absence of wide associative searches, and absence of wide interconnection/data paths.
The multiscalar processor design has novel features such as the *Address Resolution Buffer (ARB)*, which is a powerful hardware mechanism for enforcing memory dependencies. The ARB allows arbitrary dynamic motion of memory reference instructions by providing an efficient way of detecting memory hazards, and instructing the multiscalar hardware to restart portions of the dynamic instruction stream when hazards are violated.

We also present the results of a detailed simulation study showing the performance improvements offered by the multiscalar processor. These preliminary results are very encouraging. The multiscalar paradigm seems to be an ideal candidate to reach our goal of 10+ instructions per cycle, and has tremendous potential to be the paradigm of choice for a circa 2000 (and beyond) ILP processor.
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How to exploit parallelism from ordinary, non-numeric programs?

In spite of the tremendous increases in computing power over the years, nobody has ever felt a glut in computing power; the demand for computing power seems to increase with its supply. To satisfy this demand in the midst of fast approaching physical limits such as speed of light, scientists should find ever ingenious ways of increasing the computing power. The main technique computer architects use to achieve speedup is to do parallel processing. Today digital computing is at a point where clock speeds of less than 10ns are becoming the norm, and further improvements in the clock speed require tremendous engineering effort. An order of magnitude improvement in clock speed (to achieve clock cycles in the sub-nanosecond range) may be difficult, especially because of approaching physical limits. However, looking into the late 1990s and the early 2000s, there appears to be no end in sight to the growth in the number of transistors that can be put on a single chip. Technology projections even suggest the integration of 100 million transistors on a chip by the year 2000 [60], in place of the 2-4 million transistors that are integrated today. This has prompted computer architects to consider new ways of utilizing the additional resources for doing parallel processing.

The execution of a computer program involves computation operations and communication of values, constrained by control structures in the program. The basic idea behind parallel processing is to use multiple hardware resources to process multiple computations as well as multiple communication arcs in parallel so as to reduce the execution time, which is a function of the total number of computation operations and communication arcs, the cycle time, and the average number of computation nodes and communication arcs executed in a cycle. With the continued advance in technology, switching components have become progressively smaller and more efficient, with the effect
computation has become reasonably fast. Communication speed, on the other hand, seems to be more restricted by the effects of physical factors such as the speed of light, and has become the major bottleneck.

The parallelism present in programs can be classified into different types — regular versus irregular parallelism, coarse-grain versus fine-grain (instruction level) parallelism, etc. Regular parallelism, also known as data parallelism, refers to the parallelism in performing the same set of operations on different elements of a data set, and is very easy to exploit. Irregular parallelism refers to parallelism that is not regular, and is harder to exploit. Coarse-grain parallelism refers to the parallelism between large sets of operations such as subprograms, and is best exploited by a multiprocessor. Fine-grain parallelism, or instruction level parallelism refers to the parallelism between individual operations. Over the years, several processing paradigms, including some special purpose paradigms, have been proposed to exploit different types of parallelism. While we would like to stay away from special purpose architectures and be as general as possible, we would still like to carve out our niche, which is instruction level parallelism or ILP for short. This thesis explores the issues involved in ILP processing, and proposes and investigates a new architectural paradigm for ILP processing.

1.1. Why ILP Processors?

Why, in any case, must we investigate ever ingenious ways of exploiting ILP? The answer is that it is important to exploit parallelism, and many important applications exist (mostly non-numeric) in which ILP appears to be the only type of parallelism available. Exploitation of parallelism at the instruction level is very important to speed up such programs. Recent studies have confirmed that there exists a large amount of instruction-level parallelism in ordinary programs [18, 25, 36, 106, 159]. Even in other applications, no matter how much parallelism is exploited by coarse-grain parallel processors such as the multiprocessors, a substantial amount of parallelism will still remain to be exploited at the instruction level. Therefore, irrespective of the speedup given by a coarse-grain parallel processor, ILP processing can give additional speedups over that speedup. Thus,
coarse-grain parallel processing and ILP processing complement each other, and we can expect future multiprocessors to be a collection of ILP processors.

Although ILP processing has been used in the highest performance uniprocessors for the past 30 years, it was traditionally confined to special-purpose paradigms for exploiting regular parallelism from numeric programs. In this thesis we place a strong emphasis on exploiting ILP from non-numeric programs, which mostly contain irregular parallelism. This is not to belittle the importance of numeric programs, which are the backbone of many theoretical and simulation studies in scientific applications. We feel that numeric programs have received substantial attention in the past, whereas non-numerical programs have received only a passing attention. The ILP machines developed so far — vector machines, the primal VLIW machines [55], etc. — have all specifically targeted numeric applications. Our motivation for targeting the difficult irregular parallelism in non-numeric programs is that if we are able to develop techniques to extract and exploit even small amounts of ILP from such programs (which are anathema for ILP), then the same collection of techniques can be migrated to the realm of numeric programs to get perhaps an order of improvement in performance!

As of today, no single ILP processing paradigm has shown a spectacular performance improvement for non-numeric programs. This research is an attempt not only to bridge that gap, but also to lay the foundation for future ILP processors.

1.2. Challenges

There are several issues to be tackled in developing a good ILP processing paradigm. First, there are different schools of thought on when the extraction of parallelism is to be done — at compile time or at run time. Each method has its own strengths and shortcomings. We believe that any processing model that relies entirely on compile-time scheduling or on run-time scheduling is very likely to fail because of inherent limitations of both. So the challenge is to use the right mix of compile time and run time extraction of parallelism. The alternatives differ widely, based on the extent to which this question is answered by the compiler or the hardware, and on the manner in which the
compiler-extracted parallelism information is conveyed to the hardware.

Second, studies have found little ILP within a small sequential block of instructions, but significant amounts in large blocks [18, 25, 90, 159]. There are several inter-related factors that contribute to this. Because most programs are written in an imperative language for a sequential machine with a limited number of architectural registers for storing temporary values, instructions of close proximity are very likely to be data dependent, unless they are reordered by the compiler. This means that most of the parallelism can be found only amongst instructions that are further apart in the instruction stream. The obvious way to get to that parallelism is to establish a large window of instructions, and look for parallelism in this window.

The creation of the large window, whether done statically or dynamically, should be accurate. That is, the window should consist mostly of instructions that are guaranteed to execute, and not instructions that might be executed. Recent work has suggested that, given the basic block sizes and branch prediction accuracies for some common C programs, following a single thread of control while establishing a window may not be sufficient: the maximum ILP that can be extracted from such a window is limited to about 7 [90]. A more complex window, which contains instructions from multiple threads of control might be needed; analysis of the control dependence graph [38, 51] of a program can aid in the selection of the threads of control.

Another major challenge in designing the ILP hardware is to decentralize the critical resources in the system. These include the hardware for feeding multiple operations to the execution unit, the hardware for carrying out the inter-operation communication of the many operations in flight, a memory system that can handle multiple accesses simultaneously, and in a dynamically scheduled processor, the hardware for detecting the parallelism at run time.

1.3. Contributions of this Thesis

In this thesis we describe a new processing model called the multiscalar paradigm; it executes programs by means of the parallel execution of multiple tasks that are derived from a sequential
instruction stream. This is achieved by considering a subgraph of the program’s control flow graph to be a task, and executing many such tasks in parallel. The multiple tasks in execution can have both data dependencies and control dependencies between them. The execution model within each task can be a simple, sequential processor. As we will see later in this thesis, such an approach has the synergistic effect of combining the advantages of the sequential and the dataflow execution models, and the advantages of static and dynamic scheduling. Executing multiple subgraphs in parallel, although simple in concept, has powerful implications:

1. The hardware mostly involves only the replication of ordinary processors. This allows the critical hardware resources to be decentralized by divide-and-conquer strategy, as will be seen in chapters 3-6. A decentralized hardware realization facilitates clock speeds comparable to contemporary implementations of single-issue processors. Furthermore, it allows expandability.

2. The compiler can, as far as possible, attempt to divide the instruction stream into tasks at those points which facilitate the execution of control-independent code in parallel, thereby allowing multiple flows of control. Even if the compiler may not know the exact path that will be taken through a task at run time, it may be fairly sure of the next task that will be executed. Thus, the overall large window can be made very accurate.

3. It helps to overlap the execution of blocks of code that are not guaranteed to be (data) independent. The compiler can, of course, attempt to pack dependent instructions into a task, and as far as possible create tasks that are independent so as to improve the processor performance. However, the processing paradigm does not require the tasks to be independent, and this is a significant advantage.

4. Because the multiscalar paradigm considers a block of instructions as a single unit (task), the compiler can convey to the hardware more information such as inter-task register dependencies and control flow information. Thus, the hardware need not reconstruct some of the information that was already available at compile time.
(5) It helps to process and execute multiple branches in the same cycle, which is needed to exploit significant levels of ILP.

(6) It helps to exploit the localities of communication present in a program.

These statements may appear a bit "rough-and-ready", and may not make much sense before studying the new paradigm. It is precisely this paradigm and its implementation that we study in the ensuing chapters of this thesis.

1.4. Organization of the Thesis

We have outlined the important issues pertaining to the design of a high-performance ILP processor, and have now sketched in enough common ground for our study of ILP processing and the multiscalar paradigm to begin. The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents a critique on ILP processing. It describes the fundamental concepts related to ILP processing, and explores how these concepts have been applied in existing ILP paradigms.

Chapter 3 introduces the multiscalar paradigm. It describes the basic philosophy of the paradigm, and compares and contrasts it with other processing paradigms such as the multiprocessor, VLIW, and superscalar paradigms. Chapter 3 also introduces the multiscalar processor, a possible implementation of the multiscalar paradigm.

Chapters 4-6 describe the different building blocks of the multiscalar processor. The description includes details of the instruction issue mechanism (distributed instruction caches), the distributed register file, the memory disambiguation unit, and the distributed data memory system. Chapter 4 describes the control unit, the execution units, and the instruction supply mechanism. Chapter 5 describes the distributed inter-operation communication mechanism, namely the replicated register files. Chapter 6 describes the distributed data memory system. It also describes how the multiscalar processor allows out-of-order execution of memory references before disambiguating their addresses, and how it detects any dependency violations brought about by out-of-order execution of memory references. The descriptions in chapters 5-6 are made as generic as possible so that the
schemes developed in the context of the multiscalar processor can be used in other ILP processors too.

Chapter 7 presents the empirical results. It describes the methodology of experimentation, and the software tools developed specifically for studying the multiscalar processor. It presents the performance results of the multiscalar processor, and results showing that the distributed inter-operation communication mechanism in the multiscalar processor exploits localities of communication. Chapter 8 describes the role of the compiler, and the different ways in which the compiler can exploit the idiosyncrasies of the multiscalar paradigm to obtain more performance. Chapter 9 concludes the thesis by pointing out the broad implications of this dissertation.

The ARB mechanism proposed in chapter 6 is very general, and can be used in several execution models. The appendix demonstrates how the ARB can be used in superscalar processors, statically scheduled processors (such as VLIW processors), and small-scale multiprocessors.
Chapter 2.  

ILP Processing

What is the state of the art in ILP processing?

ILP processing involves a combination of software and hardware techniques to improve performance by executing multiple operations in parallel. This chapter describes the fundamental concepts related to ILP processing, and explores how these concepts have been applied in existing ILP paradigms. This chapter is organized in four sections. Section 2.1 describes the nature of parallelism in programs. Section 2.2 describes the different ways of specifying instruction level parallelism. Section 2.3 describes the fundamental steps involved in ILP processing, including the issues involved in extracting parallelism by software and by hardware. Section 2.4 reviews the state of the art in ILP processing, and provides a critique of the existing ILP paradigms. Section 2.5 recaps the main observations and concludes the chapter.

2.1. Program Execution Basics

From an abstract point of view, a program consists of computation operations and communication arcs, operating under control constraints. Computation operations operate on data values and produce new data values, which are communicated to other computation operations. The control constraints decide which parts of the program are executed, and how many times each part is executed. The basic idea behind ILP processing is to use multiple hardware resources to process multiple computation operations as well as multiple communication arcs in parallel so as to reduce the overall execution time. To better understand the nature of ILP in a program, we need to know the constraints on ILP and the ways in which they affect ILP processing.
2.1.1. Constraints on ILP

Data dependencies and control dependencies are the two fundamental constraints on ILP processing. Data dependencies relate to the communication arcs in the program; a data dependency is present when the result of one computation operation is needed by another operation. Data dependencies are true dependencies, and set a theoretical limit on the ILP that can be extracted from a program. A control dependency exists between two operations if the execution of one operation can prevent the execution of the other. Control dependencies manifest by way of conditionals in the program.

Because a control dependency can prevent the execution of other operations, it can introduce or eliminate data dependencies when a program is executed. Data dependencies can in turn affect control decisions that depend on them. This might lead one to suspect that control dependencies and data dependencies are indeed two sides of the same coin.

A data dependency between two operations can be trivially converted to a control dependency by specifying an execution ordering for the two computation operations. Techniques for converting control dependencies to data dependencies (e.g. if-conversion) are described in section 2.3.2.1.

The effect of data dependencies on parallelism get modulated based on the manner in which communication is handled. Depending on the way computation operations are mapped onto a processing structure, the communication arcs (data dependencies) get ‘stretched’ or ‘shrunken’, causing changes in the communication costs, because it takes more time to send values over a distance.

2.1.2. Program Representations

Irrespective of the programming language in which a program is written, for purposes of parallelism extraction, the compiler uses different representations for denoting the computations, the
communication, and the controls embedded in a program. We shall briefly discuss the important
types of representations. One of them is the data flow graph (DFG), which is a directed graph whose
nodes denote computation operations and whose arcs denote the communication of values, which
define the necessary sequencing constraints. Control constraints are represented by selective routing
of data among the nodes, using switch and merge nodes.

Another way of representing the attributes of a program is the control flow graph (CFG), which
is a directed graph whose nodes denote basic blocks (straight-line codes with no branches into or out
of the middle of the block) and whose arcs denote the flow of control between them. Within a basic
block, control is assumed to flow sequentially. Figure 2.1(i) shows an example CFG containing four
basic blocks, marked BB1-BB4; the CFG contains a unique entry node called START and a unique
exit node called STOP. In a control flow graph, a node $X$ is said to be post-dominated by a node $Y$ if
every directed path from $X$ to STOP (not including $X$) contains $Y$ [51].

A third type of representation is the program dependence graph (PDG), which explicitly
represents the control dependencies and data dependencies for every operation in a program [51, 76].
The control dependencies are represented by a subgraph called control dependence graph (CDG), and
the data dependencies are represented by another subgraph called data dependence graph (DDG).
Control dependencies are derived from the control flow graph by constructing its post-dominator tree
[51]. Figure 2.1(ii) shows the CDG of the CFG shown in Figure 2.1(i). Notice that control parallel-
ism exists between basic blocks 1 and 4, i.e., these two blocks are control independent. Data depen-
dencies are derived by performing a data flow analysis of the program [7].

2.2. Program Specification and Execution Models

ILP processing involves a sequence of steps, some of which need to be done by
software/programmer and some of which need to be done by hardware. In between comes extraction
of parallelism, which can be done either by the compiler or by the hardware or by both. The instruc-
tion set architecture (ISA) of an ILP processor is a function of where the boundary is drawn between
what is done in software and what is done in hardware. The ISA is also a function of the manner in
which information regarding parallelism is communicated by the compiler to the hardware through
the program. In this regard, we consider two attributes to classify existing ILP architectures and their
implementations. They are: (i) program specification order, and (ii) program execution order. These
two attributes capture information about the extent to which static scheduling, dynamic scheduling,
and combinations thereof are performed in different ILP processing paradigms.

Figure 2.1: An Example Control Flow Graph (CFG)

and its Control Dependence Graph (CDG)
2.2.1. Program Specification Order

2.2.1.1. Control-Driven Specification

The instructions in a program can imply either a static ordering or no ordering. When the instructions imply a static ordering, the corresponding ISA is said to be control-driven, and control is assumed to step through instructions one at a time. Communication is also control-driven; computation results do not directly proceed to the computation operations that need them, but are rather stored in a storage, for instance at the output of the functional units, in a set of registers, or in a set of memory locations. Control-driven architectures have the notion of a “present state” after each instruction is executed and the result(s) stored in the designated storage locations. The next instruction in the ordering is guaranteed to have its operands ready when control reaches it. Thus, all data dependencies are automatically specified by converting them to control dependencies! Generally, the implied program ordering is sequential ordering, with provisions to change the ordering by means of branch operations. Examples for control-driven specification are the VLIW, vector, and superscalar processors.

Control-driven specification allows communication to be specified by means of a shared storage structure. This has several implications. First, it gives rise to storage conflicts (i.e., anti- and output dependencies). Second, execution of a conditional branch operation does not involve any routing of data, and involves only changing the value of the control sequencer. Third, it necessitates the construction of data access paths, computation operations to manipulate them, and algorithms to manage storage space, but therein lies the strength of static ordering. Static ordering can be used to introduce localities of communication, which can be exploited by hardware means to reduce the costs of communication, and to manage hardware resources properly. This has the effect of combining several adjacent computation operations of the program into one, because the communication arcs between them become very short when temporal locality is exploited by hardware means. Lastly, control-driven means “compiler-driven”. The compiler can even analyze the entire program, and do some scheduling. The lesson learned from past experiences of the computer architecture community is to
make use of whatever support and scheduling the compiler can do.

**Multiple Flows of Control:** The discussion carried out so far might suggest that in control-driven specification, the execution of one operation triggers the execution of exactly one other operation — *i.e.*, a single flow of control. However, this is not the case. In control-driven specification, control need not step through operations one at a time; each instruction could itself consist of many operations as in the VLIW paradigm. It is also possible to specify multiple flows of control in which the execution of an instruction triggers multiple instructions. An example for program specification involving multiple flows of control is the multiprocessing paradigm.

**Parallelism Specification:** In control-driven specification, the compiler can extract parallelism. The compiler-extracted parallelism can be specified in the program and conveyed to the execution hardware in many ways. One way is to use *data parallel* instructions (such as vector instructions) in which a single operation is specified on multiple data elements. Data parallel instructions are highly space-efficient; however, they are useful only for specifying the regular parallelism present in numeric programs, and are not of much use for specifying the irregular parallelism present in non-numeric programs. For specifying irregular parallelism, one can use *horizontal instructions* in which multiple operations are specified side by side in a single instruction. This is the specification used by the VLIW paradigm. Yet another type of parallelism specification is the one used by multiprocessors. In multiprocessors, the compiler specifies control-independent tasks, which can be executed by the hardware in parallel. Finally, in the case of the superscalar paradigm, the compiler can place independent instructions adjacent to each other in order that the superscalar hardware scheduler encounters them simultaneously.

### 2.2.1.2. Data-Driven Specification

When a program does not imply any particular static ordering, it is called *data-driven* specification. In this specification, communication is specified directly in the program. Computation results directly proceed to the computation operations that need them, and data are directly held
inside instructions, instead of being stored elsewhere. In data-driven specification, control dependencies are handled by switch nodes and merge nodes, which route data conditionally. Thus, all control dependencies are automatically specified by converting them to data dependencies!

The perceived advantage of data-driven specification is that it helps to express the maximum amount of parallelism present in an application. Ironically, therein lies its weakness! Data-driven specification, in an attempt to express the maximum amount of parallelism to the hardware, refrains from doing any static scheduling, and pushes the scheduling task entirely to the hardware. Lack of a static ordering has other ramifications as well. Data-driven specification suffers from the inability to express critical sections and imperative operations that are essential for the efficient execution of operating system functions, such as resource management [36, 114]. Furthermore, in data-driven specification, data tokens have to be routed through control-decision points such as switch nodes and merge nodes, and often get collected at these control-decision points, waiting for the appropriate control decisions to be taken.

**Data-Driven Specification with Control-Driven Tasks:** In an attempt to capture the benefits of control-driven specification, researchers have proposed using control-driven specification at the lower level with data-driven specification at the higher level [77, 113]. In this specification, the dataflow graph is partitioned into different regions, each of which is scheduled independently at compile time. Within a region, control flows sequentially, whereas the execution of a region is triggered by inter-region data availability.

### 2.2.2. Program Execution Order

Program execution order is the ordering adopted by the execution hardware. If the hardware follows an execution order given by the program control flow, then it is called *control-driven execution*. If the hardware follows an execution order based on data availability, then it is called *data-driven execution*. In control-driven execution, a computation operation is triggered (i.e., becomes ready for execution) when the control sequencer reaches that operation. Examples for control-driven
execution are the traditional von Neumann, VLIW, and vector processors. In data-driven execution, a computation operation is triggered when all of its input operands have arrived. Examples for data-driven execution are the dataflow machines. Although existing paradigms that use data-driven specification have also used data-driven execution, this need not be the case. It is theoretically possible to have a hardware that takes a data-driven specification, converts it into control-driven specification and executes it in a control-driven manner.

Data-driven execution offers a lot of opportunity to execute multiple operations in parallel, because it introduces no artificial control restraints on parallel processing. However, the costs of freedom take their toll, which manifest as a host of overheads, rendering data-driven execution performance-ineffective. In an attempt to extract parallelism at run time, then, the data-driven hardware gets bogged down in a truly global scheduling every cycle. A significant communication overhead also accrues, as data-driven execution does not attempt to exploit localities of communication. Furthermore, data-driven execution needs special mechanisms to detect operand availability, to match results with needy operations, and to enable the execution of ready operations in an asynchronous manner. Finally, data-driven execution performs random scheduling; if many operations are ready for execution, then based on resource availability, some operations are selected in random for execution, without any consideration for the critical path. This is because the hardware cannot see what happens beyond the next cycle when no static ordering has been presented to it.

Control-driven execution definitely restrains parallelism. The advantage of control-driven execution is that after an instruction is executed, there is no need to search for the next instruction to be executed, which helps to reduce the hardware complexity significantly. Further, it has the capability to exploit localities of communication. In an attempt to combine the good aspects of control-driven execution and data-driven execution, processing paradigms have been proposed to combine control-driven execution and data-driven execution. Prime examples are the superscalar processors, which do data-driven execution within a window of operations obtained by control-driven fetching of instructions. Multiprocessors also use a combination of control-driven execution and data-driven execution, but in a different manner. In a multiprocessor, each processor performs control-driven execution, but
inter-processor communication and synchronization are performed in a data-driven manner (with some hardware support).

### 2.3. Fundamentals of ILP Processing

Converting a high-level language program into one that a machine can execute involves taking several decisions at various levels. Parallelism exploitation involves additional decisions on top of this. The fundamental aspect in ILP processing is:

Given a program graph with control and data constraints, arrive at a good execution schedule in which multiple computation operations are executed in a cycle as allowed by the resource constraints in the machine.

Arriving at a good schedule involves manipulations on the program graph, taking into consideration several aspects such as the ISA and the resources in the machine. Since there can only be a finite amount of fast storage (such as registers) for temporarily storing the intermediate computation values, the values have to be either consumed immediately or stored away into some form of backup storage (such as main memory), creating additional communication arcs. Thus, the challenge in ILP processing is not only to identify a large number of independent operations to be executed every cycle from a large block of computation operations having intricate control dependencies and data dependencies, but also reduce the inter-operation communication costs and the costs of storing temporary results. A good paradigm should not only attempt to increase the number of operations executed in parallel, but also decrease the inter-operation communication costs by reducing the communication distances and the temporary storing away of values, thereby allowing the hardware to be expanded as allowed by technology improvements in hardware and software.

Optimal scheduling (under finite resource constraints) is an NP-complete problem [32], necessitating the use of heuristics to take decisions. Although programmers can ease scheduling by expressing some of the parallelism present in programs by using a non-standard high-level language (HLL),
the major scheduling decisions have to be taken by the compiler, by the hardware, or by both of them. There are different trade-offs in taking the decisions at programming time, at compile time, and at run time, as illustrated in Table 2.1.

A program’s input (which can affect scheduling decisions) are available only at run-time when the program is executed, leaving compilers to work with conservative assumptions while taking scheduling decisions. Run-time deviations from the compile-time assumptions render the quality of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Taking Decisions at</th>
<th>Programming Time</th>
<th>Compile Time</th>
<th>Run Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No compiler complexity.</td>
<td>No hardware complexity.</td>
<td>Introduces hardware complexity, with potential cycle time increase. The benefit should more than make up for this increase in cycle time</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No hardware complexity.</td>
<td>No hardware complexity.</td>
<td>Only tunnel vision possible, with no increase in hardware complexity.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Only macro-level analysis. Difficult to reason about parallelism, specific ISAs, &amp; specific implementations.</td>
<td>Global analysis possible.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conservative due to lack of run-time information.</td>
<td>Conservative due to lack of run-time information. Difficult to guarantee independence.</td>
<td>Has complete run-time information within the ‘‘tunnel’’, and can make well-informed decisions within the ‘‘tunnel’’.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tailored for a specific. HLL program</td>
<td>HLL compatible. Tailored for specific ISA.</td>
<td>HLL compatible. Object code compatible.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the compiler-generated schedule poor, and increase the program execution time significantly. On the other hand, any scheduling decisions taken by the hardware could increase the hardware complexity, and hence the machine cycle time, making it practical for the hardware to analyze only small portions of the program at a time. Different ILP processing paradigms differ in the extent to which scheduling decisions are taken by the compiler or by the hardware.

In this section, we explore the different steps involved in ILP processing. To explore the full possibilities of what can be done by the compiler and what can be done by the hardware, this discussion assumes a combination of control-driven specification and data-driven execution. The sequence of processes involved in ILP processing can be grouped under the four steps listed below:

(i) Expressing ILP (done by the programmer),

(ii) Extracting ILP by software,

(iii) Extracting ILP by hardware, and

(iv) Exploiting ILP (done by the hardware).

In our opinion, these four steps are generally orthogonal to each other, although hardware mechanisms for extracting ILP (step 3) and those for exploiting ILP (step 4) are often integrated in hardware implementations. We shall look into each of the four steps in more detail.

2.3.1. Expressing ILP

The programmer can choose to express the parallelism present in an application by using appropriate algorithms, programming languages, and data structures. This is particularly useful for expressing the control parallelism present in an application. For a given application, some algorithms have more inherent parallelism than others. Similarly, some of the control dependencies in a program are an artifact of the programming paradigm used; dataflow languages such as Id [17] are tailored to express the parallelism present in an application, and do not introduce artificial control dependencies. One example where data structures help in expressing parallelism is the use of arrays instead of linked lists. Information about data parallelism can also be expressed by the programmer, by means of assertions. In many situations, the programmer may not be able to reason about and express all the
parallelism in an application, in which case the compiler can attempt to expose some of the hidden parallelism, particularly the control parallelism in the program. These are described in detail in section 2.3.2.1.

2.3.2. Extracting ILP by Software

Extraction of ILP can be performed by software and by hardware. The motivation for using software to extract ILP is to keep the hardware simpler, and therefore faster. The motivation for using hardware to extract ILP (c.f. Section 2.3.3) is to extract that parallelism which can be detected only at run time. A central premise of this thesis is that these two methods are not mutually exclusive, and can both be used in conjunction to extract as much parallelism as possible.

There are three fundamental steps in extracting ILP from a program:

1. Establish a window of operations.
2. Determine and minimize dependencies between operations in this window.
3. Schedule operations.

Below, we explain each of these steps in more detail.

2.3.2.1. Establishing a Window of Operations

The first step in extracting ILP from a program at compile time is to establish a path or a subgraph in the program’s CFG, called an operation window. The two important criteria in establishing the operation window are that the window should be both large and accurate. Small windows tend to have small amounts of parallelism as discussed in section 1.2. Control dependencies caused by statically unpredictable conditional branches are the major hurdle in establishing a large and accurate static window. To overcome this, compilers typically analyze both paths of a conditional branch or do a prediction as to which direction the branch is most likely to go. Because an important component of most window-establishment schemes is the accurate prediction of conditional branches, a considerable amount of research has gone into better branch prediction techniques. Initial static
prediction schemes were based on branch opcodes, and were not accurate. Now, static prediction schemes are much more sophisticated, and use profile information or heuristics to take decisions [28, 75, 98, 118, 160].

In addition to branch prediction, the compiler uses several other techniques to overcome the effects of control dependencies. Some of these techniques are if-conversion, loop unrolling, loop peeling, loop conditioning, loop exchange [12], function inlining [28, 85], replacing a set of IF-THEN statements by a jump table [129], and even changing data structures. All these techniques modify the CFG of the program, mostly by reducing the number of control decision points in the CFG. We shall review some of these schemes in terms of the type of modifications done to the CFG and how the modifications are incorporated.

**Loop Unrolling:** Loop unrolling is a technique used to enlarge the body of (typically) small loops. The key idea is to combine multiple iterations of the loop into a single iteration, and decrease the loop iterations proportionately, in order to permit better loop body pipelining and decrease the overhead of branch execution and induction variable update.

**Loop Peeling:** Loop peeling is a technique used to reduce dependencies when there is a control flow into the middle of a loop from outside the loop. If there is a control flow into the middle of a loop, then that control flow is effectively into the first iteration of the loop. Loop peeling involves peeling off this first iteration out of the loop by duplicating the loop body, and reducing the loop iteration count by one. Now, any dependencies that were carried into the loop through the previous control flow (into the loop) belong entirely to the peeled iteration, potentially allowing more static scheduling to be done.

**Function Inlining:** The essence of function inlining is to remove from the CFG of a program control flow alterations caused by function calls and returns. The procedure for doing inlining is to take a program’s call graph and replace calls to the leaf functions (especially the ones that are called frequently) by the functions’ body, and then repeating the process. Function inlining provides an enlarged window for code optimization, register allocation, and code scheduling. Most current
compilers do function inlining as an optimization.

**If-Conversion:** A control dependency from operation $I_1$ to operation $I_2$ can be converted to a data dependency by changing $I_2$ to a *conditional execution* operation whose execution is data dependent on a *guard*. The guard for a conditional execution operation is a Boolean expression that represents the conditions under which the operation is executed, and can be stored in a general purpose register or a condition code register. Thus, instead of the two operations

$$I_1: \text{if (condition) branch to } I_2$$
$$I_2: \text{computation operation}$$

we can have,

$$I_1: \text{guard } \leftarrow \text{condition is true}$$
$$I_2: \text{if (guard) computation operation}$$

This conversion process is called if-conversion [13, 14, 21, 35, 71, 129]. Because the guard is an input operand to $I_2$, the relationship between $I_1$ and $I_2$ has now been converted from a control dependency to a data dependency. One potential problem with if-conversion, which prevents its pervasive application in a program, is that the if-converted instructions need to be executed irrespective of whether their execution is required or not.

### 2.3.2.2. Determining and Minimizing Dependencies

Once a window of operations has been established, the next step is to determine the data dependencies between the operations in the window, which exist through (pseudo)registers and memory locations. If register allocation has already been performed, then this step involves determining the register storage dependencies (anti- and output dependencies) as well.

**Static Memory Address Disambiguation:** Static memory address disambiguation is the process of determining if two memory references (at least one of which is a store) could ever point to the
same memory location in any valid execution of the program. Static disambiguation is a hard task as memory addresses could correspond to pointer variables, whose values might change at run time. Two memory references may be dependent in one instance of program execution and not dependent in another instance, and static disambiguation has to consider all possible executions of the program. Various techniques have been proposed to do static disambiguation of memory references involving arrays [11, 19, 20, 49, 105, 163]. These techniques involve the use of conventional flow analyses of reaching definitions to derive symbolic expressions for array indexes. The symbolic expressions contain compile-time constants, loop-invariants, and induction variables, as well as variables whose values cannot be derived at compile time. To disambiguate two references, first their symbolic expressions are checked for equality. If the expressions are equal, then it means that the two references always conflict. If not, the two symbolic expressions are symbolically equated and the resulting diophantine equation is solved. If there are (integer) solutions to the equation, then it means that the two references might point to the same memory location during program execution, and a potential hazard has to be assumed. Otherwise, the two references are guaranteed not to conflict. For arbitrary multi-dimensional arrays and complex array subscripts, unfortunately, these tests can often be too conservative; several techniques have been proposed to produce exact dependence relations for certain subclasses of multi-dimensional arrays [62, 97]. Good static memory disambiguation is fundamental to the success of any parallelizing/vectorizing/optimizing compiler [14, 49, 54, 86, 94]. Existing static disambiguation techniques are limited to single procedures, and do not perform much of inter-procedural analysis. Moreover, existing static techniques are suitable only for memory references involving array subscripts, and not suitable for those references involving data types such as unions and pointers. Hence they are useful mainly for a class of scientific programs. Ordinary non-numerical applications, however, abound with unions and pointers [30, 67, 70, 92]. Although recent work has suggested that some compile-time analysis could be done with suitable annotations from the programmer [49, 68, 72], it appears that accurate static disambiguation for arbitrary programs written in arbitrary languages with pointers is unlikely without considerable advances in compiler technology.
Once the dependencies in the window are determined, the dependencies can be minimized by techniques such as software register renaming (if register allocation has been performed), induction variable expansion, and accumulator variable expansion. A description of some of these techniques is given below.

**Software Register Renaming:** Reuse of storage names (variables by the programmer and registers by the compiler) introduces artificial anti- and output dependencies, and restricts the static scheduler's opportunities for reordering operations. For instance, consider the code sequence given below.

\begin{align*}
I_1 &: R1 &= R1 + R2 \\
I_2 &: R3 &= R1 + R4 \\
I_3 &: R1 &= R4 \\
\end{align*}

In this code sequence, there is an anti-dependency between $I_1$ and $I_3$ and between $I_2$ and $I_3$ because of the reuse of register $R1$. Similarly, there is an output dependency between $I_1$ and $I_3$ through register $R1$. Because of these dependencies, $I_3$ cannot be executed concurrently or before $I_2$ or $I_1$. Many of these artificial dependencies can be eliminated with software register renaming. The idea behind software register renaming is to use a unique architectural register for each assignment in the window, in similar spirit to static single assignment [38]. In the above code, by replacing the assignment to register $R1$ by an assignment to register $R5$, both the anti- and output dependencies are eliminated, allowing $I_3$ to be scheduled before $I_2$ and $I_1$ as shown below.

\begin{align*}
I_3 &: R5 &= R4 \\
I_1 &: R1 &= R1 + R2 \\
I_2 &: R3 &= R1 + R4 \\
\end{align*}

**Induction Variable Expansion:** Induction variables, used within loops to index through loop iterations and arrays, can cause anti-, output, and flow dependencies between different iterations of a loop. Induction variable expansion is a technique to reduce the effects of such dependencies caused by induction variables. The main idea is to eliminate re-assignments of the induction variable within the
window, by giving each re-assignment of the induction variable a new induction variable name, thereby eliminating all dependencies due to multiple assignments. Of course, the newly introduced induction variables have to be properly initialized. Consider the loop shown in Figure 2.2(i). Figure 2.2(ii) shows this loop unrolled twice. The statements in the unrolled loop cannot be reordered because of the dependencies through the induction variable \(i\). However, we can use two different induction variables, \(i_0\) and \(i_1\), to redress the effects of multiple assignments to the induction variable, and reassign the induction variables as shown in Figure 2.2(iii).

![Image showing the benefit of induction variable expansion](image)

**Figure 2.2. Example Showing the Benefit of Induction Variable Expansion**

(i) An Example Loop; (ii) The Loop Unrolled Twice;

(iii) Induction Variable Expansion
2.3.2.3. Scheduling Operations

Once an operation window is established, and the register dependencies and memory dependencies in the window are determined and minimized, the next step is to move independent operations up in the CFG, and schedule them in parallel with other operations so that they can be initiated and executed earlier than they would be in a sequential execution. If a static scheduler uses a basic block as the operation window, then the scheduling is called basic block scheduling. If the scheduler uses multiple basic blocks as the operation window, then the scheduling is called global scheduling. Basic block schedulers are simpler than global schedulers, as they do not deal with control dependencies; however, their use for extracting parallelism is limited. Global scheduling is more useful, as they consider large operation windows. Several global scheduling techniques have been developed over the years to establish large static windows and to carry out static code motions in the windows. These include: trace scheduling [53], percolation scheduling [57, 107], superblock scheduling [28], software pipelining [45, 89, 102, 103, 161], perfect pipelining [8, 9], boosting [141-143], and sentinel scheduling [95].

**Trace Scheduling:** The key idea of trace scheduling is to reduce the execution time along the more frequently executed paths, possibly by increasing the execution time in the less frequently executed paths. Originally developed for microcode compaction [53], trace scheduling later found application in ILP processing [34, 49]. Its methodology in the context of ILP processing is as follows: The compiler forms the operation window by selecting from an acyclic part of the CFG the most likely path, called trace, that will be taken at run time. The compiler typically uses profile-based estimates of conditional branch outcomes to make judicious decisions in selecting the traces. There may be conditional branches out of the middle of the trace and branches into the middle of the trace from outside. However, the trace is treated and scheduled as if there were no control dependencies within the trace; special compensation codes are inserted on the off-trace branch edges to offset any changes that could affect program correctness. Then the next likely path is selected and scheduled, and the process is continued until the entire program is scheduled. Nested loops are scheduled by first applying trace scheduling on the inner loop body, and then treating the inner loop as a single node within the
enclosing outer loop. Trace scheduling is a powerful technique, which is very useful for numeric programs in which there are a few most likely executed paths. In non-numeric programs, however, many conditional branches are statically difficult to predict, let alone have a high probability of branching in any one direction.

**Percolation Scheduling:** Percolation scheduling considers a subgraph of the CFG (such as an entire function) as a window, using a system of semantics-preserving transformations for moving operations between adjacent blocks [107]. Repeated application of the transformations allows operations to “percolate” towards the top of the program, irrespective of their starting point. A complete set of semantics-preserving transformations for moving operations between adjacent blocks is described in [107]. Ebcioğlu and Nakatani describe an enhanced implementation of percolation scheduling for VLIW machines having conditional evaluation capabilities [47]. In their implementation of percolation scheduling, a code motion across a large number of basic blocks is allowed only if each of the pair-wise transformations is beneficial.

**Superblock Scheduling:** Superblock scheduling [27, 28] is a variant of trace scheduling. A superblock is a trace with a unique entry point and one or more exit points, and is the operation window used by the compiler to extract parallelism. Superblocks are formed by identifying traces using profile information, and then using tail duplication to eliminate any control entries into the middle of the trace. (Tail duplication means making a copy of the trace from the side entrance to the end of the trace, and redirecting the incoming control flow path to that copy.) In order to generate large traces (preferably along the most frequently executed paths of the program), techniques such as branch target expansion, loop peeling, and loop unrolling are used. Once a superblock is formed, the anti-, output, and flow dependencies within the superblock are reduced by techniques such as software register renaming, induction variable expansion, and accumulator variable expansion. Finally, scheduling is performed within the superblock by constructing the dependence graph and then doing list scheduling. In order to reduce the effect of control dependencies, operations are speculatively moved above conditional branches.
**Hyperblock Scheduling:** In hyperblock scheduling, the operation window is a hyperblock. A hyperblock is an enhancement on superblock [96]. A hyperblock is a set of predicated basic blocks in which control may enter only from the top, but may exit from one or more points. The difference between a hyperblock and a superblock is that a superblock contains instructions from only instructions from one path of control, whereas a hyperblock contains instructions from multiple paths of control. If-conversion is used to convert control dependencies within the hyperblock to data dependencies. The predicated instructions are reordered without consideration to the availability of their predicates. The compiler assumes architectural support to guarantee correct execution.

**Software Pipelining:** The static scheduling techniques described so far deal mostly with operation windows involving acyclic codes. Software pipelining is a static technique for scheduling windows involving loops. The principle behind software pipelining is to overlap or pipeline different iterations of the loop body. The methodology is to do loop unrolling and scheduling of successive iterations until a repeating pattern is detected in the schedule. The repeating pattern can be re-rolled to yield a loop whose body is the repeating schedule. The resulting software pipeline schedule consists of a prologue, a kernel, and an epilogue, and its execution is similar to that of a sequence of chained vector instructions. Figure 2.3 illustrates how software pipelining is applied to a loop. Figure 2.3(i) shows an example loop; Figure 2.3(ii) shows the loop unrolled three times. Scheduling is done on the unrolled loop, and the re-rolled loop is shown in Figure 2.3(iii). Different techniques have been proposed to do software pipelining: perfect pipelining [10], enhanced pipeline scheduling [47], GURPR* [149], modulo scheduling [48, 124], and polycyclic scheduling [125].

**Boosting:** Boosting is a technique for statically specifying speculative execution [141-143]. Conceptually, boosting converts control dependencies into data dependencies using a technique similar to if-conversion, and then executes the if-converted operations in a speculative manner before their guards are available. (The guard of a boosted operation includes information about the branches on which the boosted operation is control dependent and the statically predicted direction of each of these branches.) Extra buffering is provided in the processor to hold the effect of speculative
Figure 2.3. Example Illustrating Software Pipelining

(i) An Example Loop; (ii) The Loop Unrolled Thrice; (iii) The Software-Pipelined Loop
operations. When the guard of a speculatively executed operation becomes available, the hardware checks if the operation’s execution was required. If the execution was required, the non-speculative state of the machine is updated with the buffered effects of that operation’s execution. If the operation should not have been executed, the hardware simply discards the state and side-effects of that operation’s execution. Boosting provides the compiler with additional opportunity for reordering operations, while making the hardware responsible for ensuring that the effects of speculatively-executed operations do not affect the correctness of program execution when the compiler is incorrect in its speculation.

**Advantages of Static Extraction of ILP:** The singular advantage of using the compiler to extract ILP is that the compiler can do a global and much more thorough analysis of the program than is possible by the hardware. It can even consider the entire program as a single window, and do global scheduling in this window. Furthermore, extraction of ILP by software allows the hardware to be simpler. In any case, it is a good idea to use the compiler to extract whatever parallelism it can extract, and to do whatever scheduling it can to match the parallelism to the hardware model.

**Limitations of Static Extraction of ILP:** Static extraction of ILP has its limitations. The main limitation is the extent to which static extraction can be done for non-numeric programs in the midst of a conglomeration of ambiguous memory dependencies and data-dependent conditional branches. The inflexibility in moving ambiguous memory operations can pose severe restrictions on static code motion in non-numeric programs. Realizing this, researchers have proposed schemes that allow ambiguous references to be statically reordered, with checks made at run time to determine if any dependencies are violated by the static code motions [31, 108, 132]. Ambiguous references that are statically reordered are called *statically unresolved references*. A limitation of this scheme, however, is that the run-time checks need extra code and in some schemes associative compare of store addresses with preceding load addresses in the active window. Another issue of concern in static extraction of ILP is *code explosion*. An issue, probably of less concern nowadays, is that any extraction of parallelism done at compile time is architectural, and hence may be tailored to a specific
architecture or implementation. This is not a major concern, as specific compilers have become an integral part of any new architecture or implementation.

2.3.3. Extracting ILP by Hardware

Given a program with a particular static ordering, the hardware can change the order and execute instructions concurrently or even out-of-order in order to extract additional parallelism, so long as the data dependencies and control dependencies in the program are honored. There is a price paid in doing this run-time scheduling, however. The price is the complexity it introduces to the hardware, which could lead to potential increases in cycle time. For hardware scheduling to be effective, any increase in cycle time should be offset by the additional parallelism extracted at run time. When the hardware extracts ILP, the same 3 steps mentioned in section 2.3.2 are employed. However, instead of doing the 3 steps in sequence, the hardware usually overlaps the steps, and performs all of them in each clock cycle.

2.3.3.1. Establishing a Window of Instructions

To extract large amounts of ILP at run time, the hardware has to establish a large window of instructions. It typically does that by fetching a fixed number of instructions every cycle, and collecting these instructions in a hardware window structure. The main hurdles in creating a large dynamic window are control dependencies, introduced by conditional branches. To overcome these hurdles, the hardware usually performs speculative fetching of instructions. With speculative fetching, rather than waiting for the outcome of a conditional branch to be determined, the branch outcome is predicted, and operations from the predicted path are entered into the window for execution. Dynamic prediction techniques have significantly evolved over the years [93, 112, 133, 166]. Although the accuracies of contemporary dynamic branch prediction techniques are fairly high, averaging 95% for the SPEC '89 non-numeric programs [166], the accuracy of a large window obtained through \( n \) independent branch predictions in a row is only \((0.95)^n\) on the average, and is therefore poor even for moderate values of \( n \). Notice that this problem is an inherent limitation of
following a single line of control. The new ILP paradigm that we describe in this thesis breaks this restriction by following multiple flows of control.

2.3.3.2. Determining and Minimizing Dependencies

In parallel to establishing the window, the hardware also determines the different types (flow, anti-, and output) of register and memory dependencies between the instructions in the window. Register dependencies are comparatively easy to determine as they require only the comparison of the source and destination operand specifiers of the operations. Determining memory dependencies is harder, and is described below.

**Dynamic Memory Address Disambiguation:** To determine the memory dependencies in the established window, memory references must be disambiguated. Disambiguating two memory references at run time means determining if the two references point to the same memory location or not. In processors that perform dynamic extraction of parallelism, dynamic disambiguation involves comparing the addresses of all loads and stores in the active window; existing hardware mechanisms invariably perform this comparison by means of associative searches, which becomes extremely complex for large windows. Chapter 6 further addresses the issues involved in dynamic disambiguation. Over the years, different techniques have been proposed for performing dynamic disambiguation [15, 115, 139]; these are also described in detail in chapter 6. Another important aspect in connection with dynamic disambiguation is that existing schemes execute memory references after performing disambiguation. The problem with this approach is that a memory reference has to wait until the addresses of all the preceding stores become known. If worst-case assumptions are made about possible memory hazards and memory references (especially the loads) are made to wait until the addresses of all preceding stores are known, much of the code reordering opportunities are inhibited, and performance may be affected badly. A solution to this problem is to execute memory references as and when they are ready — before they are properly disambiguated — as *dynamically unresolved references*. When a store is executed, a check can be made to determine if any dynamically unresolved reference has been executed to the same address from later in the sequential instruction
stream. If any such incorrect reference is found, the processor can recover from the incorrect execution, possibly with the help of recovery facilities already provided for doing speculative execution of code.

After determining the register and memory dependencies in the window, the next focus is on reducing the anti- and output dependencies (storage conflicts) in the window, in order to facilitate aggressive reordering of instructions. The natural hardware solution to reduce such storage conflicts is to provide more physical storage, and use some dynamic renaming scheme to map from the limited architectural storage to the not-so-limited physical storage. An example for this technique is register renaming, which we shall look at in more detail.

**Hardware Register Renaming:** Storage conflicts occur very frequently with registers, because they are limited in number, and serve as the hub for inter-operation communication. The effect of these storage conflicts becomes very severe if the compiler has attempted to keep as many values in as few registers as possible, because the execution order assumed by a compiler is different from the one the hardware attempts to create. A hardware solution to decrease such storage conflicts is to provide additional physical registers, which are then dynamically allocated by hardware register renaming techniques [84]. With hardware register renaming, typically a free physical register is allocated for every assignment to a register in the window, much like the way software register renaming allocates architectural registers. Several techniques have been proposed to implement hardware register renaming [66, 73, 116, 147, 153].

### 2.3.3.3. Scheduling Instructions

In parallel to establishing a window and enforcing the register and memory dependencies, the hardware performs scheduling of ready-to-execute instructions. Instructions that are speculatively fetched from beyond unresolved branches are executed speculatively, *i.e.*, before determining that their execution is needed. The hardware support for speculative execution consists of extra buffering in the processor, which holds the effects of speculatively executed instructions. When a conditional
branch is resolved, if the earlier prediction was correct, all speculative instructions that are directly control dependent on the branch are committed. If the prediction was incorrect, then the results of speculatively executed instructions are discarded, and instructions are fetched and executed from the correct path. Several dynamic techniques have been proposed to implement speculative execution coupled with precise state recovery [73, 74, 115, 116, 138, 147, 154].

Hardware schedulers often use simplistic heuristics to choose from the instructions that are ready for execution. This is because any sophistication of the instruction scheduler directly impacts the hardware complexity. A number of dynamic scheduling techniques have been proposed: CDC 6600’s scoreboard [151], Tomasulo’s algorithm [153], decoupled execution [134], register update unit (RUU) [147], dispatch stack [43, 44], deferred-scheduling, register-renaming instruction shelf (DRIS) [123], etc. Below, we briefly review each of these schemes; Johnson provides a more detailed treatment of these schemes [78].

**Scoreboard:** Scoreboard is a hardware technique for dynamic scheduling, originally used in the CDC 6600 [151], which issued instructions one at a time. However, the scoreboard technique can be extended to issue multiple instructions per cycle. The hardware features in the scoreboard technique are: a *buffer* associated with each functional unit, and a *scoreboard*. The buffer is for holding an instruction that is waiting for operands, and the buffers collectively form the instruction window. The scoreboard is a centralized control structure that keeps track of the source registers and destination registers of each instruction in the window, and their dependencies. The scoreboard algorithm operates as follows. Instructions are fetched and issued as long as the relevant functional units are available. If the instruction’s operands are not available, the instruction waits in the buffer associated with its functional unit. Instruction issue stops when a functional unit is needed by multiple instructions. The scoreboard enforces the data dependencies between the instructions in the window by controlling the correct routing of data between functional units and registers. When all the source registers of a pending instruction have valid data, the scoreboard determines this condition, and issues the command to forward data from the register file to the correct functional unit, and to start the instruction’s execution. Similarly, when a functional unit finishes execution, the scoreboard issues
the control signal to route the result from the functional unit to the register file. The limitations of the scoreboard technique are: (i) instruction issue stops when a functional unit is needed by multiple instructions (this was a restriction of the scoreboard described in [151], and not an inherent limitation of the scoreboard technique), (ii) instruction issue stops when there is an output dependency, (iii) the centralized scoreboard becomes very complex when the window becomes large.

**Tomasulo’s Algorithm:** Tomasulo’s out-of-order issue algorithm was first presented for the floating point unit of the IBM 360/91 [15], which also issued instructions one at a time. The hardware features for carrying out Tomasulo’s algorithm are: a *busy bit* and a *tag field* associated with each register, a set of *reservation stations* associated with each functional unit, and a *common data bus (CDB)*. The busy bit of a register is to indicate if the register contains the latest value or not. The tag field of a register is to indicate the reservation station from which the register will receive its latest instance if its busy bit is set. The reservation stations are for holding instructions that are waiting for operands, and they have fields for storing operands, their tags, and busy bits. The reservation stations collectively form the instruction window. The CDB connects the outputs of all functional units to all registers and reservation stations. Tomasulo’s algorithm operates as follows. When an instruction is decoded, it is issued to a reservation station associated with its functional unit. The busy bits of its source registers and their tag fields or value fields (depending on whether the register is busy or not) are also forwarded to the reservation station. The tag field of the destination register is updated with the tag corresponding to the reservation station. By copying the source registers’ tags to the reservation stations and by updating the destination register’s old tag with a new tag, hardware register renaming is performed. Once at a reservation station, an instruction can get its operands by monitoring the CDB and by comparing the tags of the results appearing in the CDB. Instructions that have all their operands available are ready to be executed. If multiple instructions are ready at a functional unit, one of them is selected for execution. Tomasulo’s algorithm is very ambitious in terms of code reordering opportunities because it removes all anti- and output dependencies in the active window. However, the algorithm can be expensive to implement for large windows because of the associative comparison hardware for tag matching. Its register renaming scheme also introduces imprecise
interrupts, because the register file is allowed to be updated out-of-order. Tomasulo’s algorithm does distribute the dynamic scheduling logic throughout the execution unit; however, the results of all computation operations have to be distributed throughout the execution unit using the CDB, resulting in ‘‘global’’ communication.

**RUU:** The register update unit (RUU) technique proposed by Sohi and Vajapeyam [144, 147], is an enhancement of Tomasulo’s algorithm, and guarantees precise interrupts. The hardware features for carrying out this scheme are: two *counter* fields associated with each register, and a *register update unit*. The counter fields of a register are for keeping track of the number of outstanding instances destined for the register and the latest instance destined for the register. The RUU is a centralized queue-like structure that stores the decoded instructions of the window, keeps track of their dependencies, and related information. Instead of having separate reservation stations for each functional unit, the reservation stations are combined together in the RUU, which helps to improve the utilization of reservation stations. The RUU algorithm operates as follows. In every cycle, the RUU performs four distinct tasks in parallel: (i) accepts a decoded instruction from the issue logic, and places it at the tail, (ii) issues a ready instruction (if any) to a functional unit, (iii) monitors the result bus for matching tags, and (iv) commits the instruction at the head (by writing its results to the register file) if it has completed. The RUU holds decoded instructions in the sequential order in which they appear in the program, and these instructions wait in the RUU until their operands become ready. The results of completed instructions are not routed directly to the register file; instead they are routed only to the RUU to allow waiting instructions to pick up their data. Results are forwarded to the register file in sequential order, as and when instructions are committed from the RUU.

**Dispatch Stack:** The dispatch stack is a technique proposed by Acosta *et al* [4, 154]. The hardware features for carrying out this scheme are: two *dependency count* fields associated with each register, and a *dispatch stack*. The dependency count fields of a register are for holding the number of pending uses of the register (the number of anti-dependencies) and the number of pending updates to the register (the number of output dependencies). The dispatch stack is a centralized structure that keeps track
of the source registers and destination registers of each instruction in the window. The dispatch stack technique works as follows. When an instruction is decoded, it is forwarded to the dispatch stack, where the dependency count fields of its source and destination registers are updated by comparing the register specifiers with those of the instructions already in the dispatch stack. An instruction is ready for execution (subject to functional unit availability) when both of its dependency counts are zero. As instructions complete, the dependency counts are decremented based on the source and destination register specifiers of completing instructions. The disadvantages of this scheme are: (i) storage conflicts are not overcome, and (ii) the centralized dispatch stack with its associated comparators \(5iw + 5fw\) comparators for a dispatch stack of size \(w\) in an \(i\)-issue machine with \(f\) functional units) becomes very complex when the window becomes large.

**DRIS:** The deferred-scheduling, register-renaming instruction shelf (DRIS) technique proposed by Popescu et al [123], is a variant of the RUU technique described earlier, and performs superscalar issue coupled with speculative execution. The hardware features for carrying out this scheme are: two counter fields associated with each register, and a register update unit. The DRIS is a centralized queue-like structure that stores the decoded instructions of the window, keeps track of their dependencies, and related information. The DRIS algorithm operates as follows. In every cycle, five distinct tasks are done in parallel: (i) the issue logic issues multiple instructions to the DRIS after determining their data dependencies to previous instructions by searching the DRIS, (ii) the scheduler examines all instructions in the DRIS in parallel, identifying those whose operands are all available, (iii) the execution units execute the instructions selected by the scheduler, (iv) the instruction results are written into the appropriate DRIS entries, and (v) among the completed instructions, the oldest ones that do not have the interrupt bit set are retired. Just like the RUU, the DRIS also holds the instructions in their sequential order. The DRIS hardware scheduler has been implemented in the Lightning processor [123], which is a superscalar implementation of the Sparc architecture.

**Decoupled Execution:** Decoupled architectures exploit the ILP between the memory access operations and the core computation operations in a program. The hardware features for carrying out
decoupled execution are: two processors called the *access processor* and the *execute processor*, and *architectural queues* coupling them. Decoupled execution works as follows: The instruction stream is split into access and execute instructions either by the compiler or by the hardware. The access processor executes the access instructions and buffers the data into the architectural queues. The execute processor executes the core computation operations. The access processor is allowed to slip ahead of the execute processor, and to prefetch data from memory ahead of when it is needed by the latter, thereby decoupling the memory access operations from the core computations. Several decoupled architectures have been proposed, and some have been built. The noted ones are the MAP-200 [33], the DAE [136], the PIPE [63], the ZS-1 [139], and the WM architecture [165]. A drawback in decoupled architectures is AP-EP code unbalance. When there is unbalance, the sustained instruction issue rate is low because of poor utilization. Further, if the access and execute processors are single-issue processors, then the issue rate can never exceed two operations per cycle.

**Advantages of Dynamic Extraction of ILP:** The major advantage in doing (further) extraction of ILP at run-time is that the hardware can utilize the information that is available only at run time to extract the ILP that could not be extracted at compile time. In particular, the hardware can resolve ambiguous memory dependencies, which cannot be resolved at compile time, and use that information to make more informed decisions in extracting ILP. The schedule developed at run time is also better adapted to run-time uncertainties such as cache misses and memory bank conflicts.

**Limitations of Dynamic Extraction of ILP:** Although dynamic scheduling with a large centralized window has the potential to extract large amounts of ILP, a realistic implementation of a wide-issue (say a 16-issue) processor with a fast clock is not likely to be possible because of its complexity. A major reason has to do with the hardware required to parse a number of instructions every cycle. The hardware required to extract independent instructions from a large centralized window and to enforce data dependencies typically involves wide associative searches, and is non-trivial. While this hardware is tolerable for 2-issue and 4-issue processors, its complexity increases rapidly as the issue width is increased. The major issues of concern for wide-issue processors include: (i) the ability to
create accurate windows of perhaps 100s of instructions, needed to sustain significant levels of ILP, (ii) elaborate mechanisms to enforce dependencies between instructions in the window, (iii) possibly wide associative searches in the window for detecting independent instructions, and (iv) possibly centralized or serial resources for disambiguating memory references at run time.

2.3.4. Exploiting Parallelism

Finally, adequate machine parallelism is needed to execute multiple operations in parallel, irrespective of whether parallelism is extracted at run time or not. Machine parallelism determines the number of operations that can be fetched in a cycle and executed concurrently. Needless to say, the processor should have adequate functional units to perform many computations in parallel. Another important aspect is the resources to handle communication. If there are altogether $n$ dynamic communication arcs, and a maximum of $m$ communication arcs can be executed simultaneously, then the program execution time involves a minimum of $\frac{n}{m}$ communication steps, no matter how many parallel resources are thrown at for computations. If the critical resource in the system has an average bandwidth of $B_c$, then the sustained issue rate is upper bounded by $\frac{B_c}{U_cC_c}$ operations per cycle, where $U_c$ is the average number of times the critical resource is used by an operation, and $C_c$ is the average number of cycles the resource is used each time. In order to provide adequate bandwidth, all critical resources should be decentralized.

Key to decentralization of resources is exploiting localities of communication

To decentralize hardware resources, it is not sufficient to physically distribute the hardware. What is more important is to restrict communication to local areas within the processor as much as possible. The key to doing this is to exploit the localities of communication by hardware means.
Below, we expound the need for some of the important hardware features for exploiting ILP.

**Instruction Supply Mechanism:** Irrespective of the ILP processing paradigm used, the hardware has to fetch and decode several operations every cycle — the sustained issue rate can never exceed the number of operations fetched and decoded per cycle. Decoding many operations in parallel is a complex task; a good processing paradigm should facilitate decentralization of the instruction supply mechanism.

**Inter-Operation Communication:** A major issue that the hardware needs to address has to do with the communication/synchronization between the multiple operations that are simultaneously active. Modern processors invariably use a load-store architecture, with the register file serving as the hub for communication between all functional units. To sustain an *average* issue rate of \( I \) operations per cycle in a load/store architecture with dyadic ALU operations, the register file has to provide a bandwidth of *at least* \( 2I \) reads and \( I \) writes per cycle. The common way of providing this bandwidth is to use a multi-ported register file. Whereas a few multi-ported register files have been built, for example the register files for the Cydra 5 [127], the SIMP processor [101], Intel’s iWarp [79], and the XIMD processor [162], centralized, multi-ported register files do not appear to be a good long-term solution, as its design becomes very complex for large values of \( I \). Therefore, decentralization of the inter-operation communication mechanism is essential for future ILP processors. Ideally, the decentralized mechanism should retain the elegance of the architectural register file, with its easy and familiar compilation model, but at the same time provide high bandwidth with a decentralized realization.

**Support for Speculative Execution:** When a processor performs speculative execution, the effects of speculatively executed operations can be allowed to update the machine’s architectural state only when they are guaranteed to commit; otherwise the machine’s architectural state will be lost, complicating the recovery procedures in times of incorrect branch prediction. Nevertheless, succeeding operations (from speculatively executed code) often do require access to the new uncommitted machine state, and not the architectural state. Thus, the inter-operation communication mechanism and the data memory system in a speculative execution machine have to provide some means of
forwarding uncommitted values to subsequent operations, and the architectural state has to be updated (if need be) in the order given by the sequential semantics of the program.

**Data Memory System:** Regardless of the ILP processing paradigm used, a low latency and high bandwidth data memory system is crucial to support the data bandwidth demands of ILP processing. The data bandwidth demands of ILP processors are much higher than those of single-issue processors because at least the same number of memory references, and possibly more if speculative execution is performed, are executed in fewer clock cycles.

Because hardware mechanisms for exploiting ILP are generally designed to support specific processing paradigms, the details of the mechanisms are intimately tied to technology factors and the implementation details of the processing paradigm used. We shall not discuss these hardware mechanisms in this thesis; instead, we move on to a critical examination of the existing ILP processing paradigms.

### 2.4. A Critique on Existing ILP Processing Paradigms

#### 2.4.1. The Dataflow Paradigm

The dataflow paradigm uses data-driven specification and data-driven execution in an attempt to exploit the maximum amount of parallelism. Massive parallelism can be exploited if the data-driven execution mechanism could be implemented cost-effectively with low instruction execution overhead. The pure dataflow paradigm is very general, and exploits parallelism at the operation level. It uses an unconventional programming paradigm in the form of a dataflow graph (data-driven specification) to express the maximum amount of parallelism present in an application. The dataflow execution engine conceptually considers the entire dataflow graph to be a single window at run time (data-driven execution). The major advantage of the dataflow paradigm is that its data-driven specification is the most powerful mechanism for expressing parallelism. A disadvantage of dataflow machines is that they require special (dataflow) languages to harness their potential. While
conceptually imperative languages, such as C, could be executed on a dataflow machine, we are unaware how this could be done in a performance-competitive manner. Another major disadvantage is that although the model allows the maximum number of computation operations to be triggered simultaneously, it ignores the inter-operation communication aspects completely. A large performance penalty is incurred due to the “stretching” of the communication arcs of the dataflow graph, which manifests as associative searches through the entire program using matching hardware. The recent advent of more restricted forms of dataflow architectures [37, 77, 109, 113, 114] bear testimony to this fact.

The dataflow paradigm has evolved significantly over the years, from the early tagged token store architectures [39, 158], to the more recent explicit token store machines such as the Monsoon [113], P-RISC [109], TAM (Threaded Abstract Machine) [37], and *T [110], and other hybrid machines [24, 77]. In the Monsoon architecture, the associative waiting-matching store of these machines was replaced by an explicitly managed, directly addressed token store. In the P-RISC architecture, the complex dataflow instructions (each with the capability to do low-level synchronization) were split into separate synchronization, arithmetic, and fork/control instructions, eliminating the necessity of presence bits on the token store. Furthermore, the compiler was permitted to assemble instructions into longer threads, replacing some of the dataflow synchronization with conventional program counter-based synchronization. The TAM architecture also allowed the compiler to introduce additional instruction sequencing constraints, making explicit the notion of a thread. Thus, we can see that the dataflow architectures are fast moving towards the conventional architectures, in which the compilers perform a significant part of instruction scheduling.

2.4.2. The Systolic Paradigm and Other Special Purpose Paradigms

Several special purpose paradigms have been proposed over the years to exploit localities of communication in some way or other. The noted one among them is the systolic paradigm [88], which is excellent in exploiting ILP in numeric applications such as signal processing and computer vision [16, 23]. Some specialized computers even hard-wire FFTs and other important algorithms to
give tremendous performance for signal processing applications. The applicability of such special purpose processing paradigms to non-numeric applications, having complex control and data flow patterns, is not clear. This is evidenced by the recent introduction of the iWarp machine [23, 117], where support is provided for both systolic communication and coarse-grain communication.

2.4.3. The Vector Paradigm

The earliest paradigm for ILP processing was the vector paradigm. In fact, much of the compiler work to extract parallelism was driven by vector machines. The vector paradigm uses control-driven specification (with multiple operations per instruction) and control-driven execution. Thus, all the exploited ILP is extracted at compile-time¹. A vectorizing compiler establishes a large static window, typically by considering multiple iterations of the inner loops in a program. Independent operations from subsequent iterations are moved up, and vector instructions are used to express the fact that operations from later iterations could be executed earlier than they would be initiated in sequential execution. For instance, the loop

\[
\text{for } (i = 0; i < 100; i++) \\
A[i] = B[i] + 10;
\]

can be expressed by a single vector instruction

\[
A[0:99] = B[0:99] + 10
\]

provided arrays A and B do not overlap in memory. The execution of a vector instruction initiates the execution of operations from the later iterations earlier than they would be initiated in sequential execution. For instance, the loop

\[
\text{for } (i = 0; i < 100; i++) \\
A[i] = B[i] + 10;
\]

can be expressed by a single vector instruction

\[
A[0:99] = B[0:99] + 10
\]

provided arrays A and B do not overlap in memory. The execution of a vector instruction initiates the execution of operations from the later iterations earlier than they would be initiated in sequential execution.

¹ Restricted data-driven execution can occur if the hardware allows vector instructions to start and finish out-of-order, in which case dynamic extraction of ILP also takes place.
execution. Examples for vector machines are CDC Star-100 [150], TI ASC [150], Cray machines
[2, 3, 130, 131], CDC Cyber-205 [1], and Fujitsu VP-200 [99]. Vector machines are a good example
for exploiting localities of communication; the chaining mechanism directly forwards a result from
the producer to the consumer without an intermediate storage [131]. Vector machines perform
remarkably well in executing codes that fit the vector paradigm [157]. Unfortunately, very few non-
numeric programs can be vectorized with existing compiler technology, rendering vector machines as
an inappropriate way of exploiting ILP in such programs. This is especially the case for programs
that use pointers. As mentioned earlier, we do not expect static analysis techniques for pointers, and
consequently the vectorization of programs having pointers, to change dramatically in the next
several years.

2.4.4. The VLIW Paradigm

The VLIW paradigm also uses control-driven specification (with multiple operations per
instruction) and control-driven execution. All the exploited ILP is again extracted at compile time.
The compiler takes (a path or subgraph of) the control flow graph (CFG), and extracts ILP from that
by moving data- and control-independent operations up in the CFG. However, instead of using a
compact, vector instruction to specify parallelism, the VLIW paradigm uses a large instruction word
to express the multiple operations to be issued and executed in a cycle. Thus, the VLIW paradigm is
more general than the vector paradigm. At run-time, the VLIW hardware executes all operations in a
VLIW instruction in lock-step. After the completion of each VLIW instruction, the paradigm guaran-
tees that the results of all operations in the instruction are made available to all operations of the sub-
sequent instruction in the next clock cycle. Thus, the VLIW hardware needs to provide a crossbar-
like inter-operation communication mechanism (e.g. multi-ported register file). The pros and cons of
the VLIW approach have been discussed in detail in the literature [29, 34, 49, 53, 54, 56, 125, 146].
With suitable compiler technology, a VLIW machine, typified by the Multiflow Trace series [34] and
the Cydrome Cydra-5 [127], is able to perform well for vectorizable and non-vectorizable numeric
codes [100, 126]. Because no dynamic scheduling is performed, the hardware is somewhat simpler.
The disadvantages of VLIW include: (i) code compatibility, (ii) inability to extract large amount of parallelism because of conservative static decisions, (iii) inability to adapt to run time uncertainties, (iv) sophisticated compiler support, and (v) need for centralized resources such as large, multi-ported register files, crossbars for connecting the computation units, and wide paths to the issue unit.

Traditional VLIW execution hardware followed a single flow of control. The ability to follow multiple flows of control is very important if significant levels of ILP are to be sustained for ordinary codes. Serious thought is being given to expanding the abilities of the VLIW model to allow the execution of multiple branches per cycle; several proposals have been made [46, 83, 100, 162]. The XIMD approach allows a VLIW processor to adapt to the varying parallelism in an application, as well as to execute multiple instruction streams [162]. The processor coupling approach is similar in spirit to XIMD, but it allows dynamic interleaving of multiple threads to tolerate long memory latencies [83]. In the IBM VLIW research project [46], the form of a VLIW instruction is expanded to that of a directed binary tree, with provision to express conditional operations that depend on multiple condition codes. The effectiveness of these approaches for applications that are not amenable to static analysis techniques (to extract parallelism) is not clear.

2.4.5. The Superscalar Paradigm

An alternate paradigm that was developed at the same time as the VLIW paradigm (early 80’s) was the superscalar paradigm [80, 101, 111, 116]. The superscalar paradigm attempts to bring together the good aspects of control-driven specification and data-driven execution, by doing data-driven execution within a window of instructions established by control-driven fetching along a single flow of control. Parallelism may be extracted at compile time and at run time. To extract parallelism at run time, the hardware traverses the CFG by doing in parallel the following: (i) establish a path through the CFG, (ii) fetch instructions from the established path into a centralized hardware window structure, (iii) construct a dataflow graph of the instructions in the window, and (iv) traverse the constructed dataflow graph. For establishing a path through the CFG, the superscalar processor typically uses branch prediction. For instance, in the CFG of Figure 2.1(i), the hardware could
establish path BB1-BB2-BB4 or path BB1-BB3-BB4 based on the prediction made at the branch terminating BB1. If an established path is later found to be incorrect at some node on the path, the entire path after that node is discarded even though some parts of the discarded path may still be a part of the actual path to be taken (e.g., BB4 in Figure 2.1(i)). The fundamental problem is that the superscalar hardware has no access to the higher-level control flow of the program; all the control flow information that it has is what is obtained in a step-by-step manner by the decoding of instructions.

There have been several proposals for superscalar machines in the 1980s [4, 33, 87, 101, 119, 120, 134, 135, 155, 156, 164]; notable ones include the IBM Cheetah, America and RIOS projects which culminated in the IBM RS/6000 [66, 111], decoupled architectures, which resulted in the Astronautics ZS-1 [137, 139], and HPS [73, 116]. Advantages of the superscalar approach include object code compatibility and the ability to make run-time decisions and adapt to run-time uncertainties (for example variable memory latencies encountered in cache-based systems), potentially extracting more parallelism. These advantages have led to the adoption of small-issue superscalar processors as the paradigm of choice for several modern microprocessors [35, 40, 123]. The major limitations of the superscalar paradigm include: (i) inability to create accurate window sizes of perhaps 100s of instructions, when following a single line of control, (ii) inability to handle large windows with small cycle times, (iii) extremely wide instruction cache, and other data paths/switches, (iv) elaborate mechanisms to forward data from a producer to a consumer, (v) possibly wide associative searches, and (vi) possibly centralized (or serial if not centralized) resources, for example, resources for disambiguating memory references, amongst others.

2.4.6. The Multiprocessing Paradigm

Although not belonging to the ILP processing world, it is worthwhile to discuss the multiprocessing paradigm. In this paradigm, the compiler transforms the CFG of a program into a multiple-flow CFG, where the multiple flows are usually at a coarse granularity. (It is also possible for the programmer to directly write a parallel program.) Wherever a data dependency exists between the
multiple control flows, the compiler inserts an explicit synchronization operation. The multiprocess- 
ing hardware takes the multiple-flow CFG, and executes the multiple control flows using multiple 
processors. Each processor executes the assigned task sequentially; collectively the multiprocessor 
exectutes several instructions per cycle, one from each control flow.

2.5. Observations and Conclusions

This chapter provided a review of the state of the art in ILP processing, in terms of both the 
hardware and the software issues. Table 2.2 compares the existing ILP paradigms, in terms of what is 
done by the software and what is done by the hardware.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Dataflow</th>
<th>Vector</th>
<th>VLIW</th>
<th>Superscalar</th>
<th>Multiprocessor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Expressing ILP (Special languages)</td>
<td>Critical</td>
<td>Not critical</td>
<td>Not critical</td>
<td>Not critical</td>
<td>Not critical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extracting ILP by software</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Critical</td>
<td>Critical</td>
<td>Not critical</td>
<td>Critical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extracting ILP by hardware</td>
<td>Critical</td>
<td>Not critical</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Critical</td>
<td>Not critical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exploiting ILP</td>
<td>Critical</td>
<td>Critical</td>
<td>Critical</td>
<td>Critical</td>
<td>Critical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Program spec. order</td>
<td>Data-driven</td>
<td>Control-driven</td>
<td>Control-driven</td>
<td>Control-driven &amp; Data-driven</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Program execution order</td>
<td>Data-driven</td>
<td>Control-driven</td>
<td>Control-driven</td>
<td>Control-driven &amp; Data-driven</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Arriving at a good execution schedule involves many steps, each of which involves taking dif- 
ferent decisions. There are different trade-offs in taking these decisions at programming time,
compile time, and run time. Although the programmer can give some helpful hints about the parallelism present in an application, it is not advisable to delegate the entire responsibility of parallelism-finding to the programmer. Although the compiler can take quite a bit of scheduling decisions, quite often it finds it difficult to give guarantees of independence due to lack of run-time information. Finally, it is worthwhile to take scheduling decisions (or for that matter, any decisions) at run time only if the benefits are more than the detrimental effects the decision-making has on the hardware cycle time.
Chapter 3. The Multiscalar Paradigm

How to execute control- and data-dependent tasks in parallel?

We saw that existing ILP processing paradigms have an over-reliance on compile-time extraction or run-time extraction of ILP, and fail to exploit the localities of communication present in ordinary programs. In this chapter, we introduce a new processing paradigm — the multiscalar paradigm — which not only combines the best of both worlds in ILP extraction, but also exploits the localities of communication present in programs. Because of these and a host of other features, which we will study in this chapter, we believe that the multiscalar paradigm will become a cornerstone for future ILP processors. The name multiscalar is derived from the fact that the overall computing engine is a collection of scalar processors that cooperate in the execution of a sequential program. In the initial phases of this research, the multiscalar paradigm was called the Expandable Split Window (ESW) paradigm [58].

This chapter is organized in five sections. The first section describes our view of an ideal processing paradigm. Naturally, the attributes mentioned in section 3.1 had a significant impact on the development of the multiscalar paradigm and later became the driving force behind an implementation of the paradigm. Section 3.2 introduces the multiscalar paradigm, and explains its basic idea and working with the help of two examples. Section 3.3 describes the interesting and novel aspects of the multiscalar paradigm. Section 3.4 compares and contrasts the multiscalar paradigm with some of the existing processing paradigms such as the multiprocessor, superscalar, and VLIW paradigms. Section 3.5 introduces the multiscalar processor, our implementation of the multiscalar paradigm. Section 3.6 summarizes the chapter by drawing attention to the highlights of the multiscalar paradigm.
3.1. Ideal Processing Paradigm—The Goal

Before embarking on a discussion of the multiscalar paradigm, it is worth our while contemplating on the desired features that shaped its development. Ideally, these features should take into consideration the hardware and software technological developments that we expect to see in the next several years. We can categorize the features into those related to the software issues and those related to the hardware issues. In a sense, they represent the trade-offs we wish to make regarding what is to be done in software and what is to be done in hardware. First, let us look at the software issues. These issues can be classified under three attributes, namely practicality, parallelism, and versatility.

(i) **Practicality:** On the software side, by practicality we mean the ability to execute ordinary programs on the processor. The paradigm should not require the programmers to write programs in specific programming languages; instead, programmers should be given the freedom to write programs in ordinary, imperative languages such as C. The programmers should not be forced to spend too much effort finding the low-level parallelism in an application. In short, the paradigm should place no unnecessary burden on the programmers to carry out ILP processing.

(ii) **Versatility:** As far as possible, the high-level language programs should not be tailored for specific architectures and specific hardware implementations, so that the same high-level language program can be used for a wide variety of architectures and implementations. The programmer should not have to consider the number or logical connectivity of the processing elements in the computer system.

(iii) **Parallelism:** The compiler should extract the maximum amount of parallelism possible at compile time. The compiler could also convey additional information about the program, such as register dependencies and control flow information, to the hardware. These steps will not only simplify the hardware, but also allow it to concentrate more on extracting the parallelism that can be detected only at run time.
Now let us consider the desired features for the hardware. Interestingly, the desired hardware features can also be classified under the same three attributes, namely parallelism, practicality, and versatility.

(i) Parallelism: The hardware should extract the parallelism that could not be detected at compile time, and should exploit the maximum amount of parallelism possible. The hardware should be able to execute multiple flows of control.

(ii) Practicality: Here by practicality we mean realizability of the hardware. That is, the ILP paradigm should have attributes that facilitate commercial realization. A processor based on the paradigm should be implementable in technology that we expect to see in the next several years, and the hardware should be regular to facilitate implementation with clock speeds comparable to the clock speeds of contemporary single-issue processors, resulting in the highest performance processor of a given generation.

(iii) Versatility: The paradigm should facilitate hardware implementations with no centralized resources. Decentralization of resources is important to later expand the system (as allowed by technology improvements in hardware and software). These resources include the hardware for extracting ILP such as register and memory dependency enforcement and identification of independent operations, and the hardware for exploiting ILP such as instruction supply mechanism, inter-operation communication, and data memory system. The hardware implementation should be such that it provides an easy growth path from one generation of processors to the next, with minimum (hardware and software) effort. An easy hardware growth path implies the reuse of hardware components, as much as possible, from one generation to the next.

3.2. Multiscalar Paradigm—The Basic Idea

Realization of the software and hardware features described above has precisely been the driving force behind the development of the multiscalar paradigm. Bringing all of the above features together requires bringing together in a new manner the worlds of control-driven execution and data-
driven execution, and combine the best of both worlds.

The basic idea of the multiscalar paradigm is to split the jobs of ILP extraction and exploitation amongst multiple processing elements. Each PE can be assigned a reasonably sized task, and parallelism can be exploited by overlapping the execution of multiple tasks. So far, it looks no different from a multiprocessor. But the difference — a key one indeed — is that the tasks being executed in parallel in the multiscalar paradigm can have both control and data dependencies between them. Whereas the multiprocessor takes control-independent portions (preferably data-independent as well) of the control flow graph (CFG) of a program, and assigns them to different processing elements, the multiscalar takes a sequential instruction stream, and assigns contiguous portions of it to different processing elements. The multiple processing elements, or execution units if you will, are connected together as a circular queue. Thus, the multiscalar paradigm traverses the CFG of a program as follows: take a subgraph (task) T from the CFG and assign it to the tail execution unit, advance the tail pointer by one execution unit, do a prediction as to where control is most likely to go after the execution of T, and assign a subgraph starting at that target to the next execution unit in the next cycle, and so on until the circular queue is full. The assigned tasks together encompass a contiguous portion of the dynamic trace. These tasks are executed in parallel, although the paradigm preserves logical sequentiality among the tasks. The units are connected as a circular queue to obtain a sliding or continuous big window (as opposed to a fixed window), a feature that allows more parallelism to be exploited [159]. When the execution of the subgraph at the head unit is over (determined by checking when control flows out of the task), the head pointer is advanced by one unit.

A task could be as simple as a basic block or part of a basic block. More complex tasks could be sequences of basic blocks, entire loops, or even entire function calls. In its most general form, a task can be any subgraph of the control flow graph of the program being executed. The motivation behind considering a subgraph as a task is to collapse several nodes of the CFG into a single node, as shown in Figure 3.1. Traversing the CFG in steps of subgraphs helps to tide over the problem of poor
Figure 3.1: Forming Multiscalar Tasks from a CFG

(i) A Collection of Basic Blocks; (ii) A Collection of Tasks

predictability of some CFG nodes, by incorporating those nodes within subgraphs\(^2\). Parallelly executed tasks can have both control dependencies and data dependencies between them. The execution model within each task can be a simple, sequential processing paradigm, or more complicated paradigms such as a small-issue VLIW or superscalar paradigm.

Let us throw more light on multiscalar execution. The multiscalar paradigm executes multiple tasks in parallel, with distinct execution units. Each of these execution units can be a sequential, \[^2\] A distant, but interesting, analogy in physics is that of high wavelength waves getting less dispersed (than small wavelength waves) by particles, because they can bend over particles.
single-issue processor. Collectively, several instructions are executed per cycle, one from each task.

Apart from any static code motions done by the compiler, by simultaneously executing instructions from multiple tasks, the multiscalar execution moves some instructions “up in time” within the overall dynamic window. That is, some instructions from later in the sequential instruction stream are initiated earlier in time, thereby exploiting parallelism, and decreasing the overall execution time. Notice that the compiler did not give any guarantee that these instructions are independent; the hardware determines the inter-task dependencies (possibly with additional information provided by the compiler), and determines the independent instructions. If a new task is assigned to a different execution unit each cycle, collectively the execution units establish a large dynamic window of instructions. If all active execution units execute instructions in parallel, overall the multiscalar processor could be executing multiple instructions per cycle.

3.2.1. Multiscalar Execution Examples

We shall illustrate the details of the working of the multiscalar paradigm with the help of examples. The examples are not meant to be exclusive but are meant to be illustrative. Let us start with a simple loop. Later, we shall go into a more complicated example.

Example 3.1: Consider the execution of the simple code fragment shown in Figure 3.2. Figures 3.2(i)-(iii) show the C code, its assembly code, and its control flow graph, respectively. The example is a simple loop with a data-dependent conditional branch in the loop body. The loop adds the number \( b \) to 100 elements of an array \( A \), and sets an element to 1000 if it is greater than 1000. The CFG consists of three basic blocks BB1-BB3. This example is chosen for its simplicity. Whereas it does not illustrate some of the complexities of the control flow graphs that are generally encountered in practice, it does provide a background for discussing these complexities.

On inspection of the assembly code in Figure 3.2(ii), we can see that almost all the instructions of an iteration are data-dependent on previous instructions of the same iteration, and that there is very
for (i = 0; i < 100; i++)
{
    A[i] += 10;
    if (A[i] > 1000)
        A[i] = 1000;
}

(i) Example C Code

R1 = -1 ; initialize induction variable i
R0 = b ; assign loop-invariant b to R0
L:  R1 = R1 + 1 ; increment i
    R2 = Mem[R1 + A] ; load A[i]
    R2 = R2 + R0 ; add b
    BLT R2, 1000, B ; branch to B if A[i] < 1000
    R2 = 1000 ; set A[i] to 1000
B:  Mem[R1 + A] = R2 ; store A[i]
    BLT R1, 99, L ; branch to L if i < 99

(ii) Assembly Code

(iii) Control Flow Graph

Figure 3.2: Example Code Fragment
little ILP in a single iteration of the loop. However, all the iterations are independent (except for the data dependencies through the loop induction variable $i$ allocated in register R1) because each iteration operates on a different element of the array. Now, let us look at how the multiscalar paradigm executes this loop. First, the compiler demarcates the code such that the loop body is considered as a single task, marked S1 in Figure 3.2(iii). This task has two possible targets, L and M. At run time, the processor expands the loop into multiple dynamic tasks as shown in Figure 3.3, effectively establishing a large dynamic window of consecutive iterations. The large dynamic window encompasses a contiguous portion of the dynamic trace. The multiscalar paradigm executes these multiple tasks in parallel, with distinct execution units. Collectively, several instructions are executed per cycle, one from each task. For instance, consider the shaded portion in Figure 3.3, which refers to a particular time-frame (cycle). In that cycle, three instructions are executed from the three tasks.

![Diagram of multiscalar execution](image)

Figure 3.3. Multiscalar Execution of Assembly Code in Figure 3.2(ii)
Given the background experience assumed here, it would be coy not to recognize the reader’s familiarity with software scheduling techniques such as loop unrolling and software pipelining. However, it cannot be emphasized too often that the multiscalar paradigm is far more general than loop unrolling and other similar techniques for redressing the effect of control dependencies. The structure of a multiscalar task can be as general as a connected subgraph of the control flow graph, and is far more general than a loop body. This is further clarified in Example 3.2. Before that, let us look into more detail how inter-task control dependencies and data dependencies are handled in the multiscalar paradigm.

**Control Dependencies:** We will first see how inter-task control dependencies are overcome. Once task 1 is dynamically assigned to execution unit 1, a prediction is made by the hardware (based on static or dynamic techniques) to determine the next task to which control will most likely flow after the execution of task 1. In this example, it determines that control is most likely to go back to label L, and so in the next cycle, another instance of the same task, namely task 2, is assigned to the next execution unit. This process is repeated. We call the type of prediction used by the multiscalar paradigm as *control flow prediction* [121]. In the multiscalar paradigm, the execution of all active tasks, except the first, is speculative in nature. The hardware provides facilities for recovery when it is determined that an incorrect control flow prediction has been made. It is important to note that among the two branches in an iteration of the above loop, the first branch, which has poor predictability, has been encompassed within the task so that the control flow prediction need not consider its targets at all while making the prediction. Only the targets of the second branch, which can be predicted with good accuracy, have been included in the task’s targets. Thus the constraints introduced by control dependencies are overcome by doing speculative execution (along the control paths indicated by the light dotted arrows in Figure 3.3), but doing predictions at those points in the control flow graph that are easily predictable. This facilitates the multiscalar hardware in establishing accurate and large dynamic windows.

**Register Data Dependencies:** Next we will look at how inter-task register data dependencies are
handled. These data dependencies are taken care of by forwarding the last update of each register in a task to the subsequent tasks, preferably as and when the last updates are generated. In Figure 3.3, the register instances produced in different tasks are shown with different subscripts, for example, R1₁, R1₂, and R1₃, and the inter-task register data dependencies are marked by solid arrows. As we can gather from Figure 3.3, the only register data dependencies that are carried across the tasks are the ones through register R1, which corresponds to the induction variable. Thus, although the instructions of a task are mostly sequentially dependent, the next task can start execution once the first instruction of a task has been executed (in this example), and its result forwarded to the next task.

Memory Data Dependencies: Now let us see how potential inter-task data dependencies through memory, occurring through loads and stores, are handled. These dependencies are marked by long dash arrows in Figure 3.3. In a sequential execution of the program, the load of the second iteration is performed after the store of the first iteration, and thus any potential data dependency is automatically taken care of. However, in the multiscalar paradigm, because the two iterations are executed in parallel, it is quite likely that the load of the second iteration may be ready to be executed earlier than the store of the first iteration. If a load is made to wait until all preceding stores are executed, then much of the code reordering opportunities are inhibited, and performance may be affected badly. The multiscalar paradigm cannot afford such a callous wait; so it allows memory references to be executed out-of-order, along with special hardware to check if the dynamic reordering of memory references produces any violation of dependencies. For this recovery, it is possible to use the same facility that is provided for recovery in times of incorrect control flow prediction. If the dynamic code motion rarely results in a violation of dependencies, significantly more parallelism can be exploited. This is a primary mechanism that we use for breaking the restriction due to ambiguous data dependencies, which cannot be resolved by static memory disambiguation techniques.

Example 3.2: Next we will look at a more complicated example, one that involves complex control flows. This example also highlights the advantage of encapsulating an entire loop (not just an iteration of a loop) within a task. Encapsulating an inner loop within a task may be advantageous if one
or more of the following apply: (i) the loop body contains only a few instructions, (ii) the loop
iterates only a few times, (iii) the iterations are data-dependent. A realistic implementation of the
multiscalar hardware can be expected to assign only one new task every cycle, and therefore the sus-
tained operation issue rate of the processor is limited by the average size of a task. If the body of an
inner loop contains only a few instructions, then considering each iteration to be a task results in
small tasks, and hence low issue rates. If an inner loop iterates only two or three times and an itera-
tion is considered to be a task, then the control flow prediction accuracy will be very poor. Similarly,
if the iterations are data-dependent, then there is little merit in assigning them to different execution
units at run time. Consider the C code shown in Figure 3.4(i), taken from the \textit{xlisp} program in the
SPEC '92 benchmark suite. It consists of a doubly nested loop; the inner loop walks down a linked
list, and its iterations are both control and data dependent. However, each activation of the inner loop
is independent of the previous one. If the entire inner loop is encompassed within a single task, it is
possible to execute many activations of the inner loop in parallel.

Now let us consider a multiscalar execution of this example code. The compiler has demar-
cated the CFG into three tasks, S1-S3, as shown in Figure 3.4(ii). The two important things to notice
are: (i) tasks S1 and S2 overlap, and (ii) the entire inner loop is contained within task S2. Tasks S1
and S2 have the same three targets, namely labels L, B, and RETURN. Task S3 has one target,
namely RETURN. Figure 3.5 shows a possible execution in the multiscalar paradigm. First task S1
is allocated to execution unit 1. In the next cycle, among S1’s three targets, the most likely one (\textit{i.e.},
L) is chosen, and the task starting at label L (\textit{i.e.}, S2) is assigned to execution unit 2. Similarly, in the
third cycle, the most likely target of S2 (label L) is predicted, and task S2 is again assigned to the
next execution unit. Notice that the tasks being executed themselves contain the entire inner loop, as
shown by the long dashed arrows in Figure 3.5.
for (fp = xlenv; fp; fp = cdr(fp))
{
    for (ep = car(fp); ep; ep = cdr(ep))
    {
        if (sym == car(car(ep)))
            return (cdr(car(ep)));
    }
}

return (sym);

(i) C Code

R1 = xlenv - 8;
L: R1 = Mem[R1 + 8]; load fp = xlenv or cdr(fp)
    BEQ R1, 0, B; branch to B if fp is zero
    R2 = Mem[R1 + 0]; load ep = car(fp)
    BEQ R2, 0, L; branch to L if ep is zero
M: R3 = Mem[R2 + 0]; load car(ep)
    R4 = Mem[R3 + 0]; load car(car(ep))
    BNE R0, R4, A; branch to A if sym ≠ car(car(ep))
    R5 = Mem[R3 + 8]; load cdr(car(ep)) as return value
    RET R5; return R5
A: R2 = Mem[R2 + 8]; load ep = cdr(ep)
    BNE R2, 0, M; branch back to M if ep ≠ zero
    B L; branch back to L
B: R5 = Mem[R0 + 8]; load cdr(sym) as return value
    RET R5; return R5

(ii) Assembly Code
(iii) Control Flow Graph

Figure 3.4: Example Code from Function Xlygetvalue in Xlisp
### 3.3. Interesting Aspects of the Multiscalar Paradigm

The astute reader would have realized by now that the multiscalar paradigm allows very flexible dynamic scheduling that could be assisted with software scheduling. The compiler has a big role to play in bringing to fruit the full capabilities of this paradigm. The compiler decides which parts of the CFG should be brought together as a task, and performs static scheduling within each task. The role of the compiler is discussed in great detail in chapter 9. Figure 3.6 gives a clear picture of where the multiscalar paradigm stands in terms of what is done by software and what is done by hardware.
The multiscalar paradigm is grounded on a good interplay between compile-time extraction of ILP and run-time extraction of ILP. Below, we describe the interesting aspects of the multiscalar paradigm.
3.3.1. Decentralization of Critical Resources

The next several chapters describe one possible implementation of the multiscalar paradigm. Without considering the details of the multiscalar implementation here, we can make one observation upon the strategy it employs for decentralizing the critical resources. By splitting the large dynamic window of instructions into smaller tasks (c.f. Figure 3.7), the complex task of searching a large window for independent instructions is split into two simpler subtasks: (i) independent searches (if need be) in smaller tasks, all of which can be done in parallel by separate execution units, and (ii) enforcement of control and data dependencies between the tasks. This allows the dynamic scheduling hardware to be divided into a two-level hierarchical structure — a distributed top-level unit that enforces dependencies between the tasks, and several independent lower-level units at the bottom level, each of which enforces dependencies within a task and identifies the independent instructions in that task. Each of these lower-level units can be a separate execution unit akin to a simple (possibly sequential) execution datapath. A direct outgrowth of the decentralization of critical resources is expandability of the hardware.

3.3.2. Execution of Multiple Flows of Control

The multiscalar paradigm is specially geared to execute multiple flows of control. While deciding the tasks, the multiscalar compiler will, as far as possible, attempt to generate tasks that are control-independent of each other, so that the multiscalar hardware can follow independent flows of control. However, most non-numeric programs have such hairy control structures that following multiple, independent flows of control is almost infeasible. So, our solution is to follow multiple, possibly control-dependent, and possibly data-dependent flows of control, in a speculative manner. Thus, the multiscalar compiler will, as far as possible, attempt to demarcate tasks at those points where the compiler may be fairly sure of the next task to be executed when control leaves a task (although it may not know the exact path that will be taken through each task at run time). Such a division into tasks will not only allow the overall large window to be accurate, but also facilitate the execution of (mostly) control-independent code in parallel, thereby allowing multiple flows of control, which is
needed to exploit significant levels of ILP in non-numeric applications [90]. By encompassing complex control structures within a task, the overall prediction accuracy is significantly improved.

3.3.3. Speculative Execution

The multiscalar paradigm is an epitome for speculative execution; almost all of the execution in the multiscalar hardware is speculative in nature. At any time, the only task that is guaranteed to be executed non-speculatively is the sequentially earliest task that is being executed at that time. There are different kinds of speculative execution taking place across tasks in the multiscalar hardware: (i) speculative execution of control-dependent code across tasks, and (ii) speculative execution of loads before stores from preceding tasks, and stores before loads and stores from preceding tasks. The importance of speculative execution for exploiting parallelism in non-numeric codes was underscored in [90].

3.3.4. Parallel Execution of Data Dependent Tasks

Another important feature and big advantage of the multiscalar paradigm is that it does not require the parallelly executed tasks to be data independent either. If inter-task dependencies are present, either through registers or through memory locations, the hardware automatically enforces these dependencies. This feature gives significant flexibility to the compiler. It is worthwhile to point out, however, that although the execution of (data) dependent tasks can be overlapped, the compiler can and should as far as possible attempt to pack dependent instructions into a task, so that at run time the tasks can be executed mostly independent of each other. This will help to reduce runtime stalls, and improve the performance of the processor.

3.3.5. Exploitation of Localities of Communication

The decentralization of critical resources cannot be brought about by merely distributing the hardware; as far as possible, information should not be flowing all across the hardware. By grouping data dependent instructions into a task and by making tasks as independent as possible, much of the
communication in the processor can be localized to within each task execution unit. This allows the multiscalar hardware to exploit the localities of communication present in a program.

### 3.3.6. Conveyance of Compile-Time Information to the Hardware

In traditional processing paradigms involving some form of data-driven execution, although the compiler has access to different types of information such as register dependencies and control flow in the program, these information are not directly conveyed to the hardware through the program. The hardware has to painstakingly reconstruct by instruction decoding the information that was available at compile time. It would be ideal if some of the information available at compile time is conveyed to the dynamic scheduling hardware. By grouping a set of instructions as a single unit (task), the multiscalar compiler conveys to the hardware additional information that allows the hardware to make more informed run-time decisions about the flow of program control than it would be possible if it were to determine the control flow through the decoding of instructions. Similarly, the compiler can convey information to the hardware by a bitmap the registers that are updated in a task. The hardware can use this bitmap in a simple manner to determine inter-task register dependencies (explained in chapter 5). Thus, the hardware need not reconstruct some of the mundane dependency information that is available at compile time.

### 3.4. Comparison with Other Processing Paradigms

#### 3.4.1. Multiprocessing Paradigm

The multiscalar paradigm has some striking similarities to the conventional multiprocessing paradigm. It is important to see how the two paradigms differ from each other. In the case of a multiprocessor, the compiler determines the independence of tasks. At run time, each task is assigned to a different processor of the multiprocessor, effectively establishing a large dynamic window of several tasks. Each processor executes the assigned task sequentially; collectively the multiprocessor
executes several instructions per cycle, one from each task. While no static code motions have been made in the window, multiprocessor execution moves some instructions ‘‘up in time’’. That is, instructions from later in the sequential instruction stream are initiated earlier in time; this motion is facilitated by guarantees from the compiler that the instructions are independent.

Thus in a multiprocessor, independence of tasks — both data independence and control independence — is guaranteed by the compiler. Therefore, the multiple tasks are not executed in a speculative manner. Whenever there is an inter-task data dependency, the compiler inserts explicit synchronization instructions. The multiscalar paradigm, on the other hand, does not require the independence of tasks — both data independence and control independence. It overcomes inter-task control dependencies by speculative execution, and enforces inter-task data dependencies with the help of fast low-level inter-task synchronization mechanisms. Table 3.1 succinctly shows the similarities and differences between the multiscalar and multiprocessing paradigms (both shared-memory

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attributes</th>
<th>Multiprocessor</th>
<th>Multiscalar</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Task determination</td>
<td>Static</td>
<td>Static (Can be dynamic)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Static guarantee of inter-task control</td>
<td>Required</td>
<td>Not required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Static guarantee of inter-task data</td>
<td>Required</td>
<td>Not required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>independence</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inter-task synchronization</td>
<td>Explicit</td>
<td>Implicit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium for inter-task communication</td>
<td>Memory (if shared-memory)</td>
<td>Through registers and memory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Messages (if message-passing)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Register space for PEs</td>
<td>Distinct</td>
<td>Common</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory space for PEs</td>
<td>Common (if shared-memory)</td>
<td>Common</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Distinct (if message-passing)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speculative execution</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple flows of control</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
and message-passing multiprocessing).

### 3.4.2. Superscalar Paradigm

The multiscalar paradigm has several similarities with the superscalar paradigm too. Both use control-driven specification, and a combination of data-driven execution and control-driven execution. Figure 3.7 highlights the fundamental differences between the two paradigms. A significant difference is that the superscalar views the entire dynamic window as a centralized structure, whereas the multiscalar views the dynamic window as distributed tasks. Therefore, the superscalar paradigm is unable to exploit communication localities within the dynamic window. This restricts the size of the window; lesser the window size, lesser the parallelism exploited. Moreover, the superscalar performs only data-driven execution, and no control-driven execution among the instructions in the window. The overhead of a full-blown data-driven execution also restricts the size of the dynamic window.

![Figure 3.7: Comparison of Superscalar and Multiscalar Paradigms](image-url)
window. Another major distinction between the superscalar and the multiscalar paradigms is that the superscalar pursues a single flow of control, whereas the multiscalar pursues multiple flows of control. Table 3.2 succinctly shows the similarities and differences between the superscalar and multiscalar paradigms.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attributes</th>
<th>Superscalar</th>
<th>Multiscalar</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Program specification order</td>
<td>Control-driven</td>
<td>Control-driven</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parallelism specification</td>
<td>Not specified</td>
<td>(Possibly dependent) tasks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instruction fetching</td>
<td>Control-driven</td>
<td>Control-driven</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Program execution order</td>
<td>Data-driven</td>
<td>Control-driven &amp; Data-driven</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic window</td>
<td>Centralized</td>
<td>Distributed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exploiting localities of communication</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple flows of control</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Static extraction of parallelism</td>
<td>Helpful</td>
<td>Helpful</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.4.3. VLIW Paradigm

It is also interesting to compare the multiscalar paradigm with the VLIW paradigm. In the VLIW paradigm, *independent* operations are horizontally grouped into instructions, whereas in the case of the multiscalar paradigm, *mostly dependent* operations are vertically grouped into tasks. This distinction is clearly illustrated in Figures 3.8(i) and (ii), which show 16 operations each for the VLIW and multiscalar paradigms; the same code is used for both paradigms. After the completion of each instruction, the paradigm guarantees that the results of all four operations in the instruction are available to all operations of the next instruction in the next clock cycle. Thus, the VLIW hardware needs to provide a crossbar-like inter-operation communication mechanism. Now consider the
multiscalar execution. When an instruction is completed in a task, the result is made available to only the same task and possibly to the subsequent task in the next cycle. If a distant task needs the result, the results will be forwarded one task at a time. Table 3.3 succinctly shows the similarities and differences between the VLIW and multiscalar paradigms.

3.4.3.1. Adaptability to Run-Time Uncertainties

Let us see how the multiscalar paradigm and the VLIW paradigm compare in terms of adaptability to run-time uncertainties. In the case of the VLIW paradigm, the entire processor stalls when an unpredicted events such as data cache misses, instruction cache misses, and memory bank conflicts occur. The delay in the completion of any one of the operations in a horizontal instruction delays the completion of the entire instruction, because all operations are processed in lock-step. Thus, the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attributes</th>
<th>VLIW</th>
<th>Multiscalar</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Program specification order</td>
<td>Control-driven</td>
<td>Control-driven</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parallelism specification</td>
<td>Horizontal Instructions</td>
<td>(Possibly dependent) tasks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instruction fetching</td>
<td>Control-driven</td>
<td>Control-driven</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Program execution order</td>
<td>Control-driven</td>
<td>Control-driven &amp; Data-driven</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Static extraction of parallelism</td>
<td>Critical</td>
<td>Helpful</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic extraction of parallelism</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple flows of control</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adaptation to run-time Uncertainties</td>
<td>Poor</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
VLIW performance can degrade significantly when run-time predictability reduces. Figures 3.8(iii) and (iv) show one possible execution of the operations of Figures 3.8(i) and (ii) in a 4-way VLIW machine and a 3-unit multiscalar machine. In these two figures, time increases in the downward direction. Notice that in Figure 3.8(iv), unit 1 executes task 4 after it finishes the execution of task 1. The 4 independent operations in each VLIW instruction are executed in lock-step. In Figure 3.8(iii), when the load in VLIW instruction 2 encounters a cache miss or a memory bank conflict, the entire VLIW processor stalls, whereas the same incident in the multiscalar paradigm causes only execution

![Figure 3.8: Stalls in VLIW and Multiscalar Paradigms due to Run-Time Uncertainties](image-url)
unit 2 to stall. Thus, we can see that the multiscalar processor is better adapted to run-time uncertainties than the VLIW paradigm, because it does not stall the entire processor when untoward run-time incidents occur.

3.5. The Multiscalar Processor

In developing the conceptual basis for the multiscalar paradigm, we had purposely attempted to factor out implementation issues. Perhaps now is the time to start addressing the implementation issues, and throw more light on how the different aspects of the paradigm can be implemented. We like to emphasize that the multiscalar processor described in the ensuing chapters of this thesis is only one possible implementation of the multiscalar paradigm. Throughout the design of this implementation we have emphasized two points — decentralization (which facilitates expandability) and realizability. Several novel techniques are used to decentralize the resources, without which the potential of the multiscalar paradigm could not have been exploited. The techniques used for decentralizing different parts of the system are different, because the way these parts work and fit into the system are also different.

From the early stage of the design itself, we were very much concerned with the realizability of the hardware. The core part of the implementation is a circular queue of identical execution units, each of which is equivalent to a typical datapath found in modern processors. And what could be more convenient than replicating a sequential processor — something we know how to design well — and connecting several of them together as a circular queue? Figure 3.9 illustrates how multiple execution units can be connected together to form a multiscalar processor.

The fundamentals of the multiscalar processor’s working are best understood as follows. The execution unit at the tail of the queue is assigned a task (explained in chapter 4); it executes the task, fetching, decoding, and executing the instructions in the task, one by one, just as a traditional sequential processor would. A global control unit determines (predicts) which task will be executed next, and assigns it to the next execution unit in the next cycle. The active execution units, the ones from
Figure 3.9: Block Diagram of an 8-Unit Multiscalar Processor
the head to the tail, together constitute the large dynamic window of instructions, and the units contain tasks, in the sequential order in which the tasks appear in the dynamic instruction stream. When control flows out of the task in the execution unit at the head, the head pointer is moved forward to the next execution unit.

The multiscalar processor consists of several building blocks, as shown in Figure 3.9. Almost all the major functions in the multiscalar processor are broken down into two parts — one for carrying out the intra-unit part of the function and the other for carrying out the inter-unit part. The intra-unit part is easily decentralized because it is distributed throughout the processor. The inter-unit part may or may not be decentralized depending on whether the communication it handles is localized or global in nature. For instance, the inter-unit register communication is easily decentralized (c.f. section 5.3) because much of the register communication in the multiscalar processor is localized [59].

The building blocks of the multiscalar processor are described in great detail in the following three chapters. Chapter 4 describes some of the major parts such as the execution units, the control mechanism, and the instruction supply mechanism. The inter-operation communication mechanism is described in chapter 5, and the memory system is described in chapter 6.

3.6. Summary

We have proposed a new processing paradigm for exploiting ILP, called the multiscalar paradigm. The basic idea of the paradigm is to consider a block of instructions as a single unit (task), and exploit ILP by executing many such tasks in parallel. The parallelly executed tasks need not be independent, and can have both control dependencies and data dependencies between them. Each task can be as general as any connected subgraph of the control flow graph of the program being executed. The multiscalar paradigm is the fruit born from the fusion of static scheduling and dynamic scheduling; it uses control-driven specification, and a combination of data-driven and control-driven execution. In this regard, it shares a number of properties with the superscalar paradigm and the restricted dataflow paradigm. The essence of data-driven execution is captured by simple data
forwarding schemes for both register and memory values. The fundamental properties of control-driven specification that we retained includes a sequential instruction stream, which relies on interinstruction communication through a set of registers and memory locations. The result is a simple paradigm that accepts sequential code, but behaves as a fairly restricted dataflow machine. The splitting of the dynamic window into tasks allows the decentralization of the hardware resources, and the exploitation of localities of communication. For this reason, we believe that the multiscalar processor is conceptually completely different from the previous ILP processors of whatever generation.

We have also started describing a processor implementation of the multiscalar paradigm. In our view, the beauty of the multiscalar processor lies in its realizability, not to mention its novelty. Essentially, we have taken several sequential processors, connected them together, and provided some additional hardware support mechanisms. As we will see in the next three chapters, it draws heavily on the recent developments in microprocessor technology, yet goes far beyond the centralized window-based superscalar processors in exploiting irregular ILP. It has no centralized resource bottlenecks that we are aware of. This is very important, because many existing execution models are plagued by the need for centralized resources. Almost all the parts of our implementation are found in conventional serial processors, the only exception is the Address Resolution Buffer (ARB) described in chapter 6; yet these parts have been arranged in such a way as to extract and exploit much more parallelism than was thought to be realistically possible before. Another feature of the multiscalar processor is its expandability. When advances in technology allow more transistors to be put on a chip, the multiscalar implementation can be easily expanded by adding more execution units; there is no need to redesign the implementation/architecture.
Chapter 4. Control and Execution Units

How to connect multiple processors together in a tightly synchronized manner?

The previous chapter introduced the multiscalar processor and began discussing its overall working. The central idea, as we saw, is to connect several execution units as a circular queue, and assign a task to a separate execution unit. This chapter discusses some of the major parts of the multiscalar processor such as the execution units, the control mechanism, and the instruction supply mechanism.

Chapter 4 is organized into four sections as follows. Section 4.1 describes the execution unit. Section 4.2 describes the distributed control mechanism. Section 4.3 describes the distributed instruction supply mechanism, and section 4.4 presents the summary.

4.1. Execution Unit

The multiscalar processor consists of several identical execution units, as described in chapter 3. Each execution unit is responsible for carrying out the execution of the task assigned to it. Figure 4.1 gives the block diagram of an execution unit. It consists of a control unit (local CU), an instruction cache (local icache), an issue and execution (IE) unit, a register file (local RF), a forwarding queue (FQ), and a memory disambiguation unit (local ARB). The local CU is used for sequencing the control through a task, and is similar to the control unit of an ordinary processor. The IE unit is described in this section. The RF is used to carry out the inter-operation communication, and is described in section 5.3. The FQ is used to forward register values produced in an execution unit to the subsequent execution units, and is described in section 5.3. The local ARB is used to do memory disambiguation within an unit, and is described in section 6.4.5. Notice the remarkable similarity
between an execution unit and an ordinary, execution datapath; the only singular feature in a multiscalar execution unit is the forwarding queue connecting an execution unit to the successor execution unit.

**IE Unit:** Each execution unit has as its heart an Issue and Execution (IE) unit, which fetches instructions from the local instruction cache, and pumps them to its functional units after resolving their data.
dependencies. The IE unit is comparable to the Instruction Issue and Execution Unit of a conventional processor, and has its own set of functional units. In any given cycle, up to a fixed number of ready-to-execute instructions begin execution in the IE units of each of the active units. It is possible to have an arbitrary execution model within an IE unit; the type of execution model used within an IE unit depends on the type of parallelism one expects to exploit within a task, given that the compiler can attempt to pack dependent instructions within a task (c.f. chapter 9).

4.2. Control Mechanism

The control mechanism is divided into two parts: intra-task control and inter-task control. The intra-task control is carried out by local control units in the execution units, and the inter-task control is carried out by a global control unit. Figure 4.2 illustrates this. The global control unit manages the head and tail pointers of the circular queue of execution units. It also performs the job of assigning tasks and deassigning tasks to the units. After assigning a task to the tail execution unit, the global control unit predicts (based on static hints or dynamic history) the next task to be executed. Every cycle, a new task is assigned to the execution unit at the tail, and the tail pointer advanced by one execution unit, unless the circular unit queue is full. When all the instructions in the execution unit at the head have completed execution, the control unit deassigns (commits) that task, and moves forward the head pointer to the next execution unit.

It is important to note that all that the global control unit does when it assigns a task to an execution unit is to tell the unit to execute the task starting at a particular PC (program counter) value; it is up to the execution unit to fetch the required instructions, decode them and execute them (most likely in serial order) until control flows out of the task (c.f. section 4.2.3). The global control unit does not perform instruction decoding. (A major purpose of ‘‘decoding’’ instructions in a dynamically scheduled ILP processor is to establish register dependencies between instructions. We shall see in section 5.3.2 how the multiscalar processor enforces the register dependencies without decoding the instructions.) Because the global control unit’s chore is relatively straightforward, it does not
become a potential bottleneck. Control units with instruction decoders that feed centralized windows are a major impediment to performance in superscalar processors, as shown in [140].

4.2.1. Task Prediction

After a task is assigned to an execution unit, the global control unit needs to predict the next task to be executed. A task may have multiple targets, and the global control unit has to make an intelligent prediction (based on static hints or run-time history), and choose one target. A highly accurate prediction mechanism is very important, as the construction of a large window of tasks requires many task predictions in a row; by the time the predictor reaches execution unit $n$, the chance of that unit getting assigned the correct task is only $p^n$, where $p$ is the average task prediction accuracy. Thus even an average task prediction accuracy of 90% is a far cry from what is required. Achieving a reasonably good task prediction accuracy may not be as difficult as achieving a good branch prediction accuracy, if many of the unpredictable branches in the program have been
4.2.1.1. Static Task Prediction

There are several ways of doing task prediction. One option is for the compiler to do a static prediction and convey it to the hardware along with the task specification. With this scheme, it is possible to let the local control units perform all the functions carried out by the global control unit, including the assigning of tasks to the execution units. That is, each local control unit can, depending on the task assigned to its execution unit, make a prediction about the task to be executed on the subsequent execution unit, and inform that unit. The managing of the head and tail pointers can also be done by the local control units. The advantage of this scheme is that the global control unit can be completely distributed among the local control units to obtain a truly distributed control processor. This distribution would be difficult with dynamic prediction (discussed next), as the dynamic task predictor needs to have a global picture regarding the tasks allocated to all execution units to have a reasonable prediction accuracy. The feasibility of static prediction (in terms of the obtainable task prediction accuracy) needs further study.

4.2.1.2. Dynamic Task Prediction

Dynamic task prediction can use techniques similar to those used for dynamic branch prediction. In particular, it is possible to keep a condensed history of previous task outcomes, and base decisions on the history. The type of condensation used can vary — for instance, a set of counters to keep track the number of times each target of a task was previously taken, or a two-level scheme with a register keeping track of the last several outcomes, and a set of counters keeping track of the number of times each target was taken for different patterns of previous outcomes [166]. For branch predictions, the later scheme has been shown to be very effective, giving branch prediction accuracies to the tune of 95% for non-numeric programs.

Another issue to be addressed in dynamic task prediction is the issue of basing prediction decisions on obsolete history. Irrespective of the type of history information stored, the control unit will
often need to make several task predictions in a row, without being able to update the task history table in between, because the intervening outcomes may have not been determined. Because of basing the prediction on obsolete history information, the prediction accuracy might decrease when several predictions are made in a row. This problem can be overcome by speculatively updating the history information as and when a task prediction is made. If a prediction is later found to be incorrect, the speculative updates to the history tables can be undone. If the average prediction accuracies are very high, the speculative updates are almost always correct. If using a more recent history is better than using an obsolete history to make prediction decisions, then using speculatively updated information is better than using obsolete information to make prediction decisions in the multiscalar processor. Let us see why this is indeed the case.

Let the task history at some stage of execution be $H_1$. Let a prediction $P_1$ be made to execute a task $T_1$ in execution unit $E_1$. The new history obtained by speculatively updating $H_1$ with $P_1$ is given by

$$H_2 = f(H_1, P_1)$$

where $f$ is the history update function. Assume that the next prediction, $P_2$, is made on $H_2$ rather than on $H_1$. Let us analyze the effect of this decision. If $P_1$ is correct, then $H_2$ is not only correct but also more recent than $H_1$, and therefore $P_2$ is more likely to be correct than if it were based on $H_1$. If, on the other hand, $P_1$ is incorrect, then the multiscalar processor discards both $T_1$ and $T_2$ any way (c.f. section 4.2.2). Thus, basing the decision of $P_2$ on $H_2$ does not do any harm, provided a more recent history does not give a poorer prediction accuracy than an obsolete history.

**Return Addresses:** When a task contains return instruction(s), its targets may not be the same in different executions of the task. Although a history-based prediction mechanism predicts the targets fairly accurately for tasks whose boundaries are defined by branches, this mechanism cannot be used for predicting the target of procedure returns. For effectively predicting the return addresses, the global control unit uses a stack-like mechanism similar to the one discussed in [81]. When the predictor predicts a procedure call as the next task to be executed, the return address is pushed onto the stack-
like mechanism. When the predictor predicts a procedure return as the next task to be executed, the return address is popped from the stack. The stack mechanism is updated as and when actual outcomes are known.

4.2.2. Recovery Due to Incorrect Task Prediction

When the task prediction done for allocating a task to execution unit $i$ is found to be incorrect, recovery actions are initiated. Recovery involves discarding all the computations being carried out in the active execution units including and beyond $i$. The control unit moves the tail pointer to point to execution unit $i$, which had the incorrect task assigned. The speculative state information in the execution units stepped over by the tail pointer are also discarded. Chapters 5 and 6 describe how exactly the speculative register values and speculative memory values are stored in the multiscalar processor, and discarded at times of recovery. We will see the advantage of storing state information at task boundaries, which facilitate fast recovery actions.

Notice that when a task prediction is found to be incorrect, the work going on in all subsequent active execution units is discarded, and tasks are again allocated starting from the execution unit which was executing the incorrect task. There is a possibility that some of the discarded tasks may be reassigned to the same units later; however, determining this information and to do appropriate recovery is difficult. The decision to discard all subsequent tasks was made in favor of simple and fast recovery.

4.2.3. Task Completion

The local control unit determines when the execution of the task in its execution unit is complete, and informs the global control unit of this event. Because a task could be an arbitrary connected subgraph of a program’s CFG, it can have complex control flows within it, and there may be exits out of the task from the middle of the task. The execution of a task can be said to be complete when control flows out of the task. Detection of this condition is intimately tied to the manner in which tasks are specified by the compiler to the hardware. For instance, if the compiler specifies a
task by providing the task’s entry point and list of targets, then each time a branch or a jump instruction is executed, the local control unit can check if control flows to one of the targets in which case the execution of the task is over. Execution of a function call instruction or a return instruction can also indicate the completion of the task, if a task does not extend over multiple functions.

When the global control unit is notified that the execution unit at the head has completed the execution of the task assigned to it, the global control unit advances the head pointer by one execution unit. Sections 5.2.3.4 and 6.4.4 describe further actions taken by the register file mechanism and the data memory mechanism to commit speculative values to the architectural state of the machine.

4.2.4. Handling Interrupts

When a program is being executed, two types of external interrupts can occur: higher priority interrupts and lower priority interrupts. Depending on the priority of the interrupt, the action taken is also different. If the interrupt is of higher priority than that of the current program being executed, then all the active tasks are relinquished (using the recovery action described above), and control is immediately handed over to the interrupt handler. The first task from the interrupt handler then runs at the head unit, the second task at the successor unit, and so on. When the interrupt servicing is over, control again returns to the original program. The task that was being executed at the head when the interrupt arrived is reassigned and re-executed from its beginning.

If the interrupt is of lower priority, the active tasks are not relinquished; only the control is passed to the interrupt handler. The first task from the interrupt handler then runs at the tail unit (when it becomes free), the second task at the successor unit, and so on, in parallel to the already executing tasks of the original program.

4.2.5. Handling Page Faults

Special care is needed in handling a page fault, as the page fault is an internal event, having a bearing to a particular PC value within a multiscalar task. This has implications while designing a
protocol for handling page faults in the multiscalar processor, because the processor has to treat it as a precise interrupt. If not handled properly, livelock can occur. Consider that a page fault occurred in execution unit $i$. If the protocol is to squash all units from $i$ onwards and up to the tail, then livelock will occur if there are $m$ memory accesses in unit $i$, all of them are to different pages, and the main memory has < $m$ pages. Generally, main memory will have far more pages than the number of pages accessed by the memory references in a task, and the occurrence of a livelock may only be a theoretical possibility. Livelocks are more likely to occur if all units are squashed before running the page handler.

In order to avoid livelock, the protocol should squash all the instructions and tasks beyond the faulting memory reference, and no other instructions and tasks. After evicting these instructions and tasks, the page handler can be run in unit $i$’s successor unit. Once the page handler has completed, it should re-execute the faulting memory reference and complete the execution of the task that contains the faulting reference.

4.3. Instruction Supply Mechanism

The execution of multiple tasks in parallel will bear fruit only if instructions are supplied to the execution units at an adequate rate. Supplying multiple execution units in parallel with instructions from different tasks can be difficult with an ordinary centralized instruction cache. The multiscalar processor therefore uses a two-level instruction cache. The local instruction caches in the execution units correspond to the first level (the level closest to the execution units) of the cache hierarchy. Thus, the local instruction caches are distributed throughout the processor, (as shown in Figure 4.3 for an $n$-unit multiscalar processor). The local instruction caches are backed up by a global instruction cache.

During the execution of a task, the IE unit of the execution unit accesses instructions from its local instruction cache. If a request misses in the local cache, the request is forwarded to the global instruction cache. If the request misses in the global cache, it is forwarded to main memory. If the task is available in the global cache, it is supplied to the requesting local cache. A fixed number of
instructions are transferred per cycle until the entire task is transferred — a form of intelligent instruction prefetch. If the transferred task is the body of a loop, the local caches of the subsequent units can also grab a copy of the task in parallel, much like the snarfing (read broadcast) scheme proposed for multiprocessor caches [64].

Notice that several IE units can simultaneously be fetching instructions from their corresponding local instruction caches, and several local caches can simultaneously be receiving a task (if the task is the body of a loop) from the global cache, in any given cycle. Further, if a miss occurs in any
of the instruction caches, the execution units that are already in execution need not stall, and can con-
tinue with their execution. This illustrates the decentralization concept that we shall see throughout
this thesis.

4.4. Summary

This chapter described the execution units, the control mechanism, and the instruction supply
mechanism of the multiscalar processor. The execution units are identical, and each execution unit is
remarkably similar to an ordinary, datapath. An execution unit contains a control unit, an instruction
cache, an issue and execution (IE) unit, a register file, and a memory disambiguation unit. The main
block in the execution unit is the IE unit, which performs the fetching, decoding, and execution of the
instructions in the task assigned to the execution unit.

The control mechanism consists of a global control unit and several local control units, one per
execution unit. Although the global control unit can be termed the multiscalar processor’s brain,
much of the control functions related to task execution are carried out on a local basis by the local
control units, thereby decentralizing most of the control decisions in the processor. For instance, all
that the global control unit does when it assigns a task to an execution unit is to tell the unit to start
the execution of the task beginning at a particular PC. It is up to the execution unit to fetch and exe-
cute the instructions of the task until control flows out of the task, and then convey this information to
the control unit.

The instruction supply mechanism is also decentralized. Each execution unit has a local
instruction cache from which its IE unit can fetch instructions. The local instruction caches are
backed up by a common global instruction cache.
Chapter 5. 

Register File

How to exploit communication localities to decentralize the register file?

This chapter describes a decentralized register file for carrying out the inter-instruction communication in the multiscalar processor. The central idea of the decentralized register file scheme is to have multiple versions of the architectural register file so as to provide a hardware platform to store the speculative register values produced in the execution units (recall that much of the execution in the multiscalar processor is speculative in nature). The multiple versions also allow precise state to be maintained at inter-unit boundaries, which facilitates easy recovery actions in times of incorrect task prediction. Having multiple versions also has the benevolent side-effect that the number of read ports and write ports required of each register file is much less than that required with a single centralized register file.

The outline of this chapter is as follows. Section 5.1 describes the requirements of the multiscalar inter-instruction communication mechanism, and motivates the need to decentralize it. Section 5.2 presents the basic idea of the multi-version register file, and section 5.3 presents its detailed working. Section 5.4 describes the novel features of the multi-version register file, and section 5.5 summarizes the chapter.

5.1. Inter-Instruction Communication in the Multiscalar Processor

Most programs following a control-driven specification specify inter-instruction communication by means of an architectural register file. Each time a datum is written into a register, a new register instance is created. Succeeding reads to the register use the latest register instance, as given by the sequential semantics of the program. Thus, when an instruction \( I \) performs a read access for register
\( R \), the value obtained should be the latest instance of \( R \) produced before \( I \) in a sequential execution of the program. If the latest instance has not been produced when the access is made (this can happen in pipelined processors and dynamically scheduled processors), then naturally instruction \( I \) waits. In the multiscalar processor, the latest instance of \( R \) may be produced either in the same task to which \( I \) belongs or in a preceding task whose execution is carried out in a different execution unit. In the former case, the register read access by instruction \( I \) has to obtain the latest instance of \( R \) produced in the same unit (\textit{intra-unit communication}), and in the latter case, the read access has to obtain the \textit{last possible instance of} \( R \) produced in a different unit (\textit{inter-unit communication}). Thus, there are conceptually two types of inter-instruction communication occurring in the multiscalar processor. The former relates to the communication between a producer operation in a dynamic task and consumer operations in the same dynamic task. The latter relates to the communication between a producer operation in one dynamic task and consumer operations in logically succeeding dynamic tasks.

The requirements of the multiscalar inter-instruction communication mechanism can be grouped under two attributes: (i) high bandwidth and (ii) support for speculative execution. These two attributes are described in detail below.

\subsection*{5.1.1. High Bandwidth}

The first issue that the inter-instruction communication mechanism of the multiscalar processor should address is the bandwidth that it should provide. Because a number of execution units, each containing many instructions, are simultaneously active, the inter-instruction communication mechanism must provide a high bandwidth. Although techniques such as split register files (separate integer and floating point register files) can provide some additional bandwidth, the inter-instruction communication bandwidth requirement of the multiscalar processor is much higher. Similarly, techniques such as multiple architectural register files, proposed for the TRACE /300 VLIW processor \cite{34} are inappropriate for the multiscalar processor, which has the notion of a single architectural register file. Therefore, we need to provide a decentralized realization of a single architectural register file. The main criteria to be considered in coming up with a good decentralized scheme is that it
should tie well with the distributed, speculative execution nature of the multiscalar model.

5.1.2. Support for Speculative Execution

Much of the execution in the multiscalar execution units is speculative in nature; at any given time, only the task executed in the head unit is guaranteed to commit. To carry out speculative execution, the results of speculatively executed operations must not update the non-speculative state of the machine. Thus, there should be a hardware platform for storing the speculative register values generated in the execution units. Going from the head unit towards the tail unit, there is an extra level of speculation being carried out at each unit, necessitating a separate physical storage to store the speculative state of each unit. Although techniques such as shadow register files [141, 142] provide a separate shadow register file per unresolved branch to support multiple levels of speculative execution in control-driven execution processors, they require a complex interconnect between the functional units and the register files, because a register read operation must have access to all physical register files. This runs counter to the multiscalar philosophy of decentralization of critical resources.

5.2. Multi-Version Register File—Basic Idea

Having discussed the important requirements of the multiscalar register communication mechanism, let us now turn our attention to meeting these requirements. To decentralize the register file, and to support multiple levels of speculation, we use separate hardware to carry out intra-task and inter-task communication (true to the multiscalar paradigm’s general methodology of decentralization of critical resources).

The hardware structure that we use for carrying out register communication in the multiscalar processor is called a multi-version register file. The basic idea behind the multi-version register file is to provide each execution unit with a different version of the architectural register file. Thus, each execution unit has a separate local register file, as shown in Figure 5.1. The local register files serve
as a hardware platform for storing the speculative register values produced in the execution units, and are the working files used by the functional units in the IE units. Let us see how the multi-version register file handles intra-task communication and inter-task communication.

5.2.1. Intra-Task Register Communication

All intra-task register communication occurring in an execution unit is carried out by means of a *current file* present in the unit’s local register file. Thus, each execution unit has its own current file. When an instruction produces a new register instance, the value is written to the current file in its unit. Subsequent reads from the same task to that register take the latest instance from the current file. When a task is being executed in a unit, the current file stores the latest register instances produced during the execution of the task, and is similar in that respect to the architectural register file in a conventional processor. When no task is being executed in a unit, its current file has no valid

![Figure 5.1: Multi-Version Register File for an 8-Unit Multiscalar Processor](image-url)
entries. Because each unit has a separate current file, the intra-task register communication occurring in different units can all be carried out in parallel.

5.2.2. Inter-Task Register Communication

Next, let us see how inter-task register communication is carried out in the multiscalar processor. In a distributed environment, where multiple versions of a datum can be present (in multiple register files), there are 3 options for carrying out global communication. They are: (i) distributed writes and localized reads, (ii) localized writes and distributed reads, and (iii) distributed writes and distributed reads. In the first option, write operations update all the relevant non-local register files, and read operations proceed only to the local register file. In the second option, write operations update only the local register file, and read operations pick the correct values from among the non-local register files. The third option is a combination of the first two, in that both the writes and reads are performed over multiple register files. The second option has been used in the context register matrix scheme of Cydra 5 [127] and in the shadow register files of Torch [141, 142].

In the case of inter-task register communication, the first option has the advantage (over the other two) that an instruction requiring a register value need monitor only the local register file to determine if the latest instance is available, whereas in the other two options, the instruction has to keep monitoring the non-local register files. Therefore, we use the first option in the multiscalar processor. Our philosophy is that a register read operation should not proceed to the other units in search of the (latest) instance it needs, but that the latest instance should be made available to all the units. The way this is achieved is by forwarding from a task (to the subsequent tasks) the last possible instances of registers produced in that task, as and when the instances are determined to be the last possible instances. As per the sequential semantics of the program, only the last possible instances in a task will be required by subsequent tasks, if at all required.

The forwarding of register values is carried out with the help of a unidirectional ring-type forwarding network, which forwards values from one execution unit to the successor unit only, as shown in Figure 5.1. The advantage of this type of forwarding is that it does not require an expensive
crossbar-like connection from every execution unit to the local register file of every other unit (as with the context register matrix scheme of Cydra 5).

When the latest register instances from the previous tasks arrive at an execution unit, instead of storing these values in the current file, they are stored in a separate file called the previous file. Thus the previous file is the hardware platform for storing the latest instances of the registers produced in the preceding tasks. The only reason for using separate register files for intra-task communication and inter-task communication is to ease recovery actions at times of incorrect task predictions.

Next we shall consider the last possible instances produced by subsequent tasks (in the subsequent units) of the active window. If these values are allowed to propagate beyond the tail unit and then onto the head unit and into the active window, they will defile the previous files of the active execution units with incorrect values. This not only will result in incorrect execution, but also will make it impossible to recover in times of incorrect task prediction. If, on the other hand, the values are stopped before the head unit, then each time a finished task is deallocated (committed), register values have to be copied to the head unit’s previous file from the previous unit. The rate with which the register values are copied will decide the rate with which new tasks can be initiated. To avoid the significant overhead of continually copying register instances across (adjacent) execution units, a separate file, called the subsequent file, is used as a hardware platform for storing the register instances produced in the succeeding units of the active window. Thus, the subsequent file of an active execution unit maintains the register instances that are potentially required for the execution of the task allocated to the unit in the next round.

It is important to note that it is not a necessity to have three register files per execution unit. In particular, we saw that the subsequent file is primarily for performance. Similarly, the previous file can be merged with the current file of the same unit. However, recovery actions (in times of incorrect task prediction) become more complicated. Thus, the previous file is for fast recovery (i.e., going back into the past), whereas the subsequent file is for fast progress (i.e., going forward into the future).
5.2.3. Example

The basic idea of the multi-version register file is best illustrated by a simple example. Let us use the same assembly code of Example 3.1, which is reproduced in Figure 5.2(i). Register R0 is allocated for the loop-invariant value \( b \), R1 is allocated for the loop induction variable \( i \), and R2 is allocated for \( A[i] \). Assume that the compiler has demarcated the pre-loop portion into a task (S0) and the loop body into another task (S1); at run time, multiple iterations of the loop become multiple dynamic tasks, as shown in Figure 5.2(ii). In the figure, the register instances produced by different tasks are shown with different subscripts, for example, R1\(_0\), R1\(_1\), and R1\(_2\). For each dynamic task, R1 is defined in the previous task and R2 is defined within the task. R0 is an invariant for all dynamic tasks derived from the loop.

We shall see how different register instances are created and accessed when the tasks are executed. For ease of understanding, we will assume that serial execution is performed within each execution unit. First, consider the execution of task S0, in execution unit 0 (c.f. first column in Figure 5.2(ii)). The first instruction creates a new instance for register R0, namely R0\(_0\), and this instance is written to the current file (present in the local register file) of unit 0. Because this instance is register R0’s last possible instance produced in that task, the value is also forwarded to unit 1. When R0\(_0\) arrives at unit 1 in the next cycle, the value is written to the previous file (present in the local register file) of unit 1. Because unit 1 does not produce any new instance for R0, it forwards R0\(_0\) to unit 2. Thus, all execution units get the latest instance of R0, namely R0\(_0\), and store it in their respective local register files.

Next, consider the execution of the second instruction in task S0, which creates a new instance for register R1, namely R1\(_0\). The new instance is written into the current file of unit 0 as before. It is also forwarded to unit 1. When R1\(_0\) arrives at unit 1 in the next cycle, it is stored in the previous file as before, but not forwarded to unit 2, as a new instance of R1 will be created in unit 1.
R1 = -1 ; initialize induction variable i
R0 = b ; assign loop-invariant b to R0
L:  R1 = R1 + 1 ; increment i
R2 = Mem[R1 + A] ; load A[i]
R3 = R2 + R0 ; add b
BLT R3, 1000, B ; branch to B if A[i] < 1000
R2 = Mem[R1 + A] = R3 ; store A[i]
BLT R1, 99, L ; branch to L if i < 99

(i) Assembly Code

(ii) Multiscalar Execution

Figure 5.2: Example Code Illustrating the Basic Idea of Multi-Version Register File

Now, let us see what happens in parallel in unit 1, which is executing the second task (c.f. middle column of Figure 5.2(ii)). The execution of the first instruction generates a read access\(^3\) for regi-
ter R1. The correct instance needed in this case is R1₀, which is generated by the previous task, in execution unit 0. It is possible that R1₀ may not yet have arrived in unit 1, in which case a busy bit associated with R1 in unit 1’s previous file will indicate that the correct instance has not yet arrived. If R1₀ is available in the previous file, then the busy bit will be reset, and the correct value can be read from the previous file. When this instruction produces a new instance of R1, namely R1₁, the new instance is stored in unit 1’s current file. (It is important to note that the new instance does not overwrite the old instance obtained from the previous execution unit; this is for ease of recovery when a task prediction is found to be incorrect). The state information associated with register R1 in the current file is updated to reflect the fact that the latest instance for R1 (as far as unit 1 is concerned) is the one produced in unit 1. Because this instance is the last possible instance for R1 in this task, it is also forwarded to unit 3 and the subsequent units.

Next, consider the execution of the second instruction of the second task. The register read access performed by this instruction is for instance R1₂, which is produced in the same task itself. The state information associated with register R1 in unit 1’s local register file will indicate that the latest instance for R1 is R1₂, available in its previous file, and therefore the previous file supplies R1₂.

5.3. Multi-Version Register File—Detailed Working

Figure 5.3 shows the block diagram of a local register file along with the forwarding queue connecting two adjacent local register files. (This figure is intended to show only the functionality and not the implementation specifics.) As mentioned earlier, the local register file supports three instances and their associated state information for each architectural register. These instances are

---

³ All register read accesses proceed only to the local register file of the unit that generates the register access, and each local register file is guaranteed to receive every architectural register’s latest instance that logically precedes the task being executed in its unit.
5.3.1. Enforcing Inter-Unit Register Data Dependencies

We have discussed the local register files, and their constituent register files. Next, we shall see how exactly the register data dependencies are enforced with these mechanisms. Intra-unit register dependencies are enforced by either doing serial execution within an execution unit, or by using reservation stations (or renamed registers) with data forwarding.

Enforcing inter-unit data dependencies is more involved, as multiple tasks are executed in parallel, and the register accesses from different tasks are directed to different physical register files. The
primary mechanism we use to synchronize between a register instance producer in one task and a register instance consumer in a subsequent task is by means of busy bits in the previous file of the consumer task. The busy bits are part of the state information associated with the previous, current, and subsequent instances in a local register file.

5.3.1.1. How are Busy Bits Set?

It is important to see how the busy bits are set. Before a task starts execution, depending on its register data dependencies with the previous tasks, the relevant busy bits of its previous file must be set. In order to execute multiple tasks in parallel, these dependencies must be known before all instructions of the previous active tasks are fetched and decoded. How is this possible? The solution is to use what we call *create masks*.

**Create Mask:** For a given task, the registers through which internally-created values flow out of the task and could potentially be used by subsequent tasks can be concisely expressed by a bit map called create mask. Because a multiscalar task can be an arbitrary subgraph, with arbitrary control flow within it, the create mask has to consider all possible paths through the task. Thus, the presence of a bit in a create mask does not guarantee that a new instance is created in that task for the corresponding register. Figure 5.4 shows the create mask for a task in which new instances are potentially created for registers R2 and R6, in a processor with 8 general purpose registers.

![Create Mask](image)

**Figure 5.4: An Example Create Mask**

*Generation of Create Masks:* If adequate compile-time support is available, the create mask can be generated by the compiler itself. All optimizing compilers invariably do dataflow analysis [7, 52]; the
create mask is similar to the \texttt{def} variables computed by these compilers for each basic block, except that the former represents architectural registers and the latter represent variables of the source program.

\textit{Forwarding of Create Masks:} When a new task is allocated to execution unit $i$, the task’s create mask is forwarded one full round through the circular queue of execution units, starting from execution unit $(i+1 \mod n)$, where $n$ is the number of execution units. The create mask is forwarded one unit at a time, using the forwarding queues. When a forwarded create mask arrives at a unit, depending on whether the unit belongs to the active window or not, the ‘‘busy bits’’ of the unit’s subsequent file or previous file are set. Later, in section 5.2.3.2, we will see that the same forwarding queues are also used for forwarding register values. It is of prime importance that a forwarded value for an architectural register $R$ never overtakes in the forwarding network any create mask containing register entry $R$. This is because the presence of register entry $R$ in a create mask guarantees that the correct instance for architectural register $R$ will arrive at a later time. If the register value is allowed to overtake the create mask, the busy bits set by the create mask for that architectural register may never get reset, leading to deadlock. In order to prevent the occurrence of such incidents, the create masks and the register values are forwarded on a strictly first-come-first-serve basis.

The create mask captures a good deal of the information (related to register traffic) in a task in a simple and powerful way. If there were no create masks, each instruction in the large dynamic window will have to be decoded before identifying the destination register and setting the corresponding busy bit in the register file. Subsequent instructions in the overall large window, even if independent, have to wait until all previous instructions are decoded, and the busy bits of the appropriate registers are set. The advantage of having a create mask is that all the registers that are possibly written in a task are known immediately after the mask is fetched, \textit{i.e.}, even before the entire task is fetched from the instruction cache and decoded. (As mentioned earlier, this ‘‘decoding’’ problem is a major problem in dynamically scheduled processors proposed to date.) Independent instructions from subsequent tasks can thus start execution, possibly from the next cycle onwards, and the hardware that
allows this is much simpler than the hardware required to decode a large number of instructions in parallel and to compare their source and destination registers for possible conflicts.

5.3.1.2. How are Busy Bits Reset?

The busy bit of a register (in the previous file) is reset when the correct register instance reaches the previous file. The instance required by the previous file is the last possible instance for that register produced in a preceding task, and if multiple preceding tasks produce new instances for the register, then the required instance is the latest of these last possible instances. Therefore, the last possible register instances in a task are forwarded to the subsequent execution units. Let us see in more detail how this forwarding is done.

**Forwarding of Last Possible Register Instances:** When a register instance is identified to be the last possible instance for that register in that task, the result is forwarded to the subsequent execution units, one unit at a time, using the forwarding queue. A tag is attached to the forwarded result to identify the execution unit that produced the result. This tag serves two purposes: (i) it helps to determine the condition when the result has been circulated one full round through the execution units, and (ii) it helps to determine whether the result should update the previous file or to the subsequent file.

When a result from a previous unit reaches a unit $i$, the accompanying tag (which identifies the unit that created the result) is checked to determine if the result should be stored in the previous file or the subsequent file. If the result was generated in a preceding unit in the active window, then it is stored in the previous file; otherwise it is stored in the subsequent file. The state information associated with the selected file is updated to reflect the fact that the updated instance is valid.

The incoming unit number is checked to see if the register value has gone one full round, i.e., if the incoming unit number is $(i+1)$ mod $n$, where $n$ is the number of units. If the value has not gone one full round, then the value may be forwarded to the subsequent execution unit in the next cycle if one of the following two conditions hold: (i) the update was performed on the subsequent file, or (ii) the update was performed on the previous file and the register entry does not appear in unit $i$‘s create
mask. If the entry appears in the create mask, it means that the subsequent units need a different instance of that register. Since most of the register instances are used up either in the same task in which they are created or in the subsequent task, we can expect a significant reduction in the forwarding traffic because of the create mask, as shown in the empirical results of [59]. Notice also that register values from several units can simultaneously be traveling to their subsequent units in a pipelined fashion.

**Identification of Last Possible Register Instances:** An instance for register R can be determined to be the last possible instance for register R in a task, at the point when it is guaranteed that no new instance will be created for the register, whichever path is taken during the remainder of the execution of the task. Thus, the identification of a last possible register instance takes place either when the instruction producing the instance is executed, or when the branch that decides that the instance is the last possible is resolved. It is possible for the compiler to encode this information along with the instruction that creates the instance or along with the branch that decides that the instance is the last possible. If the use of compile-time support is not an option for generating this information (for example if object code compatibility is required), this information can be generated at run time by a special hardware the first time the tasks are encountered, and stored in a dynamic table for later reuse.

**Resetting Busy Bits Set by Conservative Create Masks:** As we saw in section 5.2.3.1, the create mask of a task considers all possible paths through the task, and is therefore conservative. Thus, the presence of a bit in a create mask does not guarantee that a new instance is created in that task for the corresponding register. Therefore, when a task is assigned to an execution unit $i$, the create mask forwarded to the remaining units is conservative, and may set the busy bits of registers for which it may never produce a new instance. Furthermore, unit $i$ will also not forward instances of these registers from previous units, because those register entries appear in its create mask. Therefore, the create mask needs to be refined later when the branches in the task are resolved. Refining the create mask involves updating the value of the create mask, as well as forwarding any register instances
(from previous units) that should have been forwarded but were not forwarded because of the original, conservative create mask. The values to be forwarded can be obtained from the previous file of
unit $i$. This update can be done after each branch is resolved, or at the end of the execution of a task.

5.3.2. Register Write

When a register write access to register R is issued in unit $i$, the access is directed to unit $i$’s
local register file. The value is written as the current instance of R, and the current instance is marked
as valid. If the value written is the last possible instance for register R in the task being executed in
unit $i$, then the value is also placed in unit $i$’s forwarding queue. The formal algorithm for executing
a register write is given below.

```
Execute_Register_Write(R, Value)
{
    current instance of R = Value
    Mark current instance of R as Iready and valid
    if (Value is last possible instance for R)
        Enter Value and tag $i$ in Forwarding Queue
}
```

5.3.3. Register Read

When a register read access to register R is issued in unit $i$, the access is directed to unit $i$’s local
register file. If the current instance of R is valid, then it takes the current instance. If it is busy, then
the instruction waits. If it is invalid, then the previous instance is checked. If the previous instance is
valid, then it is taken, and if it is busy, then the instruction waits. The formal algorithm for executing
a register read is given below.
Execute_Register_Read(R)
{
    if (current instance of R is valid)
        Value = current instance
    else if (current instance of R is busy)
        wait
    else if (previous instance of R is valid)
        Value = previous instance
    else
        wait
}  

Figure 5.5 gives the digital logic circuit for executing a register read operation. The 3 instances corresponding to an architectural register are denoted by Instance 0, Instance 1, and Instance 2. Also, if Instance \( c \) \( (c \in \{0, 1, 2\}) \) is the current instance, then the previous instance is given by \( (c - 1) \mod 3 \). From the figure, it is important to note that the extra gate delay introduced to a register read access is only 2 gate delays.

5.3.4. Committing an Execution Unit

When the execution unit at the head is committed, the unit is no longer a part of the active multiscalar window. As part of the committing process, for each architected register, among its instances present in the previous, current, and subsequent files, the latest one is renamed as the new previous instance. The latest instance among the three is identified as follows: if the subsequent instance is valid or busy, then it is the latest; else if the current instance is valid, then it is the latest; else the previous instance is the latest. An important aspect to be noted here is that to rename the instances, data needs to be moved only logically. This logical move is easily implemented by updating the state information associated with the three instances of an architected register in the execution unit. Thus, the execution unit’s previous file, current file, and subsequent file are renamed on a per-register basis.
Figure 5.5: Block Diagram of Circuit for Performing Register Read Access
as in the shadow register file scheme of [142].

5.3.5. Recovery Actions

When an execution unit $i$ gets squashed due to a recovery event, its create mask is forwarded one full round through the circular unit queue, one unit at a time, just like the forwarding done when a new task is allocated. When a forwarded create mask arrives at a unit $j$, depending on whether unit $j$ belongs to the active window or not, the appropriate busy bits of unit $j$’s subsequent file or previous file are set. The reason for setting the busy bits again is that if unit $i$ had created a new register instance and had forwarded it earlier, then that instance is no longer valid. After forwarding its create mask to the next unit, unit $i$ forwards from its previous file (using the forwarding queue) those register instances whose busy bits are not set, and whose register names appear in the create mask. This step is to restore the correct values of other units’ register values that were clobbered by the execution of the squashed task in unit $i$.

5.3.6. Example

It behooves us to present an example that illustrates the working of the multi-version register file in the multiscalar processor. Consider the sequence of instructions given in Table 5.1. The ‘‘Task Number’’ column in the table gives the task to which these instructions belong, and the ‘‘Unit Number’’ column gives the execution unit number in which the tasks are executed. There are 3 architectural registers, namely R0 - R2, in this example. The create mask thus consists of 3 bits. The ‘‘Execution Order’’ column shows the order in which the instructions are executed by a multiscalar processor; for simplicity of presentation, the example does not consider the execution of multiple instructions in the same cycle. For the same reason, some other functions that can be done in parallel at run time (such as completion of a task and committing the task) are also assumed to happen in separate cycles in this example.
Table 5.1: Example Sequence of Computation Operations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Label</th>
<th>Instruction</th>
<th>Task Number</th>
<th>Execution Unit Number</th>
<th>Create Mask R0R1R2</th>
<th>Execution Order</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I&lt;sub&gt;0&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>R0 = R0 + 1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1 0 0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I&lt;sub&gt;1&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>R2 = R0 × 4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1 0 1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I&lt;sub&gt;2&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>R0 = R2 − 20</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1 0 1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I&lt;sub&gt;3&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>R1 = R2 + 20</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0 1 0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EXEC. UNITS

MULTI-VERSION REGISTER FILE

Figure 5.6: Multiscalar Active Window and Contents of the Multi-Version Register File

After the Execution of Each Instruction in Table 5.1
Figure 5.6 shows the progression of the multiscalar window contents and the multi-version register file contents as the tasks are assigned and the instructions are executed. There are 9 sets of figures in Figure 5.6, one below the other, each set representing a separate clock cycle. There are 3 execution units in the figures, with the active execution units shown in dark shade. The head and tail units are marked by H and T, respectively. There are 6 columns associated with each local register file (RF) (two each for the previous file, current file, and subsequent file); the ‘‘St’’ columns denote state information and the ‘‘Va’’ columns indicate the register value. The state information associated with a register instance indicates if the instance is valid (V), busy (B), or invalid (I). Different shades are used to indicate the previous instances, current instances, and subsequent instances. A blank entry for a state field or a value field means that the content of the field is same as that in the figure immediately above it. Similarly, an unshaded register instance entry means that the instance type is same as that in the figure immediately above it. A register instance is denoted by Rx_y, where x is the register number and y is the unit in which the instance is created. A create mask is denoted by Cy_y, where y is the unit to which the mask’s task has been allotted. The forwarding queues, FQ 0 - FQ 2, may contain forwarded create masks (in which case the value shown is in binary) or forwarded register values (in which case the value shown is in decimal).

With the description of Figure 5.6 in place, next let us go through the assignment of tasks to the execution units and the execution of instructions in the units. The first horizontal set of figures in Figure 5.6 corresponds to the cycle in which task 0 is assigned to execution unit 0. The create mask for this task (C0) is equal to binary 100, and is forwarded to the subsequent unit through the forwarding queue FQ 0. In the next cycle, execution unit 1 processes C0 and forwards it to execution unit 2, as shown in the next horizontal set of figures. Processing of C0 by unit 1 involves updating the state associated with its previous instance of register R0 from V to B in order to reflect the fact that the instance is busy. In the same cycle, instruction I_0 is executed in execution unit 0, producing R0_0. The current file of unit 0 is updated with the new value of R0 (namely 10), the state information updated to V, and R0_0 is forwarded to execution unit 1 through FQ 0. In the next cycle (c.f. third horizontal set of figures), unit 1 processes R0_0 by updating its previous instance of R0 to V. Had the
create mask C0 arrived later than R0, then the state of the previous instance would have never changed from B to V, and task 1 would either have waited for ever for R0 or would have used the wrong value (namely 9) for R0. In the third cycle, the committing of unit 0 also takes place, as the execution of task 0 is over. Committing involves changing the state information associated with the instances of R0 in unit 0. The current instance is renamed as the new valid previous instance, the subsequent instance is renamed as the new invalid current instance, and the previous instance is renamed as the new invalid subsequent instance. The assignment of the remaining tasks and the execution of the remaining instructions can be similarly followed.

5.4. Novel Features of the Multi-Version Register File

5.4.1. Decentralized Inter-Instruction Communication

The multi-version register file maintains a separate register file for every execution unit. All register reads and writes occurring in a unit are directed only to the unit’s register file. Thus the multi-version register file decentralizes the inter-instruction communication occurring in the multiscalar processor. Communication between the multiple register files are through unidirectional serial links; there is no crossbar-like connection. If an execution unit i needs a register instance from a previous execution unit j, it does not access the unit j’s local register file; rather, the required instance is guaranteed to arrive at unit i’s local register file. Decentralization of the register file drastically reduces the number of read ports and write ports each physical register file needs to have.

5.4.2. Exploitation of Communication Localities

Not only does the multi-version register file decentralize the inter-instruction communication, but also does it exploit localities of communication. Because a significant number of register instances are used up soon after they are created [59], most of the inter-instruction communication occurring in the multiscalar processor falls under intra-task communication, which can be done in
parallel in multiple units. Empirical results presented in [59] show that most of the register operands are generated either in the same task in which they are used or in the preceding task. Similarly, most of the register instances need not be forwarded to the subsequent units, and even among the forwarded instances, most of the instances are forwarded to at most one unit. Those results show that the multi-version register file exploits the localities of inter-instruction communication present in programs.

5.4.3. Register Renaming

The multi-version register file provides renaming between the registers specified in different tasks, by directing register references from different tasks to different physical registers. Apart from this global register renaming, each execution unit can have its own independent register renaming also if desired; any register renaming done locally within a unit is independent of the global renaming done by the multi-version register file.

5.4.4. Fast Recovery

The multi-version register file maintains precise state at task boundaries, with the help of the previous files. Because of this feature, recovery actions in times of incorrect task prediction and other untoward incidents are greatly simplified.

5.5. Summary

The inter-instruction communication mechanism of the multiscalar processor must provide high bandwidth and good hardware support for speculative execution. Just like the other resources described in chapter 4, the inter-instruction communication in the multiscalar processor is also broken into an intra-unit part and an inter-unit part. We developed a decentralized inter-instruction communication mechanism for the multiscalar processor. The central idea of the decentralized register file scheme is to have multiple versions of the architected register file. The multiple versions provide a platform to store the speculative register values produced in the execution units. Thus, the intra-unit
communication is handled by the local register files.

The inter-unit communication is also carried out in a distributed manner, with the help of a ring-type forwarding network, which forwards register values from one execution unit to the next unit. Only the last updates to the registers in a task are passed on to the subsequent units, and most of these last updates need not be propagated beyond one or two units. Therefore, much of the register communication occurring in the multiscalar processor is ‘‘localized’’. Thus we exploit the temporal locality of usage of register values to design a good decentralized register file structure that ties well with the multiscalar execution model. The multiple versions also allow precise state to be maintained at inter-unit boundaries, which facilitates recovery actions in times of incorrect task prediction. Having multiple versions of the register file has the benevolent side-effect that the number of read ports and write ports of each register file is much less than that required with a single centralized register file.
How to perform out-of-order execution of multiple memory references per cycle?

This chapter deals with the data memory system for the multiscalar processor. The memory system of the multiscalar processor has to deal with several aspects. First, it should provide sufficient bandwidth for the processor to execute multiple memory references per cycle. Second, memory references from multiple tasks are executed as and when the references are ready, without any regard to their original program order. To guarantee correctness of execution when references are executed before stores that precede them in the sequential instruction stream, memory references need to be disambiguated. Finally, most of the execution in the multiscalar processor is speculative in nature. To support speculative execution of memory references, there should be a hardware platform to hold the values of speculative stores (until they are guaranteed to commit), from where they have to be forwarded to subsequent load requests. To support the first aspect, we use multi-ported (interleaved) non-blocking cache that can service multiple requests per cycle and overlap the service of misses. To support the second and third aspects, we use a hardware mechanism, called Address Resolution Buffer (ARB). The ARB supports the following features: (i) dynamic memory disambiguation in a decentralized manner, (ii) multiple memory references per cycle, (iii) out-of-order execution of memory references, (iv) dynamically unresolved loads and stores, (v) speculative loads and stores, and (vi) memory renaming.

This chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.1 describes the requirements of the multiscalar processor’s data memory system. Section 6.2 deals with the design of a data memory system to support the data bandwidth demands of the multiscalar processor. Section 6.3 describes existing dynamic disambiguation techniques. Section 6.4 describes the ARB and its working for the
multiscalar processor. Section 6.5 describes the novel aspects of the ARB. Section 6.6 describes set-associative ARBs and other extensions to the ARB, such as those for handling variable data sizes. Section 6.7 summarizes the chapter.

6.1. Requirements of the Multiscalar Data Memory System

The requirements of the multiscalar data memory system can be grouped under five attributes: (i) low latency, (ii) high bandwidth, (iii) support for speculative execution of memory references, (iv) dynamic memory disambiguation, and (v) dynamically unresolved memory references. The first criterion is very obvious, and is universally applicable to any processing paradigm for exploiting irregular parallelism. The rest of the criteria are explained in detail below.

6.1.1. High Bandwidth

The data bandwidth demands of the multiscalar processor are much higher than those of single-issue processors because: (i) fewer clock cycles are taken to execute the program and service the same number of ‘‘useful’’ data references and (ii) in this fewer cycles, many additional data references may be generated due to incorrect speculative execution. Perhaps the data memory is the most heavily demanded resource after the inter-operation communication mechanism, and is likely to be a critical resource. The instruction issue rate that the multiscalar processor can sustain is limited to

\[
\frac{(1-f_s)BW_M}{f_M}
\]

instructions per cycle, where \(f_s\) is the fraction of instructions that are squashed, \(BW_M\) is the average bandwidth that the data memory can supply, and \(f_M\) is the fraction of all instructions that are memory references. Clearly, any improvements in the execution strategy will be worthwhile only if they are accompanied by a commensurate increase in the data memory bandwidth.

6.1.2. Support for Speculative Execution

The importance of speculative execution in the multiscalar processor can never be overemphasized. While performing speculative execution, the value of a speculatively executed store
operation can be allowed to proceed to the memory system only when it is guaranteed to commit; otherwise the old memory value will be lost, complicating recovery procedures in times of incorrect task prediction. Nevertheless, succeeding loads (from speculatively executed code) to the same memory location do require the new, uncommitted value, and not the old value. Thus, the data memory system of the multiscalar processor has to provide some means of forwarding uncommitted memory values to subsequent loads, and values have to be written to the memory system in the order given by the sequential semantics of the program.

6.1.3. Support for Dynamic Memory Disambiguation

As explained in chapter 3, memory references from different execution units of the multiscalar processor are executed out-of-order, with no regard paid to their original program order. However, care has to be taken that no two memory references (at least one of which is a store) to the same location are reordered, lest the execution becomes incorrect. Therefore, the multiscalar processor needs a good dynamic disambiguation mechanism. Dynamic disambiguation techniques for dynamically scheduled processors involve comparing the addresses of all loads and stores in the active instruction window; existing hardware mechanisms do this by means of associative compares. When the window is large, the associative compare becomes extremely complex. The latency introduced by the disambiguation hardware could then significantly increase the execution latency of memory references. The problem gets exacerbated when multiple references are issued in a cycle, forcing the disambiguation mechanism to perform associative compares of multiple loads and stores. Thus, we need a better, decentralized hardware mechanism for performing dynamic memory disambiguation in the multiscalar processor.

6.1.4. Support for Dynamically Unresolved Memory References

As discussed in section 2.3.3.2, to extract lots of parallelism at run time from a large instruction window, an ILP processor should support dynamically unresolved references. That is, the disambiguation mechanism should allow the execution of memory references before disambiguating them
from the preceding stores, or even before the addresses of the preceding stores are known. If and when an unresolved reference violates any memory data dependencies, the multiscalar processor can recover from the incorrect execution by using the recovery facility already provided to incorporate speculative execution. We expect that a good compiler would keep soon-to-be-used values in registers, and therefore most of the time, the dynamically unresolved loads will fetch the correct values from the memory system.

6.2. High-Bandwidth Data Memory System

Traditional data caches are single-ported blocking caches in which at most one memory request can be sent to the cache every cycle, and at most one miss can be serviced at any one time. The disadvantages of a single ported, blocking cache are the bandwidth degradation due to the serial handling of misses, and the bandwidth limitation due to a single port.

For providing a high bandwidth data memory system for the multiscalar processor, we use the multi-ported non-blocking cache that we had proposed earlier for superscalar processors [148]. The multiple ports improve the bandwidth to more than one request per cycle, and the non-blocking feature helps to reduce the bandwidth degradation due to misses. Figure 6.1 shows the block diagram of the multiscalar processor’s data memory system. The multiple ports are implemented by using multiple cache banks. The cache blocks are interleaved amongst the multiple banks, with a cache block entirely present in a single cache bank. A straightforward way to do the interleaving of cache blocks is to use low-order interleaving of block addresses. Other interleaving schemes, such as those described in [128, 145] could be used, and need further study.

One potential drawback of a multi-banked cache is the additional delay introduced by the interconnection network (ICN) from the execution units to the multiple banks (see Figure 6.1). Passing through this interconnect to get to the cache can potentially degrade the latency of cache hits. It is possible to pipeline the references, however, so that passage through the interconnect is just an extra stage in the execution of a memory reference. Section 9.2 further addresses this issue.
6.3. Existing Dynamic Disambiguation Techniques

Having discussed ways of providing a high bandwidth data memory system for the multiscalar processor, the next issue to be addressed is enforcing the dependencies through memory, *i.e.*, doing
dynamic disambiguation of memory references, which may get reordered in the multiscalar processor. Before that, let us review the published techniques for performing dynamic memory disambiguation. The published techniques can be broadly classified into 2 categories: (i) techniques for use in control-driven execution models (which support statically unresolved loads), and (ii) techniques for use in data-driven execution models (which support out-of-order execution of loads and stores). Below we review some schemes from each of the two categories.

6.3.1. Techniques for Control-Driven Execution

Why would dynamic disambiguation be needed in a processor following control-driven execution? The answer is that in order to overcome the limitations imposed by inadequate static memory disambiguation on the static extraction of parallelism, some processing paradigms allow the compiler to reorder statically unresolved references, with checks made at run time to determine if any dependencies are violated by the static code motions. We shall review the techniques proposed for dynamic disambiguation of such statically unresolved memory references that are reordered at compile time.

Run-Time Disambiguation (RTD): The run-time disambiguation (RTD) scheme proposed by Nicolau [108] adds extra code in the form of explicit address comparison and conditional branch instructions to do run-time checking of statically unresolved references. Corrective action is taken when a violation is detected. This corrective action typically involves executing special recovery code to restore state and restart execution. Notice that RTD does not use any special hardware support, although it performs disambiguation at run time. By deferring the checks to run time, RTD allows general static code movement across ambiguous stores. Although static disambiguation can help reduce the extra code to be inserted, the extra code can still be large when aggressive code reordering is performed.

Non-Architected Registers: Silberman and Ebcioğlu [132] describe a technique for supporting
statically unresolved loads and multiprocessor consistency in the context of object code migration from CISC to higher performance platforms, such as the superscalars and the VLIWs. They propose to use non-architected registers to temporarily store the results of statically unresolved loads. Each non-architected register has an address tag field to hold the memory address from which the register was loaded. Copy operations copy the address tag from the source to the destination without modification. When a store is executed, its address is associatively checked against the address tags of all non-architected registers of its processor and other processors in the same multiprocessor group. For each register, if a match exists, meaning that an incorrect unresolved load has loaded this register, the register’s exception tag is set. If and when a non-architected register is committed (copied) to the actual architected target register of the load instruction, and it has the exception tag set, an exception occurs. Execution then continues by re-executing the offending load. Notice that the committing copy operation has to be done before the execution of any ambiguous store that succeeds the unresolved load in the original program sequence. As far as possible, these copy instructions are scheduled in unoccupied slots in the VLIW instruction sequence. The disadvantages of this scheme are (i) a copy operation is needed for every statically unresolved load, and (ii) for every store operation, the hardware has to perform an associative search among the address tags of all non-architected registers.

Memory Conflict Buffer (MCB): The MCB scheme proposed by Chen, et al [31] is similar to the scheme discussed above. The difference is that it has no non-architected registers, and instead an address tag is associated with every general purpose register. Statically unresolved loads are specified by a special opcode called preload, instead of by the type of target register used. Stores will check for address conflicts among all valid address tags, and set a conflict bit associated with the appropriate general purpose register if there is an address match. A check instruction is used in place of the committing copy operation. Recovery actions are taken by means of correction code supplied by the compiler. The disadvantages with this scheme are similar to those of the previous scheme, namely, (i) a check instruction is needed for every ambiguous load-store pair, and (ii) when a store is
performed, in the worst case, an associative compare has to be performed among all general purpose registers, which in a VLIW processor can be as much as 128 registers [100].

6.3.2. Techniques for Data-Driven Execution

In processors following data-driven execution, if loads are executed after proper disambiguation, then to determine the executable loads in a given cycle, the hardware typically compares the addresses of all unexecuted loads in the instruction window with the addresses of all unexecuted stores that precede them in the instruction window. On the other hand, if loads are executed before proper disambiguation, then each time a store is executed, the hardware typically compares the store address with the addresses of all executed loads that succeed it in the instruction window. In either case, there is a wide associative search\(^4\), and this (centralized) associative search for potential memory hazards limits the dynamic instruction window size, and hence the parallelism that can be exploited. Existing hardware disambiguation schemes are plagued by this hardware complexity, which can lead to unacceptable cycle times. Below we review some of the existing schemes for run-time disambiguation in data-driven execution processors.

**Store Queue:** The store queue is the disambiguation mechanism used in the IBM System/360 Model

\(^4\) In the former, every cycle, the hardware checks if any of the loads in the instruction window can be executed. The maximum number of unexecuted loads in the instruction window and the maximum number of unexecuted stores are both \(w\), where \(w\) is the instruction window size. Thus, to handle the worst case, it requires hardware for \(\sum_{i=1}^{w-1} = \frac{w(w-1)}{2}\) compares. In the latter, every cycle, the hardware need only check if the stores executed in that cycle conflict with any of the loads executed prematurely. Thus, to handle the worst case, the latter requires hardware for \(\sum_{i=1}^{s} = \frac{s(2w-s-1)}{2}\) compares, where \(s\) is the maximum number of stores executed per cycle.
91 [15, 22] and Astronautics ZS-1 [139]. In this scheme, the stores are allowed to wait in a queue until their store values are ready. Loads are given higher priority than stores, and are allowed to pass pending stores waiting in the store queue, as long as they do not pass a store to the same address. Loads entering the memory system have their addresses compared with the addresses in the store queue, and if there is an address match the load is not allowed to proceed. (This compare can be done after fetching the data from memory too, as in the IBM System/370 Model 168.) Emma, et al [50] proposed a similar mechanism, which in addition to executing loads before preceding stores, supports sequential consistency in a multiprocessor system by allowing each processor to monitor the stores made by the remaining processors. Memory disambiguation with a store queue requires centralized interlock control and associative compare of the load and store addresses in the instruction window, which can be too complex when the window is big as in the multiscalar processor. The store queue also does not support dynamically unresolved references, rendering it as a poor candidate for use in the multiscalar processor.

**Stunt Box:** This is a mechanism used in the CDC 6600 [152] for dynamically reordering the memory references that are waiting due to memory bank conflicts. The way out-of-order loads and stores to the same memory location are prevented is by disallowing loads and stores to be present at the same time in the stunt box. The stunt box is simpler than the store queue, allows only limited reordering of memory references, and is even more restrictive than the store queue.

**Dependency Matrix:** This is a scheme proposed by Patt, et al in connection with the HPS restricted dataflow architecture [115], which performs dynamic code reordering and dynamic disambiguation. In this scheme, a dependency matrix is provided for relating each memory reference to every other reference in the active instruction window. Each load is assigned a row in the dependency matrix, which is essentially a bitmap; the bits corresponding to preceding stores with unknown addresses will be set to 1. As store addresses become known, bits are cleared in the bitmap until either all bits have been cleared (in which case the load can be sent to the data cache / main memory) or a single one
remains and that one corresponds to a store whose address and store value are known (in which case the store value can be forwarded to the load). Patt, et al acknowledge that this scheme requires a high level of intercommunication between different parts of the memory unit. Also notice that a load operation has to wait until the addresses of all preceding stores are known, i.e., dynamically unresolved loads and stores are not supported.

6.4. Address Resolution Buffer (ARB)

Looking at existing solutions for dynamic memory disambiguation in data-driven execution models, all of them require wide associative compares or restrict the scope of memory reference reordering, and run counter to the multiscalar theme of decentralization of critical resources. None of the dynamic disambiguation schemes described support dynamically unresolved references. We devised the Address Resolution Buffer (ARB) to overcome all these limitations and to support the speculative execution of memory references. In this section, we describe its working for the multiscalar processor. The appendix describes how the ARB can be used in other processing models such as the superscalar processors, the VLIW processors, and the multiprocessors.

The first step we adopt to decentralize the memory disambiguation process in the multiscalar processor is to divide it into two parts: (i) intra-unit memory disambiguation and (ii) inter-unit memory disambiguation. The former is to guarantee that out-of-order load-store accesses and store-store accesses do not occur to the same address from an execution unit. The latter is to guarantee that out-of-order load-store accesses and store-store accesses do not occur to the same address from multiple execution units, given that accesses to an address are properly ordered within each unit. We shall first discuss inter-unit memory disambiguation (given that the references are properly ordered within each unit).
6.4.1. Basic Idea of ARB

The basic idea behind the ARB is to allow out-of-order issue and execution of memory references, but provide a hardware platform to order the references sequentially. To record the original order of the memory references, each memory reference is identified by its execution unit number. Memory references from different units are allowed to proceed to the memory system in any order (as and when they are ready to proceed). Having allowed the out-of-order execution of memory references from multiple units, all that is needed now is a hardware structure that efficiently detects out-of-sequence load-store and store-store references to the same memory location as and when they occur.

6.4.2. ARB Hardware Structure

The ARB is the hardware mechanism we use for detecting out-of-order load-store and store-store references from different units to the same memory location. It is a special cache-like structure, with provision to hold information relevant to the loads and stores executed from the active execution units. The ARB is interleaved (based on the memory address) to permit multiple memory accesses per cycle. The degree of interleaving is commensurate with the maximum number of memory requests that can be executed per cycle from the entire processor. Each ARB bank has several row entries, and each row entry has an address field for entering a memory address. The rest of the row is divided into as many stages as there are execution units in the multiscalar processor. Each ARB stage has a load bit, a store bit, and a value field. The load bit is used for indicating if a load has been executed from the corresponding execution unit to the address in the address field, and the store bit is for indicating if a store has been executed from that execution unit to the address in the address field. The value field is used to store one memory value. The ARB stages can be thought of as ‘‘progressing in sequential order’’, and have a one-to-one correspondence to the execution units of the multiscalar processor. The ARB stages are also logically configured as a circular queue, with the same head pointer and a tail pointer as the execution unit queue. The active ARB stages, the ones from the head pointer to the tail pointer, together constitute the active ARB window, and corresponds to the active
multiscalar window.

Figure 6.2 shows the block diagram of a 4-way interleaved 6-stage ARB. In this figure, the head and tail pointers point to stages 1 and 5 respectively, and the active ARB window includes stages 1 through 4, corresponding to the four execution units 1 through 4. A load has been executed from unit 2 to address 2000, and its ARB entry is in bank 0. Similarly, a store has been executed from unit 3 to address 2048 (ARB bank 1), and the store value is 10.

Figure 6.2: A 4-Way Interleaved, 6-stage ARB
6.4.3. Handling of Loads and Stores

When a load is executed from execution unit \( i \), first the ARB bank is determined based on the load address. The address fields of the entries in this ARB bank are then associatively checked\(^5\) to see if the load address is already present in the ARB. If the address is present in the ARB bank, then a check is made in its row entry to see if an earlier store has been executed to the same address from a preceding unit in the active window. If so, the store from the closest unit is determined, and the value stored in its value field is forwarded to the load’s destination register. Otherwise, the load request is forwarded to the data cache / main memory. Thus, a load need not proceed to the data cache / main memory if a preceding store has already been executed from the active window\(^6\). If the address is not present in the ARB bank, a free ARB row entry is allotted to the new address; if no free entry is available, then special recovery action (c.f. Section 6.4.4) is taken. The load bit of stage \( i \) of the ARB entry is set to 1 to reflect the fact that the load has been executed from execution unit \( i \). Notice that when multiple memory requests need to access the same ARB bank in a cycle, the one closest to the ARB head pointer is allowed to proceed, and the others are executed in the subsequent cycles. The formal algorithm for executing a load is given below.

\(^5\) It deserves emphasis that this associative search is only within a single ARB bank and not within the entire ARB, and the search is for a single key. Later, in section 6.6.2, we discuss set-associative and direct-mapped ARBs, which further cut down the associative search.

\(^6\) It is worthwhile to point out that in order for the ARB to be not in the critical path when a load ‘‘misses’’ in the ARB, load requests can be sent to both the ARB and the data cache simultaneously; if a value is obtained from the ARB, the value obtained from the data cache can be discarded.
Execute_Load(Addr, Sequence)
{
    Determine the ARB Bank based on Addr
    Associatively check the Bank entries for Addr
    if (Addr not present)
    {
        if (Bank full)
        {
            Recovery_Bank_Full(Sequence)
            Allocate new row entry
            Enter Addr in address field of new row entry
        }
    else
    {
        Check in the row entry if a logically preceding store has been executed to Addr
        if (preceding store executed to Addr)
        {
            Determine nearest such store
            Forward the value from its value field
        }
    else
        Forward load request to data cache / main memory
    }
    Set row entry’s load bit of stage Sequence to 1
}

When a store is executed from execution unit $i$, the ARB bank is determined, and a similar check is performed within the bank to see if the store address is already present in the ARB. If not, an ARB row entry is allotted to the new address. The store bit of stage $i$ of the ARB row entry is set to 1 to reflect the fact that the store has been executed from unit $i$. The value to be stored is deposited in the row entry’s value field for stage $i$. If the memory address was already present in the ARB bank, then a check is also performed in the active ARB window to see if any load has already been performed to the same address from a succeeding unit, and there are no intervening stores in between. If so, recovery action is initiated. Such recovery action might involve, for instance, nullifying the
execution of the tasks in the execution units including and beyond the closest incorrect load, and re-
staring their execution. The formal algorithm for executing a store is given below.

---

Execute_Store(Addr, Value, Sequence)
{
    Determine the ARB Bank based on Addr
    Associatively check the Bank entries for Addr
    if (Addr not present)
        {  
            if (Bank full)
                Recovery_Bank_Full(Sequence)
                Allocate new row entry
                Enter Addr in address field of new row entry
            }  
        else
            {
                Check in the row entry if a logically succeeding load has been executed to Addr, 
                with no intervening stores
                if (later load with no intervening stores)
                    {
                        Determine nearest such load
                        Squash its unit
                    }
            }
    }
    Enter Value in the value field of stage Sequence of row entry
    Set row entry’s store bit of stage Sequence to 1
}

---

The logic for detecting out-of-order load-store pairs to the same memory location, and issuing the appropriate squash signal is given below.

\[
\text{Squash}_i = L_i \land \bigwedge_{j=\text{head}}^{j=i-1} \left( \bigvee_{k=j+1}^{k=i-1} (S_{\text{St}_j} \land \bar{S}_k) \right)
\]
where, \( j \) varies as
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{if } \text{head} \leq i & : \quad \text{head} \leq j < i \\
\text{if } \text{head} > i & : \quad \text{head} \leq j \leq n-1, \ 0 < j < i
\end{align*}
\]
and \( k \) varies as
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{if } \text{head} > i & : \quad j < k < i \\
\text{if } \text{head} \leq i & : \quad j < k \leq n-1, \ 0 < k < i
\end{align*}
\]

When multiple squash signals are generated, the one closest to the head is selected. Figure 6.3 gives the block diagram of the circuit for generating the squash signals in a 4-unit multiscalar processor.

**Figure 6.3: Block Diagram of Circuit for Detecting Out-of-sequence Memory Accesses in a 4-stage ARB**
6.4.4. Reclaiming the ARB Entries

When the processor retires the execution unit at the head pointer, any load marks or store marks in the corresponding ARB stage are erased immediately. Clearing of the load marks and store marks can be easily done by clearing the load bit and store bit columns corresponding to the stage at the head in a single cycle. The store values pertaining to the stores executed in that stage are also forwarded to the data cache / main memory. In a given cycle, it is possible to commit as many stores as the number of write ports to the data cache / main memory. If there are multiple store values in a stage, this forwarding could cause a traffic burst, preventing that ARB stage from being reused until all the store values have been forwarded. One simple solution to alleviate this problem is to use a write buffer to store all the values that have to be forwarded from a stage. Another solution is to forward the values leisurely, but have more physical ARB stages than the number of multiscalar units, and use some sort of ARB stage renaming, i.e., by marking the unavailable ARB stages, and by dynamically changing the mapping between the execution units and the ARB stages.

When recovery actions are initiated due to the detection of out-of-sequence accesses to a memory location or detection of incorrect speculative execution, the multiscalar tail pointer is appropriately moved backwards, and the load mark and store mark columns corresponding to the stages stepped over by the tail pointer are also cleared immediately just like the clearing done when the head unit is committed. (This clearing can be done leisurely also; the only restriction is that it should be done before the execution unit corresponding to the ARB stage is reassigned a task.) An ARB row is reclaimed for reuse when all the load and store bits associated with the row are cleared.

When a memory reference is executed from unit $i$ and no row entry is obtained because the relevant ARB bank is full (with other addresses), then special recovery actions are taken. The ARB bank is checked to see if there are any address entries in which all loads and stores have been executed from units succeeding unit $i$ in the active ARB window. If so, one of those entries is selected, and the execution units including and beyond the reference corresponding to the sequentially oldest load mark or store mark in that entry are discarded. This discarding action will enable that row entry to be reclaimed, and be subsequently allotted to the memory reference occurring in unit $i$. If no ARB
row entry is found in which the oldest executed reference is from a succeeding unit, then the memory reference at unit $i$ is stalled until (i) an ARB row entry becomes free, or (ii) this reference is able to evict the row entry corresponding to another memory address. One of these two events is guaranteed to occur, because references only wait (if at all) for previous units to be committed. Thus, by honoring the sequential program order in evicting the ARB row entries, deadlocks are prevented. The formal algorithm for handling the situation when an ARB bank is full is given below.

---

**Recovery_Bank_Full**($Sequence$)

```c
{
    Check in the ARB Bank for entries with no load and store marks before stage $Sequence$
    if (there is any such entry)
    {
        Determine entry whose earliest load/store mark is closest to ARB tail
        Squash the unit corresponding to its earliest load/store mark
    }
    else
    {
        exit /* The request has to be re-tried, possibly in the next cycle */
    }
}
```

---

### 6.4.5. Example

The concepts of ARB can be best understood by going through an example. Consider the sequence of loads and stores in Table 6.1, which form a part of a sequential piece of code (instructions other than memory references are not used in the example for the purpose of clarity). The “Unit Number” column in the table gives the numbers of the execution units in which these memory references are executed; for simplicity of presentation, we assume each reference to belong to a different task so that no intra-task disambiguation is required. Each task is executed on a different execution unit. The “Addr.” column gives the addresses of the memory references in a correct execution of the program. The “Store Value” column gives the values stored by the two store instructions. The “Exec. Order” column shows the order in which the loads and stores are executed by the
processor; for simplicity of presentation, the example does not consider the execution of multiple references in the same cycle. Figure 6.4 shows the progression of the multiscalar window contents and the ARB contents as the memory references are executed. There are 7 sets of figures in Figure 6.4, one below the other, each set representing a separate clock cycle. There are 4 execution units in the figures, with the active execution units shown in dark shade. The head and tail units are marked by H and T, respectively. The number of execution units (ARB stages as well) is 4 in the figure, and the ARB has only a single bank. Blank entries in the ARB indicate the presence of irrelevant data.

Assume that all tasks have been assigned to the execution units, as shown by the shaded units in the first figure. Let us go through the execution of one memory reference. The first figure in Figure 6.4 depicts the execution of the load from unit 2. This load is to address 100, and because there is no ARB row entry for address 100, a new ARB row entry is allotted for address 100. The load bit of unit 2 of this row entry is set to 1. The load request is forwarded to the memory, because no store has been executed to address 100 from the active instruction window. Notice that an earlier store (from unit 0) is pending to the same address; so the value returned from memory (say 140) is incorrect. The execution of the remaining memory references can be similarly followed.

6.4.6. Two-Level Hierarchical ARB

Now let us address intra-unit disambiguation. If in-order execution is performed within each unit, then the memory references are also executed in program order, and there is no need to do intra-group memory disambiguation. If out-of-order execution is performed within each unit, then the solution is more involved, and warrants further discussion.

To support out-of-order execution of memory references in the multiscalar execution units, we propose a two-level hierarchical ARB structure. At the top level of the hierarchy, there is a single global ARB for performing inter-unit memory disambiguation as before. At the bottom level of the hierarchy, there is a local ARB corresponding to each multiscalar unit, for carrying out intra-unit memory disambiguation. The local ARB functions the same way as the global ARB. Except for the
Table 6.1: Example Sequence of Loads and Stores

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>STORE R2, 0(R1)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STORE R4, 0(R2)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOAD R3,−20(R2)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Unresolved load; Fetches incorrect value 140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOAD R5, 0(R3)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

EXEC. UNITS

ARB

address Stage 0 Stage 1 Stage 2 Stage 3

100 0 0 0 0
120 0 0 0 0
140 0 0 0 0

Executed Load to Address 100 in Unit 2; Request Forwarded to Memory; Obtained (incorrect) Value 140 from Memory

100 0 0 0 0
120 0 0 0 0
140 0 0 0 0

Executed Store to Address 120 in Unit 1

100 0 0 0 0
120 0 0 0 0
140 0 0 0 0

Executed Load to (Incorrect) Address 140 in Unit 3; Request Forwarded to Memory

100 0 0 0 0
120 0 0 0 0
140 0 0 0 0

Executed Store to Address 100 in Unit 0; Found Earlier Load at Unit 2 to be Incorrect

Squashed Unit 2 onwards; Reclaimed Row 2 for reuse

Value 120 from Unit 0 Forwarded to Address 100; Committed Unit 0; Reclaimed Row 0 for reuse

Value 50 from Unit 1 Forwarded to Address 120; Committed Unit 1; Reclaimed Row 1 for reuse

Re-executed Load to Address 100 in Unit 2; Request Forwarded to Memory; Obtained Correct Value 120 from Memory

Committed Unit 2; Reclaimed Row 0 for reuse

Re-executed Load to Address 120 in Unit 3; Request Forwarded to Memory; Obtained Correct Value 50 from memory

Figure 6.4: Multiscalar Active Window and Contents of the ARB
After the Execution of Each Memory Reference in Table 6.1
reason of reducing the complexity of the associative search for an address entry, the degree of inter-
leaving of the local ARBs need not be greater than the maximum number of memory requests issued
in a cycle from a multiscalar unit.

Figure 6.5 shows the block diagram of a two-level hierarchical ARB. In the figure, the global
ARB has 6 stages, which are interleaved into 4 banks as before. Each ARB bank can hold up to 4
address entries. The active multiscalar window consists of units 1 through 4. Each unit has an 8-
stage local ARB, which is not interleaved, and can store up to 4 address entries.

The local ARBs handle the loads and stores from their respective multiscalar units much the
same way as the global ARB. The only differences are: (i) when a load ‘‘misses’’ in the local ARB,
instead of forwarding the request to the data cache / main memory, it is forwarded to the global ARB,
(ii) when a store is executed, the store request is sent to both the local ARB and the global ARB.
When the multiscalar unit at the head is retired, all load and store marks in its local ARB and the head
stage of the global ARB are erased immediately. Also, all store values stored in that stage are for-
warded to the data cache / main memory.

6.5. Novel Features of the ARB

The ARB performs dynamic memory disambiguation, and allows loads and stores to be exe-
cuted out-of-order with respect to loads and stores from preceding execution units. Furthermore, it
allows multiple memory references to be issued per cycle. It uses the concept of interleaving to
decentralize the disambiguation hardware, and thereby reduce the associative search involved in
dynamic memory disambiguation. Interleaving also helps to support multiple memory references per
cycle. Besides these features, the ARB supports the following novel features.

6.5.1. Speculative Loads and Stores

The ARB allows loads and stores to be issued from speculatively executed code. It provides a
good hardware platform for storing speculative store values, and correctly forwards them to
Figure 6.5: A Two-Level Hierarchical ARB
subsequent speculative loads. Moreover, the speculative store values are not forwarded to the memory system until the stores are guaranteed to commit. Recovery operations are straightforward, because they involve only a movement of the tail pointer and the clearing of the appropriate load bit and store bit columns; the incorrect speculative values are automatically discarded.

6.5.2. Dynamically Unresolved Loads and Stores

The ARB supports dynamically unresolved loads and stores in processors that have provision for recovery (which may have been provided to support speculative execution of code or for fault-tolerant purposes). Thus, the ARB allows a load to be executed the moment its address is known, and even before the addresses of its preceding stores are known. Similarly, it allows a store to be executed the moment its address and store value are both known. Allowing dynamically unresolved loads is especially important, because loads often reside in the critical path of programs, and undue detainment of loads would inhibit parallelism.

6.5.3. Memory Renaming

The ARB allows the renaming of memory. Because it has the provision to store up to \( n \) values per address entry (where \( n \) is the number of ARB stages), the processor can have up to \( n \) dynamic names for a memory location. Memory renaming is analogous to register renaming; providing more physical storage allows more parallelism to be exploited [18]. The advantage of memory renaming is especially felt in the renaming of the stack. Consider the piece of assembly code in Figure 6.6, in which a parameter for a procedure is passed through the stack. Both instantiations of PROCEDURE1 use the same stack location for passing the parameter. Memory renaming with the help of ARB allows these two instantiations to be executed at the same time or even out-of-order; if memory renaming were not possible, then the two instantiations become serialized. The full potential offered by the memory renaming capability of the ARB is a research area that needs further investigation.
6.6. ARB Extensions

6.6.1. Handling Variable Data Sizes

Many instruction set architectures allow memory references to have byte addressability and variable data sizes, such as bytes, half-words (16 bits), and full-words (32 bits). If a machine supports partial-word stores, and the ARB keeps information on a full word-basis (it is easier for the ARB to keep information on a full word-basis if most of the memory references are to full words), then special care has to be taken in the ARB. When a partial-word store is executed, the store value stored in the ARB should be the full-word value and not the partial-word value. This is because subsequent loads to the same word may require the full-word value. The only additional support needed to support partial-word stores is that the ARB should treat a partial-word store as the combination of a full-word load followed by a full-word store. Thus, when a partial-word store with sequence number $i$ is executed, both the load bit and the store bit of stage $i$ in the ARB entry are set to 1.
6.6.2. Set-Associative ARBs

The discussion so far was based on fully-associative ARB banks (notice that although each ARB bank is fully associative, the overall ARB is functionally set-associative because of the interleaving). It is possible to implement set-associative ARB banks much like set-associative caches. Figure 6.7 shows the block diagram of a two-way set-associative ARB. In the figure, each ARB bank contains two sets, each of which contains two rows. When a memory reference is sent to the ARB, the proper ARB bank and the set are determined, and the associative search for the address is performed only within the identified set in the identified bank. If the identified bank is full, then special recovery actions are taken as described in Section 6.4.4. Set-associative ARBs help to reduce the complexity of the associative search for addresses in the ARB. The ARB banks can even be made direct-mapped so as to facilitate an even faster lookup for memory references. However, a direct-mapped ARB may initiate recovery actions more often because of many addresses getting mapped to

![Figure 6.7: A Two-Way Interleaved, Two-Way Set Associative, 6-stage ARB](image-url)
the same ARB row entry.

Increasing the degree of interleaving also helps to reduce the width of the associative search, besides allowing more memory references to be issued per cycle. It is worthwhile to carry out performance studies to study the impacts due to different ARB sizes (number of sets), interleaving degrees, set associativities, and stages on different execution models; we leave this as a subject for future research.

6.7. Summary

A high-bandwidth data memory system is crucial to the performance of the multiscalar processor. The data memory bandwidth can suffer greatly if the top-level data cache is a standard blocking cache because of its serial services of misses. To reduce this bandwidth degradation, we considered non-blocking caches. To further improve the bandwidth of the data memory system to more than one request per cycle, we interleaved the data cache to create a multi-ported cache. This multi-port, non-blocking data cache allows multiple memory requests to be serviced in a single cycle, irrespective of whether they are hits or misses.

We have proposed a hardware structure called an Address Resolution Buffer (ARB) for disambiguating memory references at run time. The ARB scheme has the full power of a hypothetical scheme that allows out-of-order loads and stores by performing associative compares of the memory addresses of all loads and stores in the entire instruction window. It allows speculative loads and speculative stores! Furthermore, it allows memory references to be executed before they are disambiguated from the preceding stores and even before the addresses of the preceding stores are determined. It also allows forwarding of memory values when loads are performed, and all stores are effectively ‘cache hits’ because the values are stored only in the ARB (‘cache besides the cache’) until they are committed. The ARB also allows memory renaming; it allows as many names for a memory location as the number of stages in the ARB. The ARB is, to the best of our knowledge, the first decentralized design for performing dynamic disambiguation within a large window of
instructions.

The ARB mechanism is very general, and can be used in a wide variety of execution models. The two-level hierarchical ARB used in the multiscalar processor uses the concept of splitting a large task (memory disambiguation within a large window) into smaller subtasks, and it ties well with the multiscalar execution model. We also proposed several extensions to the ARB, such as set-associative ARBs and extensions for handling variable data sizes.
Chapter 7. Empirical Results

How well does the multiscalar processor perform?

The previous chapters described the multiscalar paradigm and a multiscalar processor. Perhaps this is the place to start assessing the potential of the multiscalar processor in more concrete terms. A sound evaluation of the multiscalar execution model can be done only after the development of a compiler that considers the idiosyncrasies of the model and exploits its potential. The development of the compiler (by other members of the multiscalar research team) is in the beginning stages, and therefore the results we present in this chapter should only be viewed as a realistic starting point.

This chapter is organized in five sections. Section 7.1 describes the experimental framework we used for our simulation studies. Section 7.2 presents the performance results obtained for both non-numeric and numeric benchmarks. In particular, we present the instruction completion rate, task prediction accuracies, and the percentage of incorrect loads obtained with different number of execution units. We also present results showing the efficacy of the multi-version register file. Section 7.3 summarizes the chapter.

7.1. Experimental Framework

We shall first discuss the experimental framework used for our studies. Throughout the course of this research, we had developed tools to evaluate the performance of the multiscalar processor and to study the effects of different design modifications. Our methodology of experimentation is simulation, and is illustrated in Figure 7.1. Benchmark programs are compiled to MIPS R2000-R2010 executables using the MIPS compiler. The task generator program takes the MIPS executables, decides the tasks, and demarcates the tasks in the executables. This modified executable is then fed to the
multiscalar simulator. The multiscalar simulator is described below in detail.

7.1.1. Multiscalar Simulator

The multiscalar simulator is the heart of the experimental framework. It uses the MIPS R2000 - R2010 instruction set and functional unit latencies [82]. All important features of the multiscalar processor, such as the control unit, the execution units, the distributed instruction caches, the ARB, and the data cache, are included in the simulator. The simulator accepts executable images of programs (with task demarcations), and simulates their execution; it is not trace driven. It is written in C, and consists of approximately 12000 lines of code. The simulator also incorporates a mini-operating system to handle the system calls made by the simulated program. The mini-operating system directly handles some of the system calls, such as those involving signal handling (SYS_sigvec, SYS_sigstack, SYS_sigblock, etc.), those involving control flow changes (SYS_sigreturn,
SYS_execve, etc.), and those requesting for more memory (SYS_brk). For instance, when the simulated program requests for more heap memory, the simulator simply changes the simulated heap pointer. On the other hand, the remaining system calls, such as those for handling file I/O (SYS_open, SYS_close, SYS_read, SYS_write) are passed on to the main operating system with a modified set of parameters. In any case, the code executed during the system calls are not taken into account in the performance results. The simulator can run in interactive mode or in batch mode. In interactive mode, a debugging environment is provided to support single cycle execution, breakpointing, examining registers, etc. In batch mode, the simulator collects performance data. The simulator is able to accurately account for the time to do instruction fetching, decoding, and execution. Furthermore, the simulator is parameter-driven; most of the parameters can be specified through command line arguments, and the rest through parameter files. The important parameters, which can be varied, are listed below:

- Number of execution units
- Number of instructions fetched and decoded per cycle in an execution unit
- Number of instructions issued per cycle in an execution unit
- In-order execution or out-of-order execution within an execution unit.
- Maximum static size of a task
- Instruction cache size, access latency, and miss latency
- Data cache size, access latency, and miss latency

### 7.1.2. Assumptions and Parameters Used for Simulation Studies

The simulations take a long, long time to run (approximately 2 days to simulate 100 million instructions). Therefore, we had to drastically restrict the design space explored. We also chose and fixed some parameters such that they do not distract us from the tradeoffs under investigation. For this study, we decided not to investigate the effects of cache size, cache associativity, and task size. The parameters that were fixed for this study are listed below:

- The benchmarks are run for 100 million instructions each (less for compress, as it finishes earlier;
A task can have up to 32 instructions

Out-of-order execution is performed in each unit

Each execution unit has a 4Kword local instruction cache, with a miss latency of 4 cycles.

100% hit ratio is assumed for the global instruction cache

The common, top-level data cache is 64Kbytes, direct-mapped, and has an access latency of 2 cycles (one cycle to pass through the interconnect between the execution units and the ARB, and another to access the ARB and the cache in parallel). The interleaving factor of the data cache and the ARB is the smallest power of 2 that is equal to or greater than twice the number of execution units. For instance, if the number of units is 12, the interleaving factor used is 32.

7.1.3. Benchmarks and Performance Metrics

For benchmarks, we used the SPEC '92 benchmark suite [104] and some other programs, namely Tycho (a sophisticated cache simulator) [69] and Sunbench (an Object Oriented Database benchmark written in C++) [26]. The benchmarks and their features are listed in Table 7.1. Although our emphasis is on non-numeric programs, we have included some numeric benchmark programs for the sake of comparison. The benchmark programs were compiled for a DECstation 3100 using the MIPS C and FORTRAN compilers. Notice that the a.out executables so obtained have been compiled for a single-issue processor.

For measuring performance, execution time is the sole metric that can accurately measure the performance of an integrated software-hardware computer system. Metrics such as instruction issue rate and instruction completion rate, are not very accurate in general because the compiler may have introduced many redundant operations. However, to use execution time as the metric, the programs have to be run to completion, which further taxes our already time-consuming simulations. Furthermore, we use the same executable for all the simulations, with no changes instituted by a compiler. Due to these reasons, we use instruction completion rate as the primary metric, with the following
Table 7.1: Benchmark Data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Input File</th>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>compress</td>
<td>in</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>Non-numeric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eqntott</td>
<td>int_pri_3.eqn</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>Non-numeric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>espresso</td>
<td>bca</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>Non-numeric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gcc</td>
<td>stmt.i</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>Non-numeric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sc</td>
<td>loada1</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>Non-numeric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sunbench</td>
<td>sunbench.output.og</td>
<td>C++</td>
<td>Non-numeric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tycho</td>
<td>trace of `xlisp li-input.lsp'</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>Non-numeric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xlisp</td>
<td>li-input.lsp</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>Non-numeric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dnasa7</td>
<td>doducin</td>
<td>FORTRAN</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>doduc</td>
<td>doducin</td>
<td>FORTRAN</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fpppp</td>
<td>natoms</td>
<td>FORTRAN</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>matrix300</td>
<td>greycodin</td>
<td>FORTRAN</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spice2g6</td>
<td>greycodin</td>
<td>FORTRAN</td>
<td>Numeric</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

steps adopted to make the metric as reliable as possible: (i) nops are not counted while calculating the instruction completion rate, (ii) speculatively executed instructions whose execution was not required are not counted while calculating the instruction completion rate. Thus, our main metric can be called as *useful instruction completion rate (UICR)*.

We also use three other metrics — task prediction accuracy, percentage useless work, and percentage incorrect loads — to throw more light on the multiscalar processor.

7.1.4. Caveats

It is important to make note of some of the caveats in our performance study. The performance of any computer system is highly dependent on the compiler. We have, however, not used a multiscalar compiler for our performance studies; as the compiler is still being developed by other members of the multiscalar research team. We had only two options while writing this thesis — either do no
performance studies or do performance studies with the existing compiler (for a single-issue processor). And, we opted for the second choice. Thus, all our studies are carried out with code compiled for a single-issue processor (MIPS R2000). The implications of this decision are: (i) the task selection does not use any intelligence other than the control flow structure of the program, (ii) no multiscalar-specific optimizations were performed on the code, and (iii) the code is scheduled for a single-issue processor, which can have serious implications on multiscalar performance, as illustrated in the next chapter where we discuss the role of the compiler. Further, the tasks used for this simulation study do not have loops embedded within them. Therefore, the performance results presented here should only be viewed as a realistic starting point, and the results should be interpreted with caution. With the description of the experimental setup in place, we can begin the more exciting task of analyzing the results.

7.2. Performance Results

In this section, we present different performance results obtained with our simulation experiments. As there are too many different parameters that can be varied, it is not possible to run experiments with all possible parameter changes. Nevertheless, we have attempted to cover an interesting range of the spectrum.

7.2.1. UICR with One Execution Unit

As a starting point, we shall first present the useful instruction completion rates (UICR) obtained with a single execution unit. Figure 7.2 presents these results. The X-axis shows the different benchmarks, and the Y-axis denotes the useful instruction completion rate. The black shade indicates the useful completion rates obtained by issuing at most one instruction per cycle in the execution unit, and the light shade indicates the completion rates obtained by issuing up to two instructions per cycle in the execution unit. The data cache miss latency to get the first word is 4 cycles (assuming the presence of a second level data cache). These results can be used as a base for
comparing results (the completion rates with the single-issue execution unit should be slightly less than the completion rates of an ordinary single-issue processor, as the multiscalar processor has some overheads in task allocation and deallocation).

Figure 7.2: Useful Instruction Completion Rates with One Execution Unit

7.2.2. UICR with Multiple Execution Units

In this section, we consider the results obtained by varying the number of execution units. Figure 7.3 presents the useful instruction completion rates obtained for the benchmark programs for different number of execution units. The different shades indicate the useful completion rate obtained with 1, 2, 4, 8, and 12 execution units, each of which can fetch and issue up to 2 instructions per cycle. The darkest shade corresponds to 1 execution unit, the next darkest corresponds to 2 execution units, and so on. For example, the useful instruction completion rate with 1, 2, 4, 8, and 12 execution units for espresso are 0.93, 1.44, 1.96, 2.98, and 3.74, respectively. For all these experiments, the cache miss latency is again 4 cycles.

Let us look at the results in some detail. The results for the non-numeric programs are impressive, considering that no multiscalar-specific optimizations were made and that the simulator takes into account all important aspects of the multiscalar processor, and considers the actual functional unit latencies of MIPS R2000-R2010. The actual speedup compared to a single-issue processor with
Figure 7.3: Useful Instruction Completion Rates with Multiple Execution Units
the same cycle time will be higher than the useful instruction completion rates presented here. It is important to note that espresso and eqntott show linear speedup improvements, whereas most of the rest seem to saturate around 12 execution units, for code compiled for a single-issue machine and with no multiscalar-specific optimizations.

Although the multiscalar processor was designed primarily with non-numeric programs in mind, it is worthwhile to see how it performs for numeric programs. As we can see from the right hand portion of Figure 7.3, the results are not very impressive (except for matrix300), considering that numeric programs generally contain regular parallelism, which is easy to exploit. Why did the multiscalar processor perform poorly for the numeric benchmarks? The reason is that the executable we used for our simulations is scheduled for a single-issue machine. The numeric benchmarks contain many loops in which a loop induction variable is used to access arrays and perform various operations on the array elements. The MIPS compiler typically places the instruction updating the loop induction variable at the end of a loop body. Because the multiscalar task generator invariably considers each iteration to be a separate task, the loop induction variable update happens at the end of the task. Subsequent tasks have to wait for this update to happen, and thus most of the execution in the multiscalar processor gets serialized. The results presented in chapter 8 with rescheduled code bear testimony to this fact.

It is important to note that the instruction completion rates reported here were obtained with the actual floating point functional unit latencies of the MIPS R2010 co-processor. Thus, the actual speedups, compared to a single-issue MIPS processor, both having the same cycle time, would be substantially higher than the completion rates reported here.

7.2.3. Task Prediction Accuracy

Next, we shall consider the task prediction accuracy. Table 7.2 presents the task prediction accuracies obtained with different number of execution units. The task prediction accuracy is measured as follows: when a task T is committed in execution unit i, a check is made to determine if T was
Table 7.2: Task Prediction Accuracies and Percentage Useless Instructions Executed

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmarks</th>
<th>Task Prediction Accuracy (%)</th>
<th>Useless Instructions Executed (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>With Number of Execution Units =</td>
<td>With Number of Execution Units =</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>compress</td>
<td>88.90</td>
<td>88.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eqntott</td>
<td>97.50</td>
<td>97.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>espresso</td>
<td>96.78</td>
<td>96.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gcc</td>
<td>83.88</td>
<td>83.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sc</td>
<td>96.23</td>
<td>95.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sunbench</td>
<td>94.28</td>
<td>94.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tycho</td>
<td>98.53</td>
<td>98.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xlisp</td>
<td>93.38</td>
<td>93.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dnasa7</td>
<td>98.36</td>
<td>98.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>doduc</td>
<td>80.33</td>
<td>80.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fpppp</td>
<td>98.71</td>
<td>98.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>matrix300</td>
<td>99.98</td>
<td>99.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spice2g6</td>
<td>99.01</td>
<td>98.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results presented in Table 7.2 throw further light on why the performance of the non-numeric benchmarks dropped when the number of execution units was increased. We can see that the prime cause for the drop in instruction completion rates is the increase in useless work done because the first task allocated to unit $i$ after the previous task in $i$ was committed. Thus, the task prediction accuracy is measured only for the committed tasks. Although the task prediction accuracy gives some indication of the fraction of time useful work is done, this metric by itself does not give much information as far as the multiscalar processor is concerned. This is because, rather than knowing that a misprediction occurred, it is more important to know where in the circular queue the misprediction occurred (or better still is to know how much work was wasted because of the misprediction). Therefore, we also show in Table 7.2 the amount of useless instructions executed, i.e., the number of instructions that were executed and later squashed (because of incorrect task prediction) as a percentage of the total number of instructions executed.
of incorrect task prediction. For instance, when 12 execution units were used for gcc, 43.64% of the work done was useless (with no multiscalar-specific optimizations done). Although the task prediction accuracy remains more or less constant irrespective of the number of execution units, by the time several predictions are made in a row, the probability that all the predictions are correct diminishes. Thus, the task prediction accuracy has to be improved if more performance is to be obtained by the use of additional execution units.

7.2.4. Incorrect Loads

Recall from chapter 6 that in the multiscalar processor, the loads are executed before their addresses are disambiguated from the store addresses in the preceding tasks. The ARB is used to detect any out-of-sequence load-store access to the same memory location, and initiate appropriate recovery actions. It is worthwhile to see how many of these unresolved loads fetched incorrect values. Table 7.3 presents the percentage of loads that were incorrect, and caused the ARB to initiate recovery actions, for different number of execution units. From the results we can see that the percentage of incorrect loads is low when the number of execution units is less than or equal to 4, and somewhat higher when the number of execution units is more than 4. When 12 execution units are used, the percentage of incorrect loads varies from 0.07% to 10.46%. If the loads were executed after disambiguating them from all preceding stores, then it would almost have amounted to serial execution in the multiscalar processor. Thus there is merit in executing the loads as dynamically unresolved loads using the ARB.

7.2.5. Effect of Data Cache Miss Latency

In order to study how sensitive the multiscalar processor is to the first level cache miss latency, we conducted another set of experiments with 4 execution units for miss latencies of 8 cycles and 12 cycles (for the first level cache). The remaining parameters are same as that in Figure 7.2. Figure 7.4 presents the useful instruction completion rates so obtained. The results obtained with a miss latency
Table 7.3: Out-of-Sequence Loads that are Incorrect

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmarks</th>
<th>Percentage of Loads that are Incorrect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>compress</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eqntott</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>espresso</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gcc</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sc</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sunbench</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tycho</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xlisp</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dnasa7</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>doduc</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fpppp</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>matrix300</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spice2g6</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

of 4 cycles are also presented for comparison purposes. The different shades indicate the useful completion rate obtained with 12, 8, and 4 cycle miss latencies. The darkest shade corresponds to 12 cycles, the next darkest corresponds to 8 cycles, and so on. The performance results seem to be almost unaffected by the miss latency of the first level data cache. It is important to remember, however, that the code has been compiled for a single-issue processor, and it is quite possible that the performance is constrained for all the cases because the scheduling has been done with a single-issue processor in mind.

7.2.6. Effect of Data Cache Access Time

In order to study how sensitive the multiscalar processor is to the first level cache access time, we conducted another set of experiments with 4 execution units for an access time of 4 cycles for the first level cache. The remaining parameters are same as that in Figure 7.2, except that the cache miss latency was 8 cycles. Figure 7.5 presents the useful instruction completion rates so obtained. The
results obtained with an access time of 2 cycles are also presented for comparison purposes. The dark shade corresponds to results obtained with an access time of 4 cycles, and the light corresponds to the results with an access time of 2 cycles. The performance results are affected by as low as 0% (for \textit{dnasa7}) to as high as 22% (for \textit{xlisp}) when the access time of the first level data cache is changed from 2 cycles to 4 cycles. Again, it has to be taken into consideration that the code has been compiled for a single-issue processor, with no multiscalar-specific optimizations applied.

### 7.2.7. Efficacy of Multi-Version Register File

The final set of results deals with establishing the efficacy of the multi-version register file. The central idea behind the multi-version register file was to exploit the communication localities present
Figure 7.5: Useful Instruction Completion Rates with Different Cache Access Times

in the programs to decentralize the register file. Instead of potentially slowing down all register accesses by means of a centralized register file, the multi-version register file provides fast access to ‘‘local’’ data, and increasingly slower access to ‘‘remote’’ register data.

In order to study the efficacy of the multi-version register file, we conducted another set of experiments with 4 execution units and 8 execution units, assuming a hypothetical, centralized register file that has the capability to store all the versions required to support multiscalar execution. This register file is assumed to have as many ports as required, and the same access time as that of a register access in the multi-version register file scheme. The remaining parameters are same as that in Figure 7.2. Figure 7.6 presents the useful instruction completion rates obtained with such a register file. The results obtained with the multi-version register file are also presented for comparison purposes.
Figure 7.6: Useful Instruction Completion Rates with a Multi-Version RF and a Centralized RF

In the figure, the dark shade corresponds to the results with the multi-version register file and 4 execution units; the next dark shade corresponds to the results with a centralized register file (having the same access time) and 4 execution units. The next dark shade corresponds to the results with a
multi-version register file and 8 execution units, and the unshaded region corresponds to the results with a centralized register file and 8 execution units. From the figure, we can see that with 4 execution units, for some programs there is little or negligible performance penalty (eqntott, doduc, fpppp, and matrix300) due to the multi-version register file, and for the rest of the programs, there is at most a 12% performance penalty (for tycho) using code compiled for a single-issue processor. With 8 execution units, however, the performance difference is more pronounced. Our experience with the multiscalar simulations leads us to believe that this difference can be significantly reduced if each execution unit is allowed to access the local register file of the previous unit in addition to accessing its own local register file. The performance penalty would decrease further if the compiler takes into consideration the inter-task register dependencies when generating the tasks.

It is worthwhile to refer to some results that we had published earlier [59], showing the efficacy of the multi-version register file. It was shown that a large fraction of the operands were generated in the same task or came from at most 3 tasks in the past. Similarly, a large portion of the register instances were used up and overwritten either in the same unit in which they were created or in the subsequent unit. Thus most of the register instances need not be even forwarded to the subsequent units, and among the forwarded ones, most were forwarded to at most one execution unit. Thus, a significant portion of the register read traffic falls under intra-task communication, indicating that the multi-version register file system does not present a bottleneck to performance. These results suggest that the multi-version register file provides sufficient bandwidth to meet the demands of the multiscalar processor, demands that would have been difficult to meet with a centralized register file.

7.4. Summary

This chapter presented the performance results for the multiscalar processor, obtained through a simulation study. The performance of any computer system is sensitive to the compiler and the optimizations it performs. As a compiler for the multiscalar processor is still in development, we used for the simulation study program executables that were compiled for the DECstation 3100, a
single-issue machine. Further, no multiscalar-specific optimizations were done for the same reason. The next chapter gives a feel of the performance improvements that could be obtained if multiscalar-specific optimizations are performed.

First we presented the useful instruction completion rate obtained with a single execution unit. Then we presented different performance results obtained with 1, 2, 4, 8, and 12 execution units. The results were generally impressive, considering that no multiscalar-specific optimizations were done. Then we presented some performance results to show how much the performance is sensitive to the data cache miss latency. These results suggest that the performance is not very sensitive to the data cache miss latency, for code scheduled for a single-issue processor. Finally, we presented some results to study the efficacy of the multi-version register file. The results show that the performance with the multi-version register file is comparable to the performance with a hypothetical, centralized register file that has the same register access time.
Chapter 8.  

Role of Compiler

*How can the compiler improve performance?*

The multiscalar paradigm is grounded on a good interplay between compile-time extraction of ILP and run-time extraction of ILP. This was best brought out by the illustration in Figure 3.6, which showed what was done by the compiler and what was done by the hardware. The compiler has a big role to play in bringing to reality the full potential of the multiscalar paradigm. The role of the compiler in the multiscalar paradigm is to: (i) generate tasks, of suitable size, to facilitate the construction of a large and accurate dynamic window and to minimize inter-unit dependencies, (ii) schedule each task so that run-time stalls due to inter-unit dependencies are minimized, and (iii) perform other support work such as task prediction as creation of register create masks.

### 8.1. Task Selection

The performance of the multiscalar processor is highly dependent on how the CFG of a program is divided into tasks. Task selection involves packing nodes from the CFG of a program into a task. The definition of a task being an arbitrary connected subgraph of the CFG, the compiler has a wide choice to work with. The tasks could be sequences of basic blocks, entire loops, or even entire function calls. Several factors need to be considered in selecting the tasks, the major ones being: (i) reasonable dynamic task size, (ii) minimum variance for the dynamic task size, (iii) minimum inter-task data dependencies, (iv) minimum inter-task control dependencies so as to allow the the multiscalar hardware to follow independent flows of control. These criteria are further explained below. In order to better satisfy these criteria, the compiler can modify the CFG by performing *global scheduling*. 
8.1.1. Task Size

The size of a task is a crucial issue; small task sizes will not be able to sustain significant amounts of ILP because the sustained ILP is upper bounded by the average dynamic task size. An optimum value for the average execution time of a task is a value that is approximately equal to the number of execution units in the multiscalar processor. If the average execution time is significantly less than the number of units, then by the time the global control unit assigns one round of tasks, the units that were initially assigned would have finished long time back, and would have been idle for a long time. On the other hand, if the average execution time is significantly greater than the number of units, then by the time the global control unit finishes one round of task assignments, it has to wait for a long time to assign further tasks. Although the units are not idle, and are instead executing the big tasks, big tasks tend to have more inter-task data dependencies. Similarly, variance of the dynamic task size is also a crucial issue. This is because, work is allocated to the execution units in sequential order; if a big task is allocated to an execution unit $E_0$ followed by execution units $E_1 - E_{n-1}$ with small tasks, then units $E_1 - E_{n-1}$ have to wait until the execution of the big task in $E_0$ is over, although they had finished the execution of their tasks long time back.

8.1.2. Inter-Task Data Dependencies

The next issue to be considered by the compiler in selecting tasks is inter-task data dependencies, which occur through both registers and memory. The compiler should determine data dependencies and then attempt to minimize inter-task data dependencies, possibly by attempting to pack dependent instructions into a task as much as possible. This will allow multiple tasks to be executed mostly independent of each other, thereby reducing the run-time stalls, and improving the performance of the processor. This also reduces the communication that takes place at run time between the execution units. Determining some of the dependencies in the program may be hard, because of indirect memory references through pointer variables.
8.1.3. Task Predictability

Another important issue in deciding the boundaries of a task is the predictability of the subsequent task. If a task $T$ has a single target, then the subsequent task is control-independent of $T$. Executing multiple, control-independent tasks in parallel allows the multiscalar processor to execute multiple, independent flows of control, which is needed to exploit significant levels of ILP in non-numeric applications [90]. However, most non-numeric programs have very complex control structures, and constructing reasonable size tasks with single targets may not be possible most of the time. In such situations, the multiscalar compiler can, as far as possible, attempt to demarcate the task $T$ at those points where it is fairly sure of the next task to be executed when control leaves $T$ (although it may not know the exact path that will be taken through $T$ at run time). Such a division of the CFG into tasks will not only allow the overall dynamic window to be accurate, but also facilitate the execution of (mostly) control-independent code in parallel, thereby allowing multiple flows of control. The construction of tasks could be facilitated by profile-guided optimizations as well as by control dependence analyses that identify independent flows of control.

8.2. Intra-Task Static Scheduling

After performing a judicious division of the CFG into tasks, the compiler has a further role to play in improving the performance by way of intra-task scheduling\(^7\). It can introduce helpful transformations that are tailored to the idiosyncrasies of the multiscalar overall execution model and the execution model within each unit. The primary objective of intra-task scheduling is to *reduce the run-time stall due to inter-task dependencies*. If each execution unit can issue multiple operations per

\(^7\) Although we present intra-task scheduling after task selection, ideally, the compiler should consider intra-task scheduling opportunities and their implications even at the time of deciding the tasks. Many multiscalar-specific optimizations can be done before and after task selection.
cycle, then the intra-task scheduler can also attempt to utilize this feature. Notice that it may be possible to do some amount of intra-task scheduling at run time, using a dynamic scheduling execution model within each execution unit; however, the intra-task hardware scheduler is limited in its capabilities because it cannot schedule an instruction until the instruction has been fetched from the local instruction cache.

We shall discuss the different considerations involved in intra-task static scheduling. Intra-task scheduling has to consider both inter- and intra-task constraints. Reduction of run-time stalls is achieved by moving up within a task instructions whose results are needed in the beginning of the following tasks, and by moving down within a task instructions whose operands are produced at the end of preceding tasks. Thus, if an instruction $I_1$ is at the end of a task, and its result is needed by another instruction $I_2$ in the beginning of the subsequent task, then $I_2$ will have to wait for a long time. If the execution model within an execution unit is sequential, then the execution of all subsequent instructions are held up, resulting in a sequential overall execution. A prime example where the moving up of operations help is the update of loop induction variables. This is illustrated in the example given below.

**Example 8.1:** Consider the C code used in Example 3.1. Figure 8.1(i) shows a different assembly code for the same C code, with the update of the loop induction variable (register R1) done more or less at the end of the loop body rather than at the beginning of the loop body. Figure 8.1(ii) shows a multiscalar execution of this assembly code. Compare this with the multiscalar execution in Figure 3.3, and see the effect of updating the loop induction variable at the end of the loop body. The runtime stall and therefore the execution time have drastically increased because of the loop induction update appearing at the end of a task. Therefore, it is imperative to move up such updates to the beginning of the task.

In many cases, moving up or down of instructions is not trivial, and involves doing other transformations. For instance, in the above example, the instruction $\text{R1 = R1 + 1}$ cannot be
R1 = 0 ; initialize induction variable i
R0 = b ; assign loop-invariant b to R0
L: R2 = Mem[R1 + A] ; load A[i]
R2 = R2 + R0 ; add b
BLT R2, 1000, B ; branch to B if A[i] < 1000
R2 = 1000 ; set A[i] to 1000
B: Mem[R1 + A] = R2 ; store A[i]
R1 = R1 + 1 ; increment i
BLT R1, 99, L ; branch to L if i < 99

(i) Assembly Code

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Execution Unit 1</th>
<th>Execution Unit 2</th>
<th>Execution Unit 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Task S1</td>
<td>Task S1</td>
<td>Task S1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1: R2 = Mem[R10 + A]</td>
<td>R2 = R2 + R0</td>
<td>R2 = Mem[R11 + A]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BLT R2, 1000, B1</td>
<td>R2 = R2 + R0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R2 = 1000</td>
<td>R2 = 1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B1: Mem[R10 + A] = R2</td>
<td>R1 = R10 + 1</td>
<td>R2 = Mem[R11 + A]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BLT R1, 99, L2</td>
<td>R2 = R2 + R0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>BLT R2, 1000, B2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>R2 = 1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>B2: Mem[R11 + A] = R2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>R1 = R11 + 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>BLT R1, 99, L3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2: R2 = Mem[R11 + A]</td>
<td>R2 = R2 + R0</td>
<td>R2 = Mem[R12 + A]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BLT R2, 1000, B2</td>
<td>R2 = R2 + R0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R2 = 1000</td>
<td>R2 = 1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B2: Mem[R11 + A] = R2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>R1 = R12 + 1</td>
<td>R2 = Mem[R12 + A]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BLT R1, 99, L3</td>
<td>R2 = R2 + R0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>BLT R2, 1000, B3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>R2 = 1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>B3: Mem[R12 + A] = R2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>R1 = R13 + 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>BLT R1, 99, L4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(ii) Multiscalar Execution

Figure 8.1: Example Code Fragment
moved up within its task by simple reordering, as there are data dependencies to be honored. But, see in Figure 3.2(ii) how it was nevertheless moved up, producing the much better execution of Figure 3.3. The transformation used there was to initialize the loop induction variable to -1 instead of 0. This is just one example of a multiscalar-specific optimization. Many other multiscalar-specific optimizations can be done to aid intra-task scheduling. Although we do not carry out any explicit compiler optimizations or for that matter any compiler work for this thesis, it is useful to learn something of how these optimizations might be done.

8.2.1. Multiscalar-specific Optimizations

The main hurdles in moving up an instruction in a task, especially those involving loop induction updates, are anti-dependencies that occur through the register holding the loop induction variable. In order to facilitate instruction reordering, these anti-dependencies have to be removed using additional registers, if required. Sometimes, this might require the addition of extra instructions to a task. Although the execution of each task then takes extra cycles, the overall execution time may be significantly reduced because the multiscalar processor is better able to overlap the execution of multiple tasks.

Many other compiler optimizations are also possible. If the input operand of an instruction is guaranteed to be present in multiple registers, use as source that register which is likely to reduce run-time stalls and/or allows better schedules. This illustrates the need for multiscalar-specific register uses. Even the criteria for register allocation might be different, and needs further study.

8.2.2. Static Disambiguation

Apart from reordering instructions to reduce run-time stalls due to inter-task register dependencies, the compiler can reorder instructions to reduce the stalls due to inter-task memory dependencies also. Here, the effect of reordering is more pronounced. Consider a load instruction at the beginning of a task $T$. Assume that this load is to the same memory location as a store that is at the end of the preceding task. Ordinary multiscalar execution will most likely execute the load before the store,
only to squash later task $T$ and the succeeding tasks. All these squashed tasks should be reassigned and re-executed from scratch just because of the incorrect load. Such type of mishaps could be reduced if this dependency information is known at compile time, and the compiler performs appropriate intra-task scheduling of memory references, taking this information into consideration. The compiler can perform static memory disambiguation, and move down (within a task) loads that are guaranteed to conflict with stores in the previous tasks, and move up stores that are guaranteed to conflict with loads in the succeeding tasks. This will be especially useful when the number of execution units is increased.

8.2.3. Performance Results with Hand-Scheduled Code

Table 8.1 gives a feel of the improvements we can expect to see when some of the above points are incorporated. The results in Table 8.1 were obtained by manually performing the optimizations in one or two important routines in some of the benchmarks. Hand code scheduling was performed only for those benchmarks which spend at least 50% of the time in a limited portion of the code, so that manual analysis is possible. The only transformations that was performed was: moving up within a task those instructions whose results are needed in the critical path in the following tasks. (Such instructions typically include induction variables, which are usually incremented at the end of a loop when code is generated by an ordinary compiler.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmarks</th>
<th>Completion Rate with 12 Execution Units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Unscheduled Code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dnasa7</td>
<td>2.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>matrix300</td>
<td>6.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Even the simple optimizations implemented for Table 8.1 boost performance considerably for \textit{dnasa7}. The completion rate for \textit{dnasa7} has improved from 2.7 to 9.84 with this simple code scheduling. We expect that with such simple compiler enhancements we will be able to double the performance of the C benchmarks also.

8.3. Other Compiler Support

8.3.1. Static Task Prediction

As mentioned in section 4.2.1.1, the compiler can do task prediction, and convey this information to the hardware. If the compiler is able to embed hard-to-predict branches within tasks, then the static task prediction accuracy is likely to be high enough for the multiscalar processor to establish accurate dynamic windows. The compiler can use profile information to make prediction decisions. The big advantage of using static task prediction is that the global control unit can be made very simple, and its functionalities can be even distributed among the local control units to give rise to a fully decentralized control processor.

8.3.2. Reducing Inter-Unit Register Traffic

The compiler can convey to the hardware routine information such as register data dependencies. In particular, it can generate the create mask of a task, and convey it along with the specification of a task. The create mask of a task denotes all the registers for which new values are potentially created in a task.

Apart from conveying register dependency information to the hardware, the compiler can also reduce the register forwarding traffic between the execution units. It can do a live analysis of the register instances produced in each task. If an instance is guaranteed to be dead when control flows out of the task, then that instance need not be forwarded to the subsequent execution units, and the compiler can convey this information to the hardware.
8.3.3. Synchronization of Memory References

In section 8.2.2, we discussed how the compiler could do static disambiguation of memory references for the purpose of doing intra-task scheduling. In many cases, it might not be possible to move up or down a memory reference (due to other constraints), even though a static analysis confirms that it conflicts with another memory reference in a preceding or succeeding task. A method of eliminating the costly recovery actions due to incorrect memory references is to use explicit synchronization between the create and use of unambiguous memory references. One way of incorporating this is for the compiler to mark such loads and stores, and for the hardware to use full/empty bits, possibly in the ARB, to carry out the synchronization. Such techniques merit further investigation.

8.4. Summary

We have expounded the need for a compiler that takes into consideration the idiosyncrasies of the multiscalar processing paradigm. The compiler has a major role to play in bringing to reality the full potential of the multiscalar paradigm. It analyzes the program, and decides which portions should be lumped together as a task. The main criteria in choosing tasks is to facilitate the creation of a large and accurate dynamic window with reasonable size tasks, having minimum inter-task data dependencies.

After generating the tasks, the compiler can do intra-task scheduling with a view to reduce the run-time stalls that occur due to inter-task data dependencies. It can move up within a task instructions whose results are needed in the beginning of the subsequent tasks, and move down instructions whose operands are produced at the end of the preceding tasks. Several multiscalar-specific optimizations can be used to aid this scheduling.

The compiler can also be used for other purposes, such as static task prediction, conveyance of register dependency information to the hardware, and conveyance of memory dependency information to the hardware.
Although the multiscalar compiler has many tasks to perform, it has more flexibility in operation than the compiler for, say, a VLIW processor or a vector processor. The primary reason is that unlike a VLIW compiler or a vectorizing compiler, which typically needs guarantees (of independence) to carry out different transformations, a multiscalar compiler does not. Although it is possible to extend the capabilities of a VLIW processor to allow statically unresolved references, such schemes typically have a high overhead [108]. Streamlined hardware mechanisms (the ARB) that dynamically detect memory data dependency violations and recover are an integral part of the multiscalar processor. Therefore, accurate static memory disambiguation techniques, which are a major component of a complex compiler, are useful, but not essential for the multiscalar processor.
Chapter 9. Conclusions

What did we learn?

This final chapter summarizes the thesis succinctly, and describes directions for future research. This thesis introduced and investigated the multiscalar paradigm, a new paradigm for exploiting instruction level parallelism. It also described in great detail a possible implementation of the multiscalar paradigm, called the multiscalar processor.

9.1. Summary

The basic idea of the multiscalar paradigm is to connect several execution units as a circular queue, and traverse the CFG in steps of subgraphs, as opposed to traversing it in steps of instructions or basic blocks. The way this is done is for the compiler to divide the CFG of a program into (possibly overlapping) subgraphs. At run time, the hardware assigns a subgraph (task) to an execution unit, does a prediction as to which subgraph control is most likely to go next, and assigns that subgraph to the next execution unit, and so on. The assigned subgraphs are executed in parallel by the multiple execution units.

The proposed implementation (multiscalar processor) has several novel features. The important aspect is that in spite of these novel aspects, the hardware is realizable and has no centralized resource bottlenecks. It supports speculative execution, executes multiple flows of control, exploits locality of communication, allows arbitrary dynamic code motion (facilitated by efficient memory access violation detection and recovery mechanisms), and does so with hardware that appears to be fairly straightforward to build. Desirable aspects of the hardware include the decentralization of critical resources, absence of wide associative searches, and absence of wide interconnection/data paths. It also allows
easy growth path from one generation to other, with a maximum use of hardware and software components. For example, suppose that it is possible to integrate 4 and 8 execution units (along with supporting hardware) in two consecutive generations, respectively. Going from one (hardware) generation to the next could be as simple as replicating the execution units, and increasing the size of the interconnect\(^8\). Moreover, we expect multiscalar implementations to have fast clocks, comparable to that of contemporary sequential processors. This is because the multiscalar processor is essentially a collection of sequential processors, and there are no centralized critical resources that can adversely impact the clock from one generation to the next. The multiscalar processor appears to have all the features desirable/essential in an ILP processor as we understand them today; abstract machines with these capabilities appear to be capable of sustaining ILP in C programs far beyond 10+ IPC [18, 90].

The preliminary performance results are very optimistic in this regard. With no multiscalar-specific optimizations, a multiscalar processor configuration is able to sustain 1.73 to 3.74 useful instructions per cycle for our non-numeric benchmark programs, and 1.38 to 6.06 useful instructions per cycle for our numeric benchmark programs. Currently, it appears that the multiscalar paradigm is an ideal candidate to help us reach our goal of 10+ IPC, and has tremendous potential to be the paradigm of choice for a circa 2000 (and beyond) ILP processor.

9.2. Future Work

This thesis has introduced and described in detail the multiscalar paradigm and the hardware aspects of the multiscalar processor. The work reported here is far from complete. Further research is needed in many related areas, some of which are described below.

\(^8\)A bigger interconnect is a necessary evil in any paradigm if more ILP is to be exploited; the only way around it is to reduce the bandwidth demanded of it, for example, by exploiting locality, as discussed in section 9.2.4.
9.2.1. Multiscalar Compiler

The development of a compiler for the multiscalar processor is perhaps the major work in the immediate future. As mentioned in chapter 7, a multiscalar compiler is being developed by other members of the multiscalar research team. This compiler takes into consideration the idiosyncrasies of the multiscalar paradigm. The important issues to be dealt with by the compiler were already described in detail in chapter 8.

9.2.2. Sensitivity Studies

After the development of the multiscalar compiler, several performance studies need to be done. It is important to conduct sensitivity studies by varying different design parameters, such as the nature of tasks, ARB sizes, cache access latencies, and the execution model within each unit.

9.2.3. Evaluation of ARB

Chapter 6 introduced the ARB and showed how it can be used in the multiscalar processor. The appendix shows how the ARB can be used in other processing models. Further work needs to be done in evaluating the ARB to study the performance impacts due to different ARB sizes (number of sets), interleaving degrees, set associativities, and number of stages on different execution models. Memory renaming and the potential offered by the memory renaming capability of the ARB are also research areas that need further investigation. Finally, we would like to extend the ARB so as to enforce different memory consistency models such as weak consistency [41], data-race-free-0 (DRF0) [5], data-race-free-1 (DRF1) [6], processor consistency [65], and sequential consistency [91] in a multiprocessor system.

9.2.4. Multi-Version Data Cache

A major challenge that we face with the ARB connected as described in chapter 6 is the latency of the interconnection network connecting the execution units to the ARB and the data cache. This
latency will increase when the number of multiscalar execution units is increased, resulting in an increase in the execution time of all memory references. The ARB complexity, and hence its latency, also increases with the number of execution units, further increasing the execution time for memory references. We feel that reducing the execution latency for memory references is crucial for improving the performance of non-numeric programs.

The solution we propose to reduce the latency is to use a multi-version data cache, much alike the multi-version register file described in chapter 5. The basic idea of the multi-version data cache is to provide each execution unit with a local data cache, so that most of the memory references occurring in an execution unit can be satisfied by its local data cache. If a memory request misses in the local data cache, then the request is forwarded to a global data cache, which is common for all the execution units, much like the global instruction cache. However, unlike the case with instruction caches, data caches introduce the cache coherence problem — the multiple versions (of the data cache) have to be kept coherent when an execution unit updates a memory location. Our solution to this problem is to allow the local data caches to be temporarily incoherent, with provision to update them (and make them coherent) using the forwarding network. Provision is also made to detect situations when accesses are made to incoherent data. When an incorrect access is detected, the processor can use the recovery mechanism provided for incorrect task prediction to initiate corrective action.

Figure 9.1 shows the block diagram of an 8-unit multiscalar processor with the multi-version data cache. Notice the absence of the ARB in the figure. In fact, the multi-version data cache functions very similar to the ARB, but in a distributed fashion. By keeping different versions of a memory location in the local data caches, the multi-version data cache also performs memory renaming, just like the ARB. Further work is needed to iron out the protocol for handling memory references with a multi-version data cache.

9.2.5. Multiscalar-based Multiprocessing

It is worthwhile to study how multiscalar processors can be connected together as a multiprocessor system to exploit coarse-grain parallelism. An important question that needs to be answered is
Figure 9.1. Block Diagram of an 8-Unit Multiscalar Processor with Multi-Version Data Cache
the memory model of such a multiprocessor. Will it provide sequential consistency? If not, then some sort of weak consistency? Or processor consistency? At synchronization points, each multiscalar processor can be brought to a quiescent state so as to flush out the ARB completely. We do not expect inter-processor synchronization events to occur very frequently in this multiprocessor, as fine-grain and medium-grain parallelism have already been exploited by the individual multiscalar nodes.

9.2.6. Testing

The last, but not the least, issue is testing. Testing needs to be done at various stages of product development. After installation, a processor needs to be tested periodically to make sure that no physical failures have crept in. Testing the multiscalar processor is relatively straightforward, as each execution unit can be tested independent of the remaining units. This is in contrast to testing other ILP processors such as superscalar processors and VLIW processors, in which the entire datapath is one monolithic structure. This advantage of the multiscalar processor stems from the decentralized nature of the multiscalar processor. Further work needs to be done to devise ways of performing off-line testing as well as on-line (concurrent) testing, and even ways of incorporating fault tolerance into the processor.
How to use the ARB in other processing paradigms?

The ARB mechanism proposed in chapter 6 is very general, and can be used in several execution models. The discussion of ARB in section 6.4 was based on the multiscalar paradigm as the underlying execution model. In this appendix, we demonstrate how the ARB can be used in other execution models, in particular superscalar processors and statically scheduled processors (such as VLIW processors) and small-scale multiprocessors. In dynamically scheduled processors, the ARB can be used for arbitrary reordering of memory references within a dynamic instruction window, as allowed by memory data dependencies. In statically scheduled processors, the ARB can be used for static reordering of ambiguous memory references, which cannot be disambiguated at compile time.

This appendix is organized as follows. Section A.1 describes how the ARB can be used in superscalar processors. It describes extensions for increasing the number of references the ARB can handle at a time. Section A.2 describes how the ARB can be used to do run-time disambiguation in statically scheduled processors, such as the VLIW processors. Section A.3 describes the use of an ARB in small-scale multiprocessors. Section A.4 gives the summary.

A.1. Application of ARB to Superscalar Processors

The working of the ARB for a superscalar processor is similar to the working of the global ARB in the multiscalar processor. In a superscalar processor, to record the original program order of the memory references, a *dynamic sequence number* is assigned to every memory reference encountered at run time. These sequence numbers are assigned by the Instruction Decode Unit or some other stage in the instruction pipeline, with the help of a counter that keeps track of the current sequence
number. The counter is incremented each time a memory reference is encountered, and it wraps around when the count becomes \( n \), where \( n \) is the maximum number of memory reference instructions allowed to be present in the active instruction window at any one time.

Once the sequence numbers are assigned, the memory references can proceed to the memory system in any order (as and when they are ready to proceed). Again, the ARB serves as the hardware structure for detecting out-of-order load-store and store-store references to the same memory location. But in this case, each ARB stage corresponds to a particular sequence number. Thus, a load bit will indicate if a load has been executed with the corresponding sequence number to the address in the address field, and a store bit will indicate if a store has been executed with that sequence number to the address in the address field. The ARB stages are logically configured as a circular queue so as to correspond to the circular queue nature of a sliding (or continuous) instruction window described in [159].

When a load or a store with sequence number \( i \) is executed, it is treated the same way as a load or store from execution unit \( i \) of the multiscalar processor is handled in section 6.4. When the processor retires the memory reference at the head pointer of the ARB, any load mark or store mark in the ARB stage at the head is erased immediately, and the head pointer of the ARB is moved forward by one stage. When recovery actions are initiated due to detection of out-of-sequence accesses to a memory location or detection of incorrect speculative execution, the ARB tail pointer is appropriately moved backwards, and the load mark and store mark columns corresponding to the sequence numbers stepped over by the tail pointer are also cleared immediately. The rest of the working is very similar to that described in section 6.4.

A.1.1. Increasing the Effective Number of ARB Stages

The number of stages in the ARB is a restricting factor on the size of the superscalar instruction window in which memory references can be reordered. The average size of the instruction window is upper bound by \( n/f_m \), where \( n \) is the number of ARB stages and \( f_m \) is the fraction of instructions that are memory references. For instance, if \( n = 8 \) and \( f_m = 40\% \), the average window size is limited to 20
instructions. The number of ARB stages cannot be increased arbitrarily, because the complexity of the logic for checking for out-of-sequence accesses (c.f. section A.2 of Appendix) increases with the number of ARB stages. However, there are three ways of relaxing this restriction. All three rely on mapping multiple memory references to the same ARB stage, but they differ in the way this mapping is performed. All of them divide the sequential stream of memory references into sequentially ordered groups, and assign the same sequence number to all references in a group. Just like the memory disambiguation in the multiscalar processor, the memory disambiguation task then gets divided into two subtasks: (i) intra-group memory disambiguation and (ii) inter-group memory disambiguation. The three solutions use a single ARB to perform the inter-group disambiguation (each stage of this ARB corresponds to a group of memory references), but they differ in the way the intra-group memory disambiguation is performed.

**Solution 1:** The first solution is to consider a sequence of loads and a single store as a single group, all having the same sequence number. Distinct sequence numbers are assigned only to the stores; the loads are assigned the same sequence number as that of either the previous store or the succeeding store. This permits the stores to be ordered and the loads to be partially ordered, which is sufficient to guarantee execution correctness in a uniprocessor (it may not guarantee sequential consistency in a multiprocessor, if a processor performs out-of-order execution from a group of references). Thus intra-group memory disambiguation is avoided. This solution allows the instruction window to have as many stores as the number of ARB stages, and the upper bound on the average window size increases to $n/f_s$, where $f_s$ is the fraction of instructions that are stores. Furthermore, it increases the utilization of the ARB hardware because each ARB stage can now correspond to multiple loads and one store.

**Solution 2:** The second solution is to divide the sequential reference stream into groups, with no attention being paid to the load/store nature of the references. In order to ensure correctness of memory accesses, the references in each group are executed in program order, thereby avoiding
intra-group memory disambiguation as in solution 1. Notice that two references from different groups can be issued out-of-order, and the ARB will detect any out-of-sequence memory accesses to the same address. Solution 2 allows multiple stores to be present in the same group, and is therefore less restrictive than solution 1.

**Solution 3:** The third solution is to divide the sequential reference stream into groups as in solution 2, and then use the two-level hierarchical ARB described in section 6.4.5.2. This will allow the references within a group to be executed out-of-order. Hierarchical ARBs help to inflate the number of ARB stages available for keeping track of memory references. In particular, a two-level hierarchical ARB allows as many memory references in an instruction window as the sum of the number of stages in the local ARBs.

### A.2. Application of ARB to Statically Scheduled Machines

In statically scheduled machines, the ARB can be used for performing additional compile-time reordering of memory references, over what is allowed by static disambiguation techniques. We do not claim ARB to be the best scheme for statically scheduled machines. Our only claim is that the ARB can enhance the performance of statically scheduled machines by allowing statically unresolved loads as well as statically unresolved stores. Remember that all dynamic disambiguation schemes proposed for statically scheduled machines have limitations, as discussed in Section 6.3.2.

#### A.2.1. Basic Idea

Static memory disambiguation is performed as much as possible. Whenever a set of \( m \) \((m \leq n, \) where \( n \) is the number of ARB stages) memory references that can potentially conflict are to be statically reordered, these \( m \) references are grouped together as a conflict set (certain restrictions apply, as described in section A.2.3). To each memory reference in the conflict set, a static sequence number, starting from 0 to \( m-1 \), is assigned based on its original sequence in the program. This sequence
number is kept in a small field in the instruction. Memory references that do not belong to any conflict set have a funny number, say \( n \), as their sequence number. After assigning the sequence numbers, the memory references are statically reordered as desired.

For application in statically scheduled machines, the ARB stages are configured as a linear queue\(^9\). At run time, the loads and stores with sequence number \( n \) are executed as usual without any fanfare; the ARB does not come into the picture at all for them. When a load with sequence number \( i \) \((i < n)\) is executed, an ARB row entry is obtained as before, and a load mark is entered in stage \( i \) of the ARB row entry. If an ARB entry had already been allotted for that address, a check is performed in the preceding ARB stages to see if a store has been executed to the same address. If so, the data stored in the value field of the nearest preceding store in the ARB row entry is forwarded to the load’s destination register.

When a store with sequence number \( i \) \((i < n)\) is executed, the same sequence of steps are followed, except that a check is performed in the succeeding stages to see if a load has been executed to the same address. If so, an out-of-sequence memory access is detected, and recovery actions are initiated by means of repair code.

**Example A.1:** We shall illustrate the working of the ARB for a statically scheduled processor through an example. Consider the same sequence of loads and stores as in Example 6.1. Assume that the static disambiguation techniques could not disambiguate these references, and that all the 4

\( \text{--------------------------} \)

\(^9\) It is not mandatory to configure the stages as a linear queue; they can be configured as a circular queue as well. Because the size of a conflict set may often be less than the number of ARB stages, a circular queue configuration may not allow a perfect, identical mapping between the static sequence numbers assigned to the references in a conflict set and the ARB stage numbers the references map to at run time (\(i.e.,\) it may not map a reference with static sequence number \( i \) to ARB stage \( i \) during execution).
references are included in a conflict set. Table A.1 shows the static sequence numbers of the references. The “After Reordering” columns show the statically reordered code and their sequence numbers. The progression of the ARB contents during the execution of these loads and stores is same as that given in Figure 6.2; the only difference is the manner in which recovery is performed when an out-of-order load-store or store-store to a memory address is detected.

Table A.1: Example Sequence of Loads and Stores

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Before Reordering</th>
<th>After Reordering</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>STORE R2, 0(R1)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STORE R4, 0(R2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOAD R3,–20(R2)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOAD R5, 0(R3)</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A.2.2. Reclaiming the ARB Entries

Because the ARB stages are configured as a linear queue, the reclaiming of ARB entries is slightly different from that described in section 6.4.4. Previously, when the memory reference at the ARB head stage is committed, the two ARB columns that correspond to the load marks and store marks of the reference’s sequence number were cleared in a cycle. However, in this case, all the references in a conflict set should be committed at the same time. For this purpose, the ARB needs to determine the condition when the execution of all references in a conflict set are over. An easy way of determining this is to check if every memory reference with sequence number ≤ the maximum
sequence number encountered by the ARB so far from the current conflict set have been executed\textsuperscript{10}.

When it is determined that all the references from a conflict set have been executed, all the store values stored in the value fields are forwarded to the data cache / main memory. If there are multiple store values to the same address, the one with the highest sequence number alone is forwarded. The entire ARB is then cleared in one cycle, and now the ARB is ready to handle the next conflict set. It is possible that there may be many store values to be forwarded to the data cache / main memory, causing a traffic burst, which might stall the processor for a few cycles. One simple solution to avoid this stall is to partition the ARB stages into two as shown in Figure A.1, and use the second partition when the first partition is busy forwarding values, and vice versa. When a load is executed, it can

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
Address & Stage 0 & Stage 1 & Stage 2 & Stage 3 & Stage 0 & Stage 1 & Stage 2 & Stage 3 \\
\hline
2000 & 0;0; & 0;0; & 0;1; & 50 & 0;0; & 0;0; & 1;0; & 0;0; \\
\hline
0;0; & 0;0; & 0;0; & 0;0; & 0;0; & 0;0; & 0;0; & 0;0; \\
\hline
0;0; & 0;0; & 0;0; & 0;0; & 0;0; & 0;0; & 0;0; & 0;0; \\
\hline
0;0; & 0;0; & 0;0; & 0;0; & 0;0; & 0;0; & 0;0; & 0;0; \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{figure}

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
Bank 1 & 2048 & 0;0; & 0;1; & 10 & 0;0; & 0;0; & 0;0; & 0;0; \\
\hline
0;0; & 0;0; & 0;0; & 0;0; & 0;0; & 0;0; & 0;0; & 0;0; \\
\hline
0;0; & 0;0; & 0;0; & 0;0; & 0;0; & 0;0; & 0;0; & 0;0; \\
\hline
0;0; & 0;0; & 0;0; & 0;0; & 0;0; & 0;0; & 0;0; & 0;0; \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{figure}

\textbf{Figure A.1: A Two-Way Partitioned, 4-Stage ARB}

\textsuperscript{10} This assumes that the last member of the conflict set, the one with sequence number $m-1$, got reordered, and is no longer the last memory reference in its conflict set in the reordered instruction stream. If this is indeed not the case, the memory reference numbered $m-1$ can be excluded from the conflict set at compile time.
search for earlier stores in both partitions of its row entry so that it gets the correct memory value from the ARB (if the value is present), and not the stale value from the data cache / main memory. In Figure A.1, Partition 2 is the current partition. So when the load with sequence number 1 (corresponding to ARB stage 1) to address 2000 is executed, the request searches in stage 0 of Partition 2 and all stages of Partition 1 for a previous store to the same address. It obtains the correct value 50 from Stage 2 of Partition 1, and therefore the load request is not forwarded to the data cache / main memory.

A.2.3. Restrictions to Reordering of Ambiguous References

The ARB allows the static reordering of all unambiguous references in a program. There are some restrictions to the reordering of ambiguous references, however. These restrictions are all imposed by the finite size of a conflict set. If the ARB is used as discussed above, the size of a conflict set is limited by the number of ARB stages. In order to relax this restriction, any of the three techniques discussed in section A.1.1 can be used. For statically scheduled processors, we have one more solution available, which is to allow multiple conflict sets to overlap in the reordered static instruction stream. Multiple conflict sets can be allowed to overlap as long as it is known that no two references from distinct overlapping conflict sets will ever conflict. (This implies that a memory reference can belong to at most one conflict set.) Overlapping of conflict sets allows further code reordering and increases the utilization of the ARB hardware because each ARB stage can now correspond to multiple memory references. For purposes of termination-determination of the overlapping conflicting sets, the references in each conflict set can be tagged with a distinct tag so that the termination-determination mechanism can separately determine the termination of each conflict set in the overlapping conflict sets. It is also possible to use separate, independent ARBs to handle each conflict set in the overlapping conflict sets.

Whatever solutions and combinations thereof we use for relaxing the restriction imposed by the finite number of ARB stages, we have to pay the price while dealing with re-entrant code such as loops and recursive procedure calls. This is because each memory reference in the static re-entrant
code may map to multiple memory references at run time, and in general it is not possible to statistically determine the number of memory references it maps to at run time. Thus, a conflict set cannot in general extend beyond an iteration of a loop or an instantiation of a procedure call. The restrictions can be formally stated as follows: in general it is not possible to reorder a pair of ambiguous references $m_1$ and $m_2$ of the following categories: (i) $m_1$ is inside a re-entrant code and $m_2$ is outside the re-entrant code, and (ii) $m_1$ and $m_2$ are separated by a re-entrant code (i.e., $m_1$ precedes the re-entrant code and $m_2$ succeeds the re-entrant code) that has at least one memory reference $m_3$ belonging to some conflict set. In the first case, $m_1$ could map to multiple references $m_1^i$ at run-time, and all of \{$m_1^i$, $m_2$\} have to be in the same conflict set or overlapping conflict sets, whose size could be much too large for the ARB to support. In the second case, $m_3$ could map to multiple references $m_3^i$ at run-time, and all of \{$m_1$, $m_3^i$, $m_2$\} have to be in the same conflict set or overlapping conflict sets, which again could be much too large for the ARB to support. It is important to note that the ARB allows the reordering of two ambiguous references $m_1$ and $m_2$ within a re-entrant code, even if they are separated by other ambiguous references.

**Example A.2:** The restrictions on what can be reordered and what cannot be reordered can be best illustrated by an example. Consider the piece of machine-level code in Figure A.2, in which M1 through M5 denote memory references.

![Figure A.2: Example to Demonstrate Restrictions to Code Motion](image-url)
Assume that all the references can potentially conflict with each other. In this example, \( \{M2, M3, M4\} \) can form one conflict set; \( M1 \) and \( M5 \) cannot be part of this conflict set because \( M2, M3, \) and \( M3 \) belong to a loop. The only references that can be reordered with respect to each other in this example are \( M2, M3, \) and \( M4. \)

**A.3. Application of ARB to Shared-memory Multiprocessors**

ARBs can be used to achieve two purposes in shared-memory multiprocessors: (i) detection of data races and (ii) implicit synchronization. We shall discuss them separately.

**A.3.1. Detection of Data Races**

When the individual processors in a multiprocessor system perform dynamic reordering of memory references, sequential consistency may be violated in the multiprocessor unless special care is taken [42]. The ARB can be used to detect potential violations to sequential consistency (by detecting data races as and when they occur) in multiprocessors consisting of dynamically scheduled processor nodes. We shall briefly describe how this can be done.

The key idea is for each processor in the multiprocessor to have a private ARB, which works similar in principle to the one described in Section A.1. Each of these ARBs hold information pertaining to the memory references from the active execution window of its processor. When a store is committed from the ARB of a processor, in addition to sending the store value to the memory system as before, the ARBs of all other processors are also checked to see if the same address is present in them. If the address is present in another ARB, then it signifies the presence of a data race. If each processor node has a private data cache, then the store values are sent to the processor’s private data cache, and only the data cache traffic created by the cache consistency protocol need be sent to the other ARBs. The use of ARBs for the detection of data races is similar to the use of detection buffers proposed by Gharachorloo and Gibbons [61].
**Example A.3:** Consider the two pseudo-assembly program segments given in Table A.2 to be executed concurrently by two processors P1 and P2 in a shared-memory multiprocessor. Initially, location 100 contains 30 and location 120 contains 20. If the execution in the multiprocessor obeys sequential consistency, then it is not possible for both the loads in Table A.2 to fetch the initial values in locations 100 and 120, namely 30 and 20.

Figure A.3 shows how out-of-order execution in the processors (both the processors execute the load before the store) results in a violation of the sequential consistency, and how the ARBs detect this violation. The first two figures in Figure A.3 depict the execution of the two loads from the two processors. When the load from P1 is executed, a new ARB row entry is allotted for address 100 in P1’s ARB. The load request is forwarded to the memory, and a value of 30 is obtained. Similarly, when the load from P2 is executed, a new ARB row entry is allotted for address 120 in P2’s ARB. This request is also forwarded to the memory, and a value of 20 is obtained. Next the stores are executed as depicted in the subsequent two figures of Figure A.3. When the store from P1 is committed, the store value is sent to memory. The store address 120 is then forwarded to the remaining ARBs including P2’s ARB by the memory. When the entries in P2’s ARB are checked for address 120, a data race is detected. Similarly, when the store from P2 is committed, the store address 100 is forwarded to the remaining ARBs including P1’s ARB. When the entries in P1’s ARB are checked for address 100, another data race is detected.

### A.3.2. Implicit Synchronization

Another use of ARB in multiprocessors is as a rendezvous for implicit synchronization. When parallelizing sequential code into multiple tasks statically, synchronization operations can be avoided if it is known that the tasks are independent. If tasks are known to be dependent (e.g. FORALL loops and DOACR loops [122] ), then synchronization operations can be added to parallelize the code. However, there are several loops and other code in which it cannot be statically determined if the tasks are dependent or independent, because of ambiguous data dependencies through memory. As
### Table A.2: Example Sequence of Loads and Stores Involving Data Races

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Processor P1</th>
<th>Processor P2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Code</strong></td>
<td><strong>Code</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STORE R1, 120</td>
<td>STORE R1, 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOAD R2, 100</td>
<td>LOAD R2, 120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 2 50</td>
<td>0 2 75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Processor P1’s ARB
- Executed Load to Address 100 in Stage 1; Request Forwarded to Memory; Obtained Value 30 from Memory
- Value 50 from Stage 0 Forwarded to Memory; Address 120 Forwarded to other ARBs by Memory; Detected a Data Race

#### Processor P2’s ARB
- Executed Load to Address 120 in Stage 1; Request Forwarded to Memory; Obtained Value 20 from Memory
- Value 75 from Stage 0 Forwarded to Memory; Address 100 Forwarded to other ARBs by Memory; Detected a Data Race

---

**Figure A.3: ARB Contents After the Execution of Each Memory Reference in Table A.2**

As an example, consider the C program loop shown in Figure A.4, whose iterations have potential data dependencies because variable \( j \) can have the same value in multiple iterations. A compiler cannot determine if the iterations are dependent or independent, and hence it cannot parallelize the loop.
without using synchronization operations. Undue synchronization operations affect the performance of a multiprocessor.

```plaintext
for i := lb, ub do
{
    j := A[i];
    ...
}
```

**Figure A.4: A Loop with Potential Inter-Iteration Dependencies**

The ARB can be used as an implicit synchronization mechanism in a (small-scale) shared-memory multiprocessor to aid the parallelization of loops and other code that have potential data dependencies. In particular, multiple iterations of such a loop can be issued to multiple processors in the multiprocessor, and in the event of an actual memory hazard occurring at run time, the ARB can detect the hazard.

For implicit synchronization between multiple tasks, a single global ARB is used for the entire multiprocessor. (If the individual processors perform out-of-order execution of their memory references, then in addition each processor can use a local ARB if desired, to perform intra-processor memory disambiguation.) The processors are logically ordered in some sequential order; tasks are allocated to the sequentially ordered processors as per the sequential order in which they appear in the original program. (Notice that this restriction comes about because when performing implicit synchronization, a task can be committed only when it is known for sure that all sequentially preceding tasks have completed their execution.) The global ARB has as many stages as the number of processors, and the stages have a one-to-one correspondence to the sequentially ordered processors. The load bits and store bits of a stage indicate the loads and stores that have been executed from the
corresponding processor. Now, the multiprocessor system works as a multiscalar processor, with each processor of the multiprocessor corresponding to each execution unit of the multiscalar processor. It is assumed that there is facility in each multiprocessor processor node to restart the task allocated to it, if required.

We place a restriction on the number of processors in the multiprocessor, mainly because the complexity of the logic for checking for out-of-sequence accesses (c.f. section A.2 of Appendix) increases with the number of ARB stages. Notice that the traffic to be handled by the global ARB could also be a restriction; however, this restriction can be relaxed if ambiguous references are tagged, and only the ambiguous references are allowed to proceed to the global ARB. Another solution is to send to the global ARB only those requests that spill out of the cache coherency protocol. These two solutions also reduce the chances of the ARB banks getting filled with memory references.

A.4. Summary

The ARB mechanism is very general, and can be used in a wide variety of execution models. This chapter has shown how the ARB can be used in different processing models. First, we showed how the ARB can be used in a superscalar processor. The ARB can also be used in statically scheduled processors such as the VLIW for reordering ambiguous memory references that cannot be disambiguated at compile time. In this light, the ARB can be used for ordering memory references in small-scale multiprocessors too. In particular, it allows multiple iterations of a loop (having potential memory dependencies) to be issued to multiple processors, and in the event of an actual hazard occurring at run time, the ARB can detect the hazard.
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